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Abstract

Longitudinal dune ordering and longitudinal dune genesis are two sepa-

rate phenomena. Moreover, longitudinal dune fields in which dune separation is

nearly uniform may be controlled by genesis and ordering mechanisms different

from those for longitudinal dune fields in which dune separation is variable.

Longitudinal dune fields with nearly uniform dune spacing or wavelength

are characterized by mean dune width to mean wavelength ratios of 0.4 or greater

and by an average mean wavelength of - 2.4 km or approximately twice the

thickness of the planetary boundary layer. The extreme organization of these

dune fields and their wavelengths can be explained in terms of the ordering

being d,ue to planetary boundary layer scale secondary flow in the form of paired

vortices known as roll vortices.

Longitudinal dune fields with variable mean dune spacing are character-

ized by mean dune width to mean dune spacing ratios of 0.3 or less with mean

dune spacings less than - I km. These types of longitudinal dune fields also show

high density of dune coalescences and their controlling mechanism may result in

the situation where adjacent dunes within a certain critical separation converge

and coalesce whereas those farther apart remain discrete. A characteristic dune

separation is thereby established although a high degree of variability remains.

An aerodynamic coalescence mechanism in part dependent upon local topogra-

phy and wind conditions helps explain the wide range of mean dune spacings for

global linear dune fields.

Earlier empirical work on roll vortices suggests that they occur in desert

regions, especially those containing unvegetated longitudinal dunes of uniform

spacing. It is shown qualitatively that the stable orientation for roll vortices

amongst established longitudinal dunes is precisely that orientation that would

promote dune growth. Of various techniques by which roll vortices may be

observed and measured, the one most applicable to desert work for both practi-

cability and the quality of the data obtained involves the airplane measurement

of horizontal temperature variation. Australian desert dune fields are unsuit-

able for roll vortices observation because of their variable dune spacing, which

would disrupt organised secondary circulation. N{oreover, the vegetation present

throughout most of the Australian deserts makes it difficult to find dunes over

and around which general studies of wind over bare obstacles can be conducted.

One possible mechanism for dune coalescence is horizontaì pressure gra-

dients within longitudinal dune fielcls due to flow constriction between closely
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spaced adjacent dunes. Arguments against this possibility outweigh arguments

for it; although, the Reynolds number analysis is favor¿ble'

Wind/sand-transport/sand-form systems may be inherently unstable lon-

gitudinally, and this instabitity may manifest itself in the form of ordered lon-

gitudinal deposition ridges. An inviscid, incompressible quantitative model of

instability in linear sand banks in shallow tidal seas is modified and applied to

desert dunes, but the results obtained are poor. Viscid, compressible flow models

result in the formation of roll vortices, and given that these roll vortices do not

shift laterally, loose sediment would be transported and deposited in an ordered

array of ridges. Steady roll vortices over relatively featureless terrain are, how-

ever, considered unlikely, but roll vortices confined by established longitudinal

dunes would foster both dune growth and dune ordering.

The propagation of linear dunes to leeward of ridges of alluvial debris

on frìnges of exposed lake and river beds indirectly results from three aerody-

namic instabilities, of which the primary one is the stagnation pressure instabil-

ity established over the windward faces of debris mounds during oblique winds.

Centrifugal instability of the flow over the leeward concave slope and momen-

tum deprivation instabitity due to bottom saltation are of subsidiary importance.

Roll vortices generated to the lee of debris mounds as a result of the instabilities

causes the longìtudinal sand deposition which ultimately produces series of lin-

ear dunes. Many of the linear dunes emerging from debris mounds subsequently

coalesce within tens of kilometers thereby increasing the apparent order of the

system. This mode of dune genesis is observable in the Australian linear dune

field.s, which have variable spacing. It is also a conceivable formative mechanism

for longitudinal dune fields wibh uniform spacing.

Field techniques were devised for (i) monitoring deposition/erosion over

any sandy area using a grid of implanted stakes (ii) ascertaining of sand firm-

ness patterns over any sandy area using a pole penetrometer and (iii) observing

various forms of primary and secondary flow over and around a linear dune,

including leeward rotors, windward rotors, quasi-laminar flow and roll vortices,

using tethered kites. Wind vector monitoring over a linear dune revealed that

during oblique winds, maximum wind speed and maximum vertical wind com-

ponent were attained just to windward of the crest, and the horizontal wind

contponent experienced a deßection towards the normal over the crest with re-

spect to the dune's longitudinal axis. The study dune's periodic summìts were

observed to migrate leeward along the dune's longitudinal axis while maintaining

their spacing, and its main body was observed to migrate laterally.
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Glossary of Quantitative Symbole

Note: Most of the symbols used in the appendices and a few of the symbols in
the text that are used only very locally are not included in this glossary.

Chapter Oue

l4l = mean dune width of a specific dune fleld

I': mean wavelength (dune spacing) for a specific dune field

Chapter Three

Ra: ry = Rayteigh number (dimensionless)

B = initial vertical density gradient of a fluid layer [kg tt-nl
ú : fluid expansion coefficient [m2 I kg-l s-r oC-ll

g : gravitational acceleration - 9.8 ml"2

r : thermometric conductivity [m I s-3 oC-l]

y: kinematic viscosity [m2 s-l]
Tu = wavenumber of transverse roll vortices

Lx = wavenumber of longitudinal roll vortices

Tw = wavelength of transverse roll vortices

Lw = wavelength of longitudinal roll vortices

e : angle between the two sets of roll vortices

Chapter Fou¡

u : flow velocity vector component in the ø-direction

u : flow velocity vector cornponent in the y-directiou

t¿: flow velocity vector component in the zdirection

1: temperature

Pn : humiditY

/ = secondary flow frequency

) : secondary flow wavelength

ç : lateral velocity of secondary flow relative
to a moving observer

Chapter Six

Note: For this chapter, the ø-direction axis is aligned with the longitudinal
axis of the regular topographic corrugations of the bottom boundary within the
systems considered. The gdirection axis is aligned with the transverse axis of
the corrugations.

t : time
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U: flow velocity vector

A =lÛl: magnitude of ú
U*o,r: maximum U

I(t) : time dependence of U

o</(ú) <l
U = Uo^J(t)

U : U^^* beginning at (2) in the derivation.

I : I(t) beginning at (2) in the derivation.

l¡: fluid layer depth

H : far fluid depth - the fluid layer thickness at a far
distance from the topographic corrugations
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P : pressure

¡r : viscosity

P : densitY

v = pl p: kinematic viscosity
rt2- ð2 , 82 , 82v :6æ-r6F-r6tî
wí : i - direction component of the angular velocity of the earth's

rotation at any given point on the earth's surface

X, Y and Z: extraneous forces in the b, !- and z-directions

C : drag coefficient in drag law for turbulant flow (see below)

í: pclúlú
í: shear vector

Crn=CfU'-z
m : constant coefficient, usually 2

/: Coriolis coefficient

d: r"di*ent transport vector

Q : rate of sediment transport

I: "function of"
Û", = threshold flow velocity vector for sand transport

'y : non-dimensional scaling factor
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Ä: downslope transport enchancement factor
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Jr- 1't -t_p
^f" = ll'f'
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ó : magnitude of the perturbation of ¿

a(ú) and ö(ú) = time dependence of ô

a - o(t) and ö - ö(ú) after (5) in the derivation

ø(t¡=a(t) +ó(ú)t
u-2rH
'r - -cî
.5 : scaling coefficient for the sediment transport equation

q=mcos2a*sin2c
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oopm : optimum a
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Chapter Seven

Note: For this chapter, the ø-direction axis is aligned with the mean flow, and the
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mean values, and primed quantities indicate perturbation values.

t9: some constant coefficient

cH 2 specific heat

co: specific heat at constant pressure

Kn = coefficient of heat diffusion

Æ : ga" constant
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Chapter Etght
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Chapter One

1.1 Introduction

The "problem of longitudinal dunes" is one of the oldest in desert

geomorphology. Sandridges frequently of considerable size, roughly aligned

with the dominant winds and organized into ordered systems occupy large

areas of many modern deserts and were, moreover, typical of dune fields that

extended over the Sahel and much of Australia during the late Pleistocene. Many

longitudinal dune fields exhibit a nearly uniform interdune spacing; the distilled

impression is of extreme orderliness. It becomes a point of conviction that a

causal mechanism exists. Yet after more than a century of investigation, none

of the several proposed mechanisms for longitudinal dune genesis and evolution

has attained general accepta4ce.

The originaì purpose of this study was to derive a viable physical model for

longitudinal dune field genesis, but as the investigation proceeded, it gradually

became apparent that the problem was more complicated than had initially
been realized or than is at present commonly recognized. First, longitudinal

dune genesis and longitudinal dune ordering are separate phenomena, each

with its own set of possible mechanisms. Moreover, there are the two major

types of longitudinal dune fields - those with a characteristic but still variable

dune spacing and those with nearly uniform dune spacing - and the ordering

mechanisms for these two types of longitudinal dune fields may be different.

This dissertation deals mainly with longitudinal dune genesis and the

ordering of longitudinal dunes into fields with uniform dune separation. In the

broader context, this work on longitudinal dune ordering is an initial, simplest-

case analysis of longitudinal dune ordering in general. This work may serve as

point of departure for investigations into evolution of longitudinal dune fieids

with variable dune spacing and even for investigation into evolution of the few

very complicated variant types of longitudinal dune fields.

t.2 Dissertation synopsis

In the remainder of this chapter, longitudinal dunes and longitudinal

dune fields are first defined according to their dynamic characteristics. Then

their general geomorphic features are described. Extreme variations of both

longitudinal dunes and longitudinal dune fields are also noted. The global

distribution of longitudinal dune fields is then discussed.
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Chapter Two is divided into two parts. The first is a review of

literature concerning Australian relic longitudinal dunes and their implications

for paleoclimate. The second is a review of geomorphological literature on topics

intergrally related to the problem of longitudinal dunes such as wind regimes in

longitudinal dune fields, theories of dune formation and stratigraphy.

Longitudinal dune coalescence as a possible control on longitudinal dune

ordering is briefly discussed in Chapter Three, which otherwise deals with the

review and assessment of past fluid dynamical research relevant to the problem

of longitudinal dune ordering.

Chapter Four is a discussion and assessment of various available

empirical techniques for the detection and observation of secondary circulation.

Chapter Five is predominantly concerned with field observations of primary

and secondary flow around a longitudinal dune, deposition/erosion patterns over

it and its topographic change and migration.

Longitudinal dune ordering may result from a predominant longitudinal

instability within wind/sand-transport/sand-form systems during simple - irro-
tational and incompressible - flows, and this mechanism is examined in Chapter
Six.

Longitudinal dune genesis and ordering as a result of planetary boundary

layer scale longitudinal secondary flow in complex - rotational and incompress-

ibie* - flows is considered piecemeal. The empirical evidence of longitudinal

secondary flow and its influence upon sediment transpori is discussed in detail

in Chapter Three, but the quantitative discussion of secondary flow and its im-

plications for dune development and ordering are not considered until Chapter
Seven, after the quantitative treatment of simple flow.

Longitudinal dune genesis to the lee of obstacles, especially elongate

alluvial debris mounds, is discussed in Chapter Eight, and Chapter Nine
is a synopsis of conclusions.

* Co-pr...ibility or the local variability of fluid densiby is a significant facbor only for

situations in which flow velocity approaches the ambient speed of sound [SCHLICHTING, 19601.
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1.3 Nomenclatu¡e

The term "longitudinal dune" has a specific morphodynamic implication.

The natural inference is that dunes so labelled are in the form of ridges oriented

parallel or nearly so to the dominant winds.

This sort of morphodynamic distinction is not suggested in the terms

"linear dune," "sief dune," "sand ridge," and "linear sand hill." These terms

merely connote a predominance of one horizontal dimension over the other.

There is no implied orientation with respect to the strong winds. Nevertheless,

these purely morphologic terms are used interchangeably in the extant literature.

Terminological problems arising from investigations of linear dunes have

been summarized by MAINGUET (l98aa) and RUBIN and HUNTER (1985).

One suggested set of solutions is to use terms such as "linear dune", "elongate

dune" and "narrow sand edifices", to refer to linear sand ridges oblique to the

dominant winds and to restrict "sandridge" to refer to linear sand ridges of

considerable length and nearly parallel to the dominant winds [MAINGUET,
1984a1.

Alternatively, it has been suggested that "linear dune," "elongate dune,"

"sief dune," "linear sand hill" and all other inherently descriptive terms to be

used only as morphologic terms in reference to any linear sand ridges regardless of

their orientation with respect to the mean strong winds IRUBIN and HUNTER,

19351. This complements an earlier arbitrary definition of "longitudinal dune"

as any linear sand ridge whose longitudinal axis is within 15o of the direction of

the mean strong winds IHUNTBR et al., 1983]. Finally, HUNTER and RUBIN

(1985) assign the term "transverse dune" to linear sand ridges whose longitudinal

axis is within l5o to the normal of the direction of the mean strong winds and

the term "oblique dune" to all remaining instances of linear sand ridges. This

latter set of recommended usages is adopted for the remainder of this thesis.

Despite the paucity of good wind data in and in the vicinity of linear

dune fields, the distinction between longitudinal, transverse and oblique dunes is

legitimate if to a degree arbitrary. This is particularly true within the context of

this thesis, which deals with the almost conceptual investigation of the possible

mechanisms for the genesis and ordering of true longitud.inal dunes.
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t.4 General longitudinal dune cha¡acteristics

1.4.1 Dune asymmetry

In general, linear dunes are asymmetric in transverse section with a fairly

straight or slightly convex windward flank and a slightly concave leeward flank

(Fig. 1A). The sense of asymmetry of the linear dunes in some areas reverses

periodically, presumably because of oblique storm winds from different quarters

[BAGNOLD, l94l; WOPFNBR and TWIDALE, 19671. General mechanisms

for longitudinal dune asymmetry are discussed briefly in the later part of

Section 3.2.6.

The linear dunes on the northern side of Qarhan Lake (a dried salt lake) in

the Qaidam Basin, Qinghai Province, People's Republic of China are exceptional

in that the slopes of both flanks are nearly straight or slightly concave and

converge at about 70o to form relatively sharp and symmetric crests (Fig. 18)

IBOWLER, p€ß. comm., 19831. The surfaces of these dunes are loosely cemented

by halite and have been described as "spongy." This cementation constrains

sediment movement over parts of the dunes in such a way that over these parts,

sediment is being removed faster than it is being replaced. For this reason, these

dune flank slopes are nearly straight or slightly concave.

Linearity1.4.2

In Landsat imagery, the individual dunes of certain Arabian and North

African linear dune fields, many of which extend unbroken for more than a

hundred kilometers, appear amazingly straight in plan. Plates lD and 2 show

portions of Rub' al khali, Saudi Arabia, and Plate 3 shows a portion of Erg

Bilma, Niger.

At the other end of the spectrum, the longitudinal dunes of the Strzelecki

Desert, south central Australia, hint at sinuosity, and those of the Negev Desert,

southern Israel and the Sinai, are very obviousl5' sinusoidal (Pl. 4) and are aptly

referred to as snaking dunes.
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1.4.3 The application of the definition

of longitudinal dunes

Prom the annual wind rose of Erg Bilma (Pl. 3), it appears that the dunes

of Erg Bilma may be truly longitudinal. This can be said with certainty only if
the annual wind rose derives from a long term statistical survey, one that accounts

for say thirty orforty years. Therefore, to determine whether any linear dune is

longitudinal as well is not trivial. For this reason, a general study of longitudinal
dunes, such as this, is in respects simpler than a study of the longitudinal dunes

in a specific region. In each instance, the direction of the predominant winds

must be determined, taking care not to mistake this with the direction of mean

sand transport (App. f). Throughout this thesis, particular linear dune fields

are not referred to as longitudinal dune fields unless some observational evidence

exists to justify the more precise classification.

L.4.4 Secondary features and morphologic complexities

1.4.5 Dune fields

From inspection of aerial images, it seems that highly ordered linear dune

fields occur in nature. In Plate 2, for example, apparently simple, mutually-
parallel and evenly-spaced linear dunes occur in a great system.

Linear dune fields of low organization and variable dune spacing are also

prevalent. These are characterized by a significant percentage of dunes that are

forked due to either bifurcation or coalescence (Pl. 5 and Frontispiece2). These

Linear dunes lacking secondary features are rare; in fact, all linear dunes

that have been seen during this study have had surface ripples, the longitudinal

axes of which are normal to the direction of their formative winds. More

significantly, large scale secondary features often occur on iinear dunes [McKEE,
19791. For example, in the Namib Desert, Southwest Africa, star dunes and

crescentic dunes occupy the crests of linear dunes ILANCASTER, 1983].

The main body of a linear dune may itself be complex in form [McKEE,
1979]. In the Rub' al Khali, as in other places, linear dunes occur as compound

structures, each dune having a pair of crests in juxtaposition (Pls lC and lD)
(App. 2).
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forks almost invariably open upwind and are in appearance the opposite to being

streamlined. Their shape has prompted the names "tuning fork junction" and

"Y junction", the latter of lvhich is adopted for use here.

Y junctions in linear dunes are probably usually the result of coalescence.

The single ridge extending downwind from the junction is due to the growth of

the dune along its longitudinal axis after coalescence.

Dramatic departures from the two major types of linear and longitudinal

dune fields are found in central and western China (Pls 6, 7 and 8). These sand

ridges are possibly longitudinal in that they may, in the axis of their general

trend, be aligned with the predominant winds. The suggestive labels used to

refer to them - "honeycomb," "dendritic" and "fishinghook" type linear dunes

- seem apt lChina tames her deserts: A photographic record, L977].

1.5 Geo graphie al præralence

Linear dunes cover fifty percent of the world's large sandy deserts

ITSOAR, 1978; McKEE, 1979]. They have been cited to i) occupy more than

seventy percent of northern African dune deserts, ii) dominate Arabian sand seas,

Soviet arid zones and Australian arid zones and iii) occupy siglificant portions

of the deserts of southern Africa and the American Southwest [McKEE, f979;

TWiDALE, f9811. Large linear dune flelds also occur in central and western

China.

Evidence of ancient linear dunes exists in the stratigraphic record

ITANNER, 1965; GLENNIE, 1972; STEELE, f982], and a recent paper revises

the interpretation of preserved crossbedding and specifically notes that linear

dunes may have been much more prevalent than has been appreciated IRUBIN
and HUNTER, 19851.

1.5.1 Two morphodynamic categories

of linear dune fields

Let V be defined as the ratio between the mean dune width and ihe
À

mean dune spacing for any given linear dune field, where 17 is the mean dune

width and À is the mean dune spacing. For the 12 linear dune fields included in

the survey summarized in Table l, all, with one exception, are characterized by

either U < o.eo or + > 0.40. The exception is the fleld of complex linear dunesÀ- t-
in tlre northern Sahara, Algeria, for which ) - O.S+.
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The four linear dune fields oí the frrst category (l S 0.30) are located

in northern Arizona, U.S. (Pl. 9), the Simpson Desert, central Australia (Pl. 5

and Frontispiece 2), the Great Sandy Desert, northwestern Australia (Pl. fB)

and the northeastern Rub' al Khali, Saudi Arabia. The aerial imagery of each

of these displays variable mean dune spacing and a relatively large number of

Y junctions. Moreover, mean dune spacing varies considerably and is in all

instances less than I km. The linear dune field on the Navajo Indian Reservation

bears striking resemblance to those of the Simpson Desert and the Great Sandy

Desert in spite olW and ì values respectively - 5 and - 8 times less than those

for its Australian counterparts.

Linear dune fields of the second category (f > 0.40) display lower

densities of Y junctions. These dune fields are located in the northeastern Rub'

al Khali, Saudi Arabia, the Kalahari Desert, southern Africa, the southwestern

Sahara, Mauritania, the southern Sahara, Niger, the southwestern Rub' al Khali,

Saudi Arabia, the Namib Desert, Southwest Africa (Namibia), the northern

Sahara, Algeria, the southern Sahara, Niger and the western Rub' al Khali, Saudi

Arabia. Mean dune spacing for the dune flelds of this category are on average

- 2.4 km or approximately twice the thickness of the planetary boundary layer.

The two major types of linear dune fields, as qualitatively distinguished

by the criteria of dune spacing uniformity and Y junctions density, seem to

correspond well to the two categories of linear dune fields as defined by f . The

latter may indeed be morphoclynamic categories. The high density of Y junctions

of the first category ancl the organization ancl wavelengths of the second may be of

great importance in understanding their respective ordering mechanisms. For the

first category, that mechanism which controls dune coalescence may deterrnine

their low organization (Abs. and Sec. 3.1.1.). For the second category, the

extreme ordering and wide spacing may be due to planetary boundary layer

scale secondary flow in the form of paired vortices (Chs 3 and 7).
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Chapter Two

2.L Australian relic linear dune flelds and
thei¡ implicatione for paleoclimate

The world's second most extensive system of linear dune fields exists in

Australia. These dune fields, for reasons reviewed below, are believed to be

relic longitudinal dune fields; consequently, their overall pattern holds certain

implications for the paleoclimate. It is the connection between longitudinal

dune fields and the climate that provides the broader context for this study

and motivates the following discussion of past research in this area.

It has been suggested that the Australian linear dunes may have been

true longitudinal dunes at the time of their formation during the last glacial

period ISPRIGG, 1979, BOWLER, 1982]. Some of the sand of linear dunes

in the Strzelecki and Simpson Deserts, central Australia, originated tens of

thousands of years ago thereby possibly placing the genesis of the dunes before

the end of the Pleistocene [WASSON, 1983b and 1984]. Using the 14C data

of WASSON [fgS3a and b], Ilolocene lateral migration rates of the dunes have

been estimated as being on the order of I cm a year [RUBIN, 1985]; therefore, it
was concluded that the general pattern of the central Australian dunefields have

changed insignificantly since their establishment in the late Pleistocene IRUBIN,
re85l.

In some places in South Australia and southwest Queensland, linear

dunes rest on late Pleistocene ¿lluvial and lacustrine sediments [TWIDALB,
1972a]. These dunes may have been true longitudìnal dunes more recently duling

Holocene times IWOPFNER and TWIDALB, 1967; TWIDALE, L972a and f 98f ].

The possibility of Holocene formation of the Australian dunes is not refuted by

dimensional analysis of the evolutionary timescale for longitudinal dune ordering

(Sec. 6.3.13). Presently, many of the Australian linear dunes display active crests,

and at least one linear dune in northeast South Australia is known to migrate

laterally (Sec. 5.14). It is possible that spasmodic episodes of subtantial regional

Iateral migration and longitudinal extension have been occurring throughout

Australian linear deserts since the early Holocene [TWIDALB, 1981; TWIDALE
and WOPFNBR, 19811. The extension of ancient linear dunes into present

temperate regions seems to support thìs idea.

Presently, most Australian linear dunes are partialìy stabiìized by sparse

and low level vegetation [I\{ADIGAN, 1936; BUCKLBY, 1981a-c], by rvet cores

[TWIDALB, 1981] (Sec.s 5.1 and 5.20) and in some cases possibly by some
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carbonate cement IKING, 1956 and 1960]. The generally dense vegetation

between dunes throughout Australian linear dune deserts strongly suggests that

the large scale pattern of the dunes is stable. Though a few constituent dunes

remain partially active, the Australian linear dune fields as systems are relic. The

Australian linear dunes occur mainly in lowlands, within ancient drainage basins,

the deposits of which are the source of dune sediment. In central Australia,

some of the linear dunes are presently longitudinal [BROOKFIELD, 1970]. In

the central region, modern winds are presumably closest in orientation to that of

the ancient winds of the period(s) of dune formation. Most of the linear dunes

of central Australia are presently oblique IBROOKFIELD, 1970; RUBIN, 1985].

The linear dunes of Australia form a great, elongated horseshoe arc that

covers a substantial portion of the continent (Fig" 2) UENNINGS, 19681. In the

Great Victoria Desert, South Australia and Western Australia, they run west-

east, which is to say that if they were active they would build out along their

longitudinal axes from west to east. In the Tanami Desert, Northern Territory,

the linear dunes run southeast-northwest, and in the Simpson Desert, South

Australia and Northern Territory, they run south southeast-north northwest.

The linear dunes of the Great Sandy Desert, South Australia and Western

Australia, run east-west. The active linear dune systems of northern Africa

form a similar arc [BAGNOLD, 1941] though here the pattern is not so distinct

IMAINGUET, 1980 and I984b] (FiS. 3). The Australian continental arc of dunes

is speculated to be a trace of the late Pleistocene summer anticyclone (surface

high pressure system) ISPRIGG, 19801 (Fig. +).

Some privately-collected continuous wind measurements from five sites

around Australia have been analyzed to show that during the observation

periods, which totalled about two years and included at least one continuous

year for each site, the strong winds occurred mainly during summer anticyclones

ISPRIGG, 19801. A similar conciusion was drawn from an analysis of Australian

Bureau of Meteorology long range wind statistics for Oodnadatta. "[The analysis

suggests] that the strongest winds occur immediately behind a cold front which

is being pushed rapidly to the northeast by a high pressure system moving east

across southern South Australia" IBURROWS, pers. comm., 1984]. Hence,

there exists some empirical data to support the conjecture that in Australia, the

strong winds are associated with the summer surface high pressure systems. It
is interesting to note that two of SPRIGG's clata collection points were within

linear dune frelds of the Simpson and Strzelecki Deserts, South Australia. Such

long term rvind records for loci within linear dune flelds are rare and potentially

valuable for investigations of genesis and ordering mechanisms.
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A mean trace of modern southern summer anticyclones does not coincide

with the Australian continental dune arc (Fig. 5), but has a substantially greater

radius of curvature. Interestingly, in northern Africa the present mean wind

pattern seems to coincide well with the linear dune pattern [MAINGUET, f 984b;

MAINGUET, pers. comm., 19851 (Fig. 3); however, it is not known whether the

African mean wind pattern corresponds to the northern summer anticyclone.

In Australia, the area of greatest divergence between the continental dune

arc and the summer anticyclone is the area of the southeastern bend of the arc.

Here, true longitudinal dunes being freshly initiated are oblique with respect to

the relict linear dunes in the same area. A case in point would be the area of

the northeastern rim of Lake Frome where the most recent dunes run almost due

south-north and the ancient dunes run east northeast- west southwest (Fig.6).

Such instances lend credence to the possibility that the Australian continental

arc of relic linear dunes was once a continental system of longitudinal dunes

and therefore still reflects in its pattern the mean trace of the ancient summer

anticylcone. By implication, the ancient summer anticyclone may have been

more compact than its successor system and presumably more intense as well

(App. 3).

2.2 Review of geomorphological literatu¡e

This section serves to review significant literature on the study of

longitudinal dunes from a geomorphological point of view" Topics covered include

wind regimes associated with longitudinal dune fields, theories of longitudinal

dune genesis, stratigraphy and dune coalescence junctions.

2.2.r Wind regimes associated with longitudinal dunes

Parallelism between prevalent winds and active longitudinal dunes was

first observed in the Indian desert IBLANFORD, 1876]. Similar conclusions

were later made regarding dune fields in the northern Sahara IBEADNELL,
l9l0 and 1934; KING, l9l8; HUMB, 1925; BALL, 1927; BAGNOLD, l93l
and 1933; XÁOÁR, 1934; MAINGUET and CALLOT, 1978; WARREN, 19701,

Australia [N{Á,DIGAN, 1936J and southrvestern Africa IGEVERS, 1936]. For

the most part, the prevalent winds were taken to be unidirectional. A wind

regime in which strong winds occur at more or less equai frequency and

intensity from two different but not necessarily widely divergent directions

has aiso been associated with longitudinal dunes in northern Africa, central
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Australia, Israel and southwestern Africa IBAGNOLD, 1941; COOPER, 1958;

McKEE and TIBBITTS, 1964; WOPFNER and TWIDALE, 1967; TSOAR,

1978; LANCASTER, l9S0l. Finally, grossly disproportionate strong winds from

nearly opposite directions have been observed aligned with certain Libyan linear

dunes IBEADNBLL, f934]. Morphodynamically, this mode of bidirectionality

is identical to unidirectionality, for the effect on linear dune development and

linear dune field development of two sets of mutually opposite winds parallel to

linear dunes would be the same as that of a single set of parallel winds.

The asymmetry of longitudinal dunes in many deserts has been attributed

to short term strong rvinds that blow from directions substantially different from

the mean direction of the prevailing winds and oblique to the dunes IWOPFNBR
and TWIDALE, 1967; CLARKB and PRIESTLEY, 19701 (Sec. 3.2.6). Under

the assumption that linear dunes are not formed by parallel winds but by nearly

parallel but distinctly oblique winds, dune asymmetry is taken as evidence of

leeward lateral migration of the linear dunes IRUBIN, 1985], which has been

observed [BESSLER, 1975] (Sec. 5.la).

Linear dunes in some places, such as Libya, are nearly symmetric but

for theìr crests, whose sense of asymmetry at any given time depends upon the

direction of storm winds IBAGNOLD, l94l; WOPFNER and TWIDALÐ, f9671.

Such dunes develop a series of barchan-like slip faces (Fig. 7 and Pl. l0).

Wind data and analyses for many of the world's major dune fields

have been compiled by McKEB [1979], who concluded that the wind regimes

associated with longitudinal dune fields displayed strong winds over greater

spectra of directions than did wind regimes associated with barchan dune fields.

It should be noted that general conclusions of surveys may be open to question

unless the component studies are all reliable and conducted using a similar

procedure. Incidentally, barchan dunes are commonly considered to be associated

with unidirectional winds [VERLAQUE, 1958; FINKEL, 1959; HASTENRATH,

1967 ; CLOS-ARCBDUC, 19671.

2.2.2 The possible slight divergence betrveen

longitudinal dunes and predominant winds

Some researchers believe that longitudinal dunes are oriented - l5o off

alignment to the direction of the mean strong winds. In some longitudinal dune

fields, the individual dunes run a little to right of windward, and in others the

dunes run a little to left. One explanation of this is that although mean wind
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determination often takes into account the entire planetary boundary layer, in

which the wind turns considerably with height, only wind close to the surface

directly affects dune development IMABBUTT et al., 1969; WARRBN, 1976b].

Unfortunately, the paucity of reliable wind records for desert regions prevents

testing of this idea. Theoretically, an angle of - l3o between longitudinal dunes

and predominant winds would be expected if ordering is induced by organized

planetary boundary layer scale secondary flow (Secs 3.2.16, 3.2.10 and 3.2.12).

2.2.3 Linear dune formation

Several mechanisms have been advanced in explanation of linear dunes.

First, it has been argued that linear dunes are formed by the linear erosion of

unconsolidated sediment [FRERE, 1870; ENQUIST, f932]. Linear dunes formed

by this excavation mechanism have been termed "windrift" dunes IMELTON,
1940]. Some linear dunes on the eastern margin of Lake Eyre, south central

Australia, have been attributed to the windrift mechanism because of their non-

eolian substrate cores [KING, 1956 and 1960]. Non-eolian sediment mixed with

eolian sediment within linear dunes may be explained by the erosion of bed

material and its incorporation into linear dunes during their lateral migration

and extension [RUBIN, 1985].

Certain dunes in the Simpson Desert have alluvial cores or some alluvial

material in them IFOLK, 1971]; although, in other Simpson Desert dunes no

traces of alluvial core material have been found IMABBUTT and SULLIVAN,

19681. Linear dunes completely constructed of eolian sand have been found in the

Strzelecki and Simpson Deserts IWOPFNBR and TWIDALE, 1967]. Augering

on a dune may not necessarily produce evidence of ¿n alluvial core even if the

dune under examination does indeed have an alluvial history [FOLK, l97l]. For

larger dunes, the top cover of eolian material may be so thick as to render auger

results inconclusive.

Algerian linear dunes thought to have hard cores of non-eolian material

ICHUDEAU, 1920; AUFRÈRE, 1931, pg. 373] have been compared to yardangs

IAUFRÈRE, 1930]. Yardangs, which are linear and possibly longitudinal

erosional forms, occur in central Asia [HEDIN, 1904; STBIN, 1909], Egypt

IWALTHBR, 1924], Peru IBOSWORTH, 1922] and rvestcrn United States

IBLACKWBLDER, le34].

Whether linear dunes are erosional or depositional features has long been

a source of controversy. RIIBIN [19851 sites eviclence of linear dunes formed
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both by erosion into non-eolian material [KING, 1960; FOLK, l97l; BREED

and BREED, 19791 and deposition of wind blown sediment IWOPFNER and

TWIDALE, 1967; MABBUTT and SULLIVAN, 1968; FOLK, l97I; BREED

and BREED, 1979; TWIDALE, 1981; WASSON, 1983b1. Sand ridge linearity

may be independent of the mode of formation.

In places where sediment is relatively scarce and linear dunes exist on

floors of firm material, it is possible that the dunes form behind obstacles

and grow as fresh sediment is introduced from sources external to that area

IBBADNELL, le10; MELTON, 1940; MADIGAN, le36; TWIDALÐ, r972a;

WASSON and HYDE, 1983a and 1984; RUBIN, 19841. For example in

the Simpson Desert, linear dunes form to the lee of transverse debris ridges

ITWIDALE, te72a and lesl] (Ch. 8).

It has been proposed that true longitudinal dunes only occur in areas

where sediment is not only scarce but actually in the process of depleting

IMAINGUET ¿nd CHEMIN, 1983]. In a simple longitudinal dune freld model,

the introduction of nonconstant sediment reserves affects rate of deposition and

not ordering (Sec. 6.3.15). Within the Strzelecki and Simpson Deserts, central

Australia, linear dunes occur on beds of eolian sand as well as on substrate of

predominantly solid material IRUBIN, 1985].

It has been proposed that in older deserts, linear dunes are produced when

barchan dunes link together in the process of migration ISOKOLOW, 1984].

It was earlier suggested that from a single barchan dune a chain of barchan

dunes may develop under the influence of bidirectional winds IBAGNOLD, 194U

(FiS. S). This chain eventually becomes a linear dune. The specific scenario

is as folÌows: 1. A barchan dune migrates under the influence of the mean

winds. 2. Storm winds oblique to the direction of the mean strong winds

extend the windward wing of the crescent-shaped barchan dune. 3. The barchan

dune continues to migrate, and its wing windward of the oblique strong winds

continues periodically to lengthen. This elongated wing forms nearly parallel

to the mean oblique strong winds so that it eventually cuts across the path of

the main barchan dune. 4. With time, the elongated wing extends beyond the

other wing of the barchan and out of the other wing's wind shadow. 5. Drifting
sand accumulates at the end of the far extended wing, and a secondary barchan

dune forms. 6. The process of lving extension repeats itself for the secondary

barchan. 7. The chain of barchans that is eventually produced becomes a single

linear dune. LANCASTER [1980] pointed out that relatively gentle winds are

responsible for barchan formation and migration, and once barchans entered
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areas prone to divergent storm winds, extension into linear chains of barchans is

possible.

This process is interesting and appealing because of the resemblance of

many linear dunes to a series of linked barchans (Pl. l0). A strong argument for

this mechanism has been made for some linear dunes in the northern Namib

Desert using field wind evidence ILANCASTER, 1980]. Interestingly, snow

barchans have been observed in the process of linkage IHANNES and HANNES,

le82l (Pl. 11).

Near-surface pairs of longitudinal air currents with muiually opposed

transverse components have been offered as a possible mechanism for the

formation of shallow, linear sand deposits [BAGNOLD, 19 t] (Fig. 9). These

air currents supposedly occur during wind storms.

A theory similar to the above attributes longitudinal dune genesis and

ordering to pairs of steady or quasi-steady helical air currents with mutually

opposed senses of rotation sometimes known as roll vortices IBAGNOLD, 1952]

(Fig. l0). Roll vortices, when they occur close to the ground, are limited in their

vertical extent by the top of the planetary boundary layer and therefore have a

maximum depth of about I km. The wavelength or spacing of longitudinal dunes

that form in the zones of surface flow divergence of these helical currents will
be in the area of 2 to 4 km. This idea has gained favor among some workers in

the field, including several meteorologists and fluid dynamicists IWILSON, L972;

HOUBOLT, 1968; HANNA, 1969; WIPPERMAN, 1969; HORST, 1970a and b;

BROWN, 1980]. Other researchers seriously doubt it IBOWLER, pers. comm.,

1982; BENNETT, pers. comm., 19821. To date, no other mechanism for the

ordering of longitudinal dunes has been formally put forward, and roll vortices

and their possible roles in both the genesis and ordering of longitudinal dunes

are a major concern of this dissertation.

2.2.4 Dune structure

The internal structure of linear dunes depends upon their mode of

formation and migration. According to RUBIN [1985] both stationary windrift
linear dunes and windrift linear dunes migrating lateraìly while eroding the bed

material, whether loose or solid, rvill display no internal stratification (Fig. 11a

and b). Linear dunes neither eroding or depositing material while migrating

laterally rvill have uniformly inclined internal strata regardless of the mode of

formation (Fig. llc). Linear dunes depositing material rvhile migrating laterally
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will have thick primary stata comprised of fine substrata, and the thick strata

wili be oppositely inclined to the substrata (Fig. lld and lle). Linear dunes

built vertically upwards while remaining horizontally fixed, such as linear dunes

created by equal oblique winds from either side IBAGNOLD, 1941 and others],

wouid display symmetrically stacked crossbeds [BAGNOLD, 1941] (Fig. 11f).

Given a great rate of deposition during migration, whole dune forms will be

preserved in the stratigraphy. In section, these dune forms would be manifested

in asynunetrically stacked layers of crossbeds (Fig. llg).

Crossbeds of the form associated with modern active linear dunes are

relatively rare in the stratigraphic record of ancient sedimentary rocks. As

implied above, under most circumstances crossbeds in linear dunes are either not

deposited or erased during lateral migration. Therefore, the scarcity of crossbeds

in the stratigraphic record is not necessarily indication of the scarcity of linear

dunes during ancient times IRUBIN and HUNTER, 1985].

Crossbeds in some modern active linear dunes (e.g" the spectacular

crossbeds in the longitudinal dunes studied by TSOAR, 1978) have been taken

as evidence against dune growth due to roll vortices. Roll vortice pairs in the

planetary boundary layer are asymmetric (Fig. l7), and it can be shown through

qualitative argument that the stability of roll vortice pairs among established

longitudinal dunes requires that their surface flow convergence or air uplift zones

be positioned overthe dunes (Sec.3.2.11). Therefore, uneven deposition due to

the unequal vortices could result in crossbeds. The effect of infrequent oblique

storm winds would then deepen these crossbeds.

2.2.5 Y junctions

Y junctions usually open into the direction of the predominant winds. For

the section of the Simpson Desert shown in Figure 12, more than g6% of the Y
junctions open to windward with respect to the present tnean strong winds.

In aerial imagery of Simpson Desert dunes, Y junctions appear quite

distinct (Pl. 5 and Frontispiece 2), but on the ground, they are much less obvious.

In the Simpson, they can be so subtle that positive identiflcation can be obtained

only after careful inspection. There, and perhaps elsewhere, the plateaus within

the forks are nearly at a level with the crests of the constituent linear dunes

close to the junctions. Away from the junctions, the elevated ground within the

forks slope dowi gently, eventually becoming level with the interdune corridors

(Fig. l3).
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It has been suggested that the structure of Simpson Desert Y junctions

is the result of wind excavation IKING, 1960J. Ilowever, this windrift type

mechanism has been criticized on the basis of several physical arguments

[MABBUTT and SULLIVAN, 1968], the most convincing of which is the one

that makes use of the principle of mass conservation. If an erosional mechanism

were responsible for the formation of Y junctions, then the cross-sectional area

of the single dune section downwind from the junction should be greater than

the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the two dune sections windward of the

junction. This is because the two windward sections are presumably simply the

remnants of a single dune section that had formerly been very similar to the

single dune section downwind from the junction. In more precise terms, the

mass of material of a unit length of the unexcavated portion of a linear dune, as

gauged by the cross-sectional area, should be greater than the mass of material of

a unit length of the excavated portion of a linear dune. Flom field measurements,

it is known that there is little difference between the cross-sectional area of the

dune section to leeward of a junction and the sum of the cross-sectional areas of

the two dune sections to windward.It is more plausible that Y junctions are the

result of the coalescence of two linear dunes rather than the partial excavation

of one dune.

Y junctions of aqueous longitudinal sediment ridge systems open to

flowward in some natural and laboratory instances [DZULYNSKI and WALTON,

1965; ALLEN, 19671. These sediment ridge systems consisted of shallow sediment

bed form features (of order of magnitude 102 or less in height) in relatively

shallow water (about 0.05 m in mean depth) and are believed to have been

created by roll vortices. This laboratory trial has been sited as possible empirical

evidence for the formation of Y junctions in eolian linear dune fields by roll

vortices IFOLK, l97l]. For several reasons the analogy is unlikely to be valid.

First, the differences in fluid layer depth, flow speed, fluid density and viscosity

betrveen the eolian and aqueous cases is such that their comparative Reynolds

number analysis indic.ates dynamical dissimilarity (App. 4). The Reynolds

number for desert longitudìnal dunes is of the order of lOE and that for shallow

aqueous bedform is of the order of 10a. Second, it has not been firmly established

that the shallorv aqueous longitudinal bed form ridges were produced by roll

vortices.

The Reynolds number for any given setting gauges the relative signifrcance

of viscous force against inertial force only. Therefore, the Reynolds number

cannot provide a comprehensive dynamical description for settings in which other

forces are not well balanced. In a desert, for example, thermal buoyancy force
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is unlikely to be exactly offset by gravity. More importantly for this study, the

degree of dynamical similarity between a natural setting and a laboratory setting

or between two different natural settings may not necessarily be accurately

reflected by their comparative Reynolds number analyses. This cautionary note

should be borne in mind during the reading of the next chapter where several

comparative Reynolds number analyses are made.
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Chapter Th¡ee

Introduction to the dune coalescence mechanism

for longitudinal dune ordering

Qualitative consideration of roll vortices

3.1 Longitudinal dune eoalescenee

as a possible mechanigm for
longitudinal dune ordering

Longitudinal dune coalescence may underlie ordering for longitudinal dune

fields of variable dune spacing. By induction, if all adjacent longitudinal dunes

within a certain critical distance of one another coalesce while those separated

by more than the critical distance remain discrete, then a certain minimum

dune spacing is established throughout the dune field and a low degree of

order is attained. This ordering mechanism is attractive because it readily

explains the downwind transformation of originally non-uniform, randomly-

spaced longitudinal dunes to subsequently better ordered longitudinal dunes

(Pr. l2).

At this stage, it is reasonable to assume an aerodynamic dune coalescence

mechanism controlled to some extent by local topography and wind conditions

(App. 5). Therefore, dune fields ordered by such a mechanism would probably

vary in the values of their characteristic parameters such as mean dune spacing.

Recall that for linear dune fields with variable dune spacing and high Y junction

density, mean dune spacing varies over a wide range (Sec. 1.5.1).

3.1.1 The analogy of converging shipe

and coalescing longitudinal dunes

It has been suggested that longitudinal dunes coalesce for similar reasons

that ships travelling through the water in parallel converge if they are initially
within a certain distance of one another [SPRIGG, pers. comm., 1983]. This
interesting speculation takes into consideration the fluid dynamical communica-

tion between adjacent longitudinal dunes through their interaction with the air
flow.

A naive understanding of the mechanism at work in the case of converging

ships rnay be obtained by an application of Bernoulli's theorem, from rvhich it
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follows that, where gravity and frictional effects may be disregarded, an increase

in the velocity of a fluid is accompanied by a decrease in its pressure. Like

water flow from ¿ channel of larger width to one of smaller width, water flow

betrveen the hulls of two parallel-travelling ships that are within a certain distance

of one another is constricted. The constricted flow increases in velocity and

decreases in pressure. Consequently, each ship experiences a pressure gradient

force directed towards the other ship (Fig. la). The increase in flow speed due

to flow constriction has to do with momentum conservation (Sec. 6.3).

The rigorous analysis of converging ships takes into consideration cross

currents, surface drag, form drag and the possible interactions of these different

hydrodynamical factors ITUCK and NBWMAN, 1974]. Any similar analysis of

coalescing longitudinal dunes would almost certainly be more complex. Even as

trvo ships travelling in parallel begin to converge, they remain in parallel. As

two longitudinal dunes approach coalescence, they become cutved, significantly

complicating the aerodynamics of the situation.

The analysis for converging ships assumes an inviscid fluid which is
tantamount to assuming irrotationality. Intermolecular attraction is so lveak

in an inviscid fluid that internal friction is negligible; hence, such a fluid cannot

turn or rotate. The inviscid fluid assumption is, strictly speaking, never valid, for

all fluids have some internal friction. However, for laminar flows under certain

conditions, viscosity can be safely ignored. This is the case for water flow around

the slender bodies of ships' hulls at relatively low speeds. For dunes in the desert,

the inviscid flow assumption would probably be less accurate; flow around dunes

is seldom laminar. Various forms of secondary flow have been observed around

a linear dune (Ch. 5). That the flow is characteristically turbulent does not

necessarily preclude the possibility of accurate inviscid models for longitudinal

dune genesis and ordering. Viscid models would be required oniy if secondary

flow plays a significant role in genesis and ordering (Chs 6 and 7).

In the aqueous case of ships in the water, the forcing agent is water,

and it experiences signiûcant drag only over the relatively small surface of the

ships' hulls. For the vast area over which the water is in contact with the

atmosphere, the water experiences negligible drag. In the eolian case of desert

dunes, the forcing agent is air, and it experiences comparable drag both over the

surfaces of the longitudinal dunes and over the vast interdune corridors. The

unìform surface drag upon the air over dunes and interdune corridors probably

cìiminishes the potential constrictjon of florv, and this adds greater weight to

doubts that horizontal ?ressure gradients arising from flow constriction could

cause dune coalescence. It is interesting to note that a Reynolds number analysis
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of converging ships and coalescing dunes is favourable (App. 6). In both cases,

the Reynolds number is of order 10s. This does not, horvever, indicate dynamical

similarity, for the two instances are only superficially similar.

3.2 Qualitative consideration of roll vortices

Roll vortices as an ordering mechanism for longitudinal dune fields with

uniform dune spacing is a highly contested theory. Presumably, planetary

boundary layer scale roll vortices cannot exist close to the ground because of

surface drag. In fact, large roll vortices do occur near the surface, and when

winds are aligned with active sand ridges, both surface and form drag are

negligible*. It is entirely feasible for roll vortices to order longitudinal dunes.

What follows is a detailed though largely qualitative discussion of roll vortices

as described theoretically, produced in the laboratory and observed in the field.

The possibility of longitudinal dune ordering by roll vortices is then considered

in light of empirical evidence and theoretical understanding.

3.2. r Roll vortices

When in a flowing fluid an instability develops that is too great for

frictional forces to damp, that instability may manifest itself in the form of

vortices or vortex sheets, depending upon the flow conditions. Longitudinal

roll vortices, which may be thought of as organized convection cells, were first

observed inadvertently and in such unlikely experimental media as soapy water

in a tub and aicohol and water upon a microscopic slide ITHOMSON, 1882;

WEBER, 13551. In these instances, instability was thermally induced.

Cooling from above creates a vertical temperature gradient within the

fluid layer such that cooler, denser fluid is underlain by hotter, less dense and

therefore more buoyant fluid. The ordered rising of the buoyant fluid and sinking

of the displaced top fluid results in the formation of clearly discernible convection

patterns. Heating from below similarly produces convection cells. Highly

structured polygonal convection cells rvere produced in laboratory experiments

using various statìonary fluids including air, water, carbon dioxide and paint

rvith gold flake [BÉNARÐ, 1900 and 1928; TBRADA, 1928; GRAHAN{, 1933;

* Surface drag is negligible due to lack of vegetation, and form drag is minìmized because

linear clunes clo not present themselves a,s obstacles during parallel winds.
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BRUNT, 1937, 1939 and 1951; CHANDRA, 19381. These convection cells are

called Bénard cells, and their ideal internal structure appears in Figure 15.

When horizontal shear was applied to fluid layers heated from below, the

polygonal cells gave way first to uniform roll vortices transverse to the direction

of shear and then, as the shear increased, to roll vortices longitudinal to the

direction of shear. Photographs of the longitudinal roll vortices, referred to

elsewhere in the text simply as roll vortices, show their slight divergence from

the direction of shear, which happefi to coincide with the direction of flow.

Facing the same direction towards which shear is directed, the longitudinal axis

of the roll vortices would be oriented within fifteen degrees to the right. In
laboratory generation of roll vortices, shear is administered to thin layers of gas

and smoke by moving the glass ceilings of the fluid chambers (Pl. l3 and Fig 16).

The set of Navier-Stokes equations of fluid rnotion, which fully account

for all the various forces and factors governing every type of flow, are highly

complex, and their exact solution is known only for a few cases. For this

reason, early theoreticai work on organized convection cells was confined to very

restricted cases and performed using the simplest forms of the Navier-Stokes

equations. This limited theoretical work focused on thermally induced convection

IRAYLEIGH, 1916; JEFFREYS, le28; PBLLE\ry and SOUTH\ryELL, 1940;

SUTTON, 1950; KUBTTNER, 1965]. This form of instability is associated with

the name of Rayleigh, and the dimensionless parameter used to determine the

likelihood of thermal convective instability is known as the Rayleigh number. It
is expressible by the quantitative statement

Ra: þgúhn
tçv

where Ra:Rayìeigh number (dimensionless), B =initial vertical density gradient

within the fluid layer [kg ^-n], 
g :gravitational acceleration, ry' :fluid expansion

coefficient [*' I kg-t rz oC-l], I¿ :fluid la¡rer thickness, ,G :thermometric

conductivity of the fluid [m I s-s "C-l] and v:kinematic viscosit,rr of the fluid

[m2 s-1]"

The Rayleigh number is a ratio that compares the buoyancy forces of a

fluid as induced by a vertical density gradient, which is in turn due to a vertical

temperature gradient, with the fluid's intermolecular viscous forces. Critical

values for the Rayleigh number above which a fluid is thermally unstable have

been calculatecl for various sets of boundary conditions (Tab. 2).

Subsequent to their initial discovery, production in the laboratory and

mathematical analysis, roll vortices have contìnued to be studied both empirically
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and theoretically IGORTLER, 1940 and 1959; FALLER, 1963; FALLER and

KAYLOR, 1965 and 1966; GREGORY, STUART and WALKBR, 1955; STERN,

1960; BARCILON, 1965; LILLY, 1966; IIORST, 1970a and b; WIPPBRMAN,

1969; BROWN, 1970, 1972 and 1974; LEMONB,1973 and 1976], and the history

of this research has been recorded IBROWN, 1930].

3.2.2 Secondary flow model

A quantitative model of compressible, viscous, rotational boundary layer

flow with laminar mean components and lateral and vertical perturbation

components develops boundary layer scale roll vortices over land and water

IBROWN, 1970]. Using flow shear as the sole instability agent results in a
slight imbalance in the energ-y budget equation, which is resolved by taking

into account the effect of thermally-induced buoyancy force [LBMONE, 1973

and 1976]. Coriolis force and the remaining contributing forces are largely

insignificant [LEMONB, 1973 and 1976]. A revised quantitative model agrees

well with empirical results ILBMONE, 19731.

Flow shear may be a necessary condition for boundary layer roli vortice

production IBROWN, 1980]. It is actually the lateral component of flow shear,

due to the deflective effect of Coriolis force upon the mean flow shear, that

instigates roll vortices. Therefore, Coriolis force assurnes an important indirect

role in boundary layer roll vortice production. The interaction between roll
vortices and other kilonreter-scale eddies may also be important in roll vortice

development [LÐMONE, f973]; however, neither the extent or nature of this

effect are yet known.

Radar imagery of roll vortices (Fig. 17) do not shorv the distortion of the

lower left-hand side of each roll developed in the model due to surface friction

IBROWN, 1970] (Figs 18 and 19). I\{ore importantly, model imagery does not

display roll assymetry as clearly seen in radar imagery.

3.2.3 Indirect empirical evidence

of roll vortices in the desert

Roll vortices have been detected and measured over the Great Lakes and

fairly flat to rolling terrain in Oklahorna [LEIr{ONE, 1976]. The Oklahoma

observations were macle in June; therefore; therrnal conditions during the

experiment are probably similar to those in deserts during their hot rvindy
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seasons. Because longitudinal dunes offer negligible surface and form drag, they

may be dynamically similar to featureless midwestern plains. In conclusion, the

Oklahoma experiment may be valid indirect evidence of roll vortices in deserts.

3.2.4 The secondary importance

of thermal buoyancy force

in roll vortice production

In Australia, the mean strong winds occur during summer anticyclones,

which correspond to surface high pressure systems. Summer sur{ace high

pressure systems are characterized by clear skies and therefore high insolation

(rncoming solar radiation). Consequently, the heating of the air just above the

surface through conduction must be relatively intense. The same would likely

be true for most deserts in the world though there is no comprehensive study to

confrrm this.

Consider the instance of a desert with intense bottom heating during

strong winds. Assume further ihat the buoyancy force induced by this bottom

heating is the primary source of energy for roll vortices. During the occurrence

of roll vortices, the warmer bottom air exchanges with the cooler top air. As this

exchange progresses, the original vertical temperature and density gradients are

diminished in strength. At some point, these vertical gradients are so weak that

convection is no longer possible. The roll vortices dissipate and are reformed only

after bottom heating manages to recharge the vertical thermal gradients. This,

of course, will be more difficuìt the second time, for the top air has probably

not cooled down to its original low temperature. Bottom heating may have

to continue for a longer period before the minimum vertical thermal gradients

are reached and roll vortices can again occur. After several generations of roll

vortices, the system of the boundary layer, the surface, the insolation and the

conductive heating from the surface may no longer be able to sustain convection.

Clearly, thermal buoyancy force as a primary energy source for roll vortice

production rvould allow for only periodic and possibly temporary roll vortice

generation. Investigations to date offer nothing to indicate that roll vortice

production under any set of circumstances during high lvinds is periodic or

temporary. It is unlikely that thermal buoyancy force is a prirnary energy source

for the production of roll vortices in the boundarl' la1'er.

The seconclary'nature of thermal buoyancy force is supported by observa-

tion of roll vortices in the northern hernisphere mid-latitudes, notably Colorado,

during the northern rvinter IFRISCH, N{ILLtrR and STRAUCH, 1974; I(ELLY,
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l9S2l- It is interesting to note that these empirical studies were single and double

Doppler radar trials during snow fall (Sec. a.a).

Once roll vortices are formed, thermal buoyancy force as well as flow shear

are important sources of energy for roll vortices growth.

3.2.5 Coriolis force as a factor

in roll vortice production and

longitudinal dune ordering

Coriolis force as a direct factor in roll vortice production is tertiary and

far less important than the secondary factor of thermal buoyancy force. Table 3

is a comparison of Coriolis force to thermal buoyancy force for four trial periods

during the Oklahoma experiments.

As mentioned earlier, flow shear is indirectly dependent upon Coriolis

force, and flow shear is the primary mechanism for roll vortice production.

Because of this, approaching the equator, where Coriolis force vanishes, roll
vortice generation diminishes*. Therefore, the occurrence of ordered, equatorial

longitudinal dune fields would be strong evidence against roll vortices as an

ordering mechanism.

Longitudinal dune fields do not exist on the equator, and this is due not to

any direct morphodynamical causes but to the general absence of deserts at low

latitudes. Global climatic controls confine arid zones to the latitudes between 15o

and 45o in both hemispheres. Great equatorial systems of unordered longitudinal
yardangs IFAROUK EL-BI.Z, BREBD and GROLIER, 1979] and polar systems

of transverse dunes ITSOAR, GREELEY and PETERFRBUND, 1979] may have

been identified on imagery of the Martian surface. To date, no longitudinal dune

fields have been found on Martian surface imagery IBREED, GROLIER and

McCAULEY, 19791.

Finally, Coriolis force is thought to have the important effect upon roll
vortices of distorting thenr laterally, and giving rise to roll vortices asymrnetry.

* Roll vorbices generation will not stop entirely ab.the equator, for other factors such as

flow curvature wìll continue to create shear.
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3.2.6 Roll vortices asymmetry

In the northern hemisphere, Coriolis force is directed toward the right,

and it induces a widening of the right-hand side rolls of atmospheric roll
vortice pairs (Fig. 17). The opposite occurs in the southern hemisphere. Roll

vortices asymmetry has been used to account for the asymmetry of the north-

south oriented central Australian longitudinal dunes, whose avalanche slopes are

usually on the right-hand side [MABBUTT, WOODING and JENNINGS, 1969].

The predominant winds in central Australia are directed from south to north;

therefore the left-hand side flanks of sand ridges would be built up with more

sand by the larger and more energetic left-hand side rolls of roll vortice pairs.

The smaller right-hand side flanks would bear the steeper slopes. Alternatively,

it has been suggested that storm winds significantly divergent from the direction

of mean strong winds create asymmetry in central Australian dunes ICLARKE
and PRIESTLBY, 19701.

3.2.7 Centrifugal force as a factor

in roll vortice production and

longitudinal dune ordering

There is no significant centrifugal force contribution to boundary layer

scale roll vortices production over the land or water except possibly over the

vast concave slopes of large mountain ranges. It is doubtful that centrifugal

force plays a signifrcant role in longitudinal dune ordering; although, it may be

more important in longitudinal dune genesis through its influence on smaller

scale (wavelength of order 102 m) roll vortices production (Sec. 8.2.2).

3.2.8 Laboratory production of roll vorticcs

Roll vortices nearly aligned with the direction of shear have been produced

in trials where the fluid is contained in a cylindrical tank and shear is provided

by tank rotation IFALLER, 1963; FALLBR and KAYLOR, 1966; GRBGORY,

STUART and WALKER, 1955; STERN, 1960; HORST, 1970a and b] (Figs 20

and 21, Pl. 14)*. Shear in a rotation tank is directed spirally away from the

center of the b¿sin (Fig. 22).

* A photogra,ph of a large rotation tank is available in FALLER and KAYLOR, 1966.
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The axes of shear are spiral rather than circular because of the radial

component of the shear vector due to centrifugal force. The axes of shear

approach being circular, however, because the tangential component of the shear

vector due to tangential friction as the basin rotates predominates. Additional

shear can be generated by moving fluid radially across the floor of the tank

during rotation IFALLER and KAYLOR, 1966]; this is done by withdrawing

fluid at the center and introducing it at the rim (Fig. 20). When this is done,

the axes of shear become substantially less circular and more radial because of

the additional radial component of the shear vector due to radial friction as fluid

is moved across the floor of the tank.

During trials in which a circular basin lined on the bottom with soft China

clay was rotated without additional radial flow, parallel, evenly-spaced grooves

aligned nearly parallel to the direction of the shear developed [GREGORY,

STUART and WALKER, f9551. These longitudinal grooves are believed to have

been created by stationary rollvortices in the fluid flow (Pl. 15). During trials in

which a deep basin was rotated and then decelerated, a bottom bed of loose sand

also developed longitudinal, parallel, evenly-spaced features [HORST, 1960a and

bl (Pl. 16). Note that here "longitudinal" connotes alignment with the shear

axes (Fig. 23).

In these trials, deceleration was the main factor contributing to flow

instability. The ordered longitudinal features that formed in the sand were taken

to be valid indirect evidence of roll vortices formation of longitudinal dunes in

the desert. This possibility will be examined more closely in the section that

follows.

During trials in which fluid was moved radially across the bottom of

a rotating basin, stationary vortices were produced [FALLER and KAYLOR,

19661. In Plates 17 and 18, the longitudinal axes of the roll vortices are

substantially less circular than those implied in Plates l5 and 16. Also, these

roll vortices, lvhich dìsplay a common direction of rotation, are not paired but

separated by some distance from one another. Were two of them to come

together, shear too great for the rolls to withstand would be produced in the

interface region. This, incidentally, argues against the theory that longitudinal

dunes are ordered by series of acljacent roll vortices of the same sense of rotation

IÌvÍAINGUET, pers. cornm., 1985]. Interface shear is minimized for turbulence

manifested in the form of roll vortices.
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3.2.9 A rotation tank experiment as a viable

model for longitudinal dune field evolution

The rotatìon tank trials utilizing deceleration to promote instability and

a bed of loose sand to record the impressions left by roll vortices produced has

been sited as a viable model for longitudinal dune field evolution [HORST, 1970a

and bl (Figs 21 and 23, Pl. 16). These trials must be examined closely to assess

the validity of the claim.

The depth of the fluid contained in the deep basin or canister used in

the experiment is perhaps one order of magnitude greater than the depth of the

roll vortices formed at the bottom. The relevant instability layer is therefore

shallow in comparison to the fluid depth. For roll vortices in the desert, it is

unclear whether the relevant fluid layer is the planetary boundary layer only

or the PBL plus some other portion of the atmosphere. Consequently, nothing

certain can be said about the comparative depths of the roll vortices and the

relevant fluid layer. However, because wind conditions change abruptly at the

top of the planetary boundary layer, it probably is the relevant fluid layer, in

which case, the depths of the roìl vortices and the relevant fluid layer are nearly

equal. In this respect then, the canister experiment probably does not provide

an adequate analogy.

It should be noted that throughout the trials fluid depth was not constant

but varied from 1 to 4 cXnister radii. Also, during each trial, fluid depth varied

radially due to the effect/centrifugal force. That is, fluid depth was greater close

to the canister wall. The significance of this radial depth variation upon the

outcome of the experiment is unknown.

Before assessing the validity of the analogy between i) the fluid used

in the experiment and air and ii) deceleration and flow shear, a brief review

of experimental procedure is in order. Metal canisters of radii varying from

7.0x10-2 m to 22.0x10-2 m were used. These were partially filled with a mixture

of water and glycerine at 23oC to varying depths. At the greatest glycerine

concentrations, the fluid mixture viscosity was 8 times that of pure water. A thin
layer of sand was allorved to settle in the fluid-filled canister, ¿nd the canister

was attached to a turntable with a braking mechanism. During rotation, the

canister could be decelerated from a rate of 200 rotaticns per minute to standstill

in half a second. During the experirnental trials, the turntable was accelerated

to various speciflc rotational rates, and once uniform motion was establishecl for
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the entire system of canister, fluid and sediment layer, the brakes were applied,

stopping the canister quickly. The fluid stopped more gradually, probably over

an interval of time between two and three orders of magnitude greater than the

half second required for the brakes to stop the canister. It was during these

periods of gradual deceleration that ordered, longitudinal sand streaks formed,

presumably by action of stationary longitudinal roll vortices. No interpretable

results were obtained for trials in which initial turntable rates were under 12

rotations a minute or over 96 rotations a minute.

To calculate an underestimate of mean deceleration for the trials, a

turntable rate of 50 rotations per minute or, in frequency units, 0.83 s-l is

assumed. Fluid within a 0.10 m radius canister is taken to go to rest within l0
seconds after braking.

An acceleration expression is derived by dividing the total change in fluid

velocity by the time elapsed for this change to take place. Fluid velocity at

any point is the product of angular velocity and its distance from the center of

curvature. Since the locus of interest is taken to be stationary, the radius of

curvature at that point is constant. Acceleration becomes the product of the

radius of curvature at the point in question and the ratio between the total

change in fluid angular velocity and the total change in time (App. 7). Note that

if the canister radius is taken to be the radius of curvature, then the acceleration

calculated using the derived expression is actually for a point in the fluid next

to the canister wall. The calculated acceleration at the canister wall is -0.0083

^lt2-

The absolute value of this acceleration is of the same order of magnitude

as 0.00111 rn/s2, which is the Coriolis acceleration for a sand-moving wind of

magnitude l1.l m/s or approximately 40 km/hr. As discussed earlier, Coriolis

force is purely tertiary for roll vortice instigation in the planetary boundary layer.

In fact, Coriolis force is characteristically one to two orders of magnitude less than

thermal buoyancy force in roll vortice instigation (Tab. 3), and in this function,

thermal buoyancy force is itself secondary to flow shear. Therefore, it would seem

that much less force is required to produce roll vortices in the rotation canister

than in the planetary boundary layer. This is somelvhat surprising, for the much

hìgher viscosity of the gel and water mixture in comparison to air rvould suggest a

correspondingly far greater minimal force to produce roll vortices. Since it takes

comparatively so little lorce to procluce what is supposeclly roll vortices-formed

Iongitudinal sand streaks in gel and water solution, it is well rvithin d)'namic

feasibility for the relatively much stronger agents of florv shear and thermal
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buoyancy force to instigate roll vortices in the atmosphere and, moreover, for

these roll vortices to produce longitudinal dunes.

The Reynolds number analysis of spiral longitudinal sand streaks in

rotation canisters and longitudinal dunes in deserts is unfavorable (App. 8).

The difference between the Reynolds numbers of the two cases is of order of

magnitude lOa. Vas.tly different viscosity effects are suggested. The Fhoude

number analysis of the two instances is favourable (App. 9). FÏoude number

compares inertial forces to gravitational forces, and the Floude numbers for

rotation canister longitudinal sand streaks and longitudinal duo", in the desert

are of the same order of magnitude. In this instance, however, the Froude

number analysis is of minor significance. For both longitudìnal dune fields in the

desert and longiiudinal sand streaks in rotation canisters, gravitational force does

not significantly contribute to instability. What the favorable Froude number

analysis does show is that gravity is of comparable dynamical importance in the

two situations.

Neither was the canister bottom heated or the top of the fluid cooled;

therefore, it is reasonable to assume that thermal buoyancy forces were

insignificant if they existed at all in the gel and water. Thermal buoyancy

forces are certainly present and probably significant in deserts during the summer

months of high winds. Hence, it is unlikely that the two instances are comparable

or similar so far as buoyancy forces are concerned.

In conclusion, though only partial dynamical similarity between rotation

canister longitudinal sand streaks and desert longitudinal dunes can be demon-

strated, the rotation canister experiment may still be a viable model for longitu-

dinal dune genesis and ordering. An additional image of a sand streak pattern

obtained during the rotation canister trials is provided in Plate 19.

3.2.10 Transverse roll vortices

Under certain conditions, a secondary set of roll vortices will superpose

upon the primary roll vortices aligned with the florv [KUO, 1963; FALLBR

and KAYLOR, 1966; HORST, 1970a and b; STERN, 1960; WIPPERMAN,

19691. Over fairly featureless terrain, the longiturìinal roll vortices rvill occur at

a mean angle of betrveen l3o ancl 16o to the left of the nìean flow [GREGORY,
STUART and WALI{ER, 1955; FALLER, 19ffi; FALLBR ancl KAYLOR, 1965;

PLANCK, 1966; A|{G}ILL, PACK and DICKSON, 1968; HORST, 1970a and

b] and transverse roll vortices, if they are generated, will occur at 90o to the
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longitudinal roll vortices. In the southern hemisphere where Coriolis force is

directed to the left, longitudinal roll vortices will be - l5o to the right of the

mean flow. It is the effect of Coriolis force upon the mean flow that creates the

angular difference between the mean flow and longitudinal roll vortices. "Mean

flow" is here defined as geostrophic flow, which is the air flow as determined solely

by Coriolis force and pressure gradient force. The geostrophic flow approximates

the mainstream above the planetary boundary layer.

Interestingly, the calculated angular divergence of longitudinal roll vor-

tices from the mean flow is a function of the ratio between the wavelengths of

longitudinal and transverse roll vortices [WIPPERMAN, 1969]. As can be seen

from Figure 24, on which is plotted the ratio between the measured and cal-

culated angular divergences against the wavelengths ratio, at low values of the

wavelengths ratio, the measured angular divergence is greater than the calculated

angular divergence. At wavelengths ratio of - O.7, the measured and calculated

values of the angular divergence are virtually identical. At higher wavelengths

ratios, calculated angular divergences are greater than measured angular diver-

gences.

In a linear dune field, stability criteria of longitudinal roll vortices require

that longitudinal roll vortices orient themselves such that zones of surface

divergence coincide with dune crests (Sec. 3.2.11). This may occur even when

the wind is as much as 45o oblique to the dunes. Hence, both orientation and

wavelength of longitudinal roll vortices rvithin a linear dune field is fixed by

the orientation and wavelength of the dune field. Tbansverse roll vortices rnust

remain approximately orthogonal to the mean flow; therefore, their orientation

with respect to longitudinal roll vortices will vary with the circumstances. In any

given siiuation, the wavelength of transverse roll vortices depends upon the angle

between them and coexisting longitudinal roll vortices and can be calculated

using the following wavenumber equation derìved by IVIPPERMAN (1969):

TN : lN"*n(ä3ry),

where e ) 0 and e =angle between the two sets of roll vortices, TN :wavenumber

of the transverse roll vortices and L¡ :wavenumt-¡er of the longitudinal roll

vortices. For example, in the instance rvhere e : l5o, TN/LU : 0.850. The ratio

of the rvavelengths is 1.18, or slightly more formally T1y/L1y - L¡¡/TN : 1.18,

where T14¡ :wavelength of the transverse roll vortices and L1y :wavelength

of the longituclinal roll vortices. Therefore, if, for instance, LW : 2 km, then

TW : 2'36 km'
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The above corresponds to the case where mean winds are only a few

degrees off alignment with the dunes. For cases where mean winds are at a
greater angle to the mean winds, transverse roll vortices are significantly smaller

than the primary longitudinal roll vortices. For a wind at about 24o to 27"

oblique to linear dunes (e - 40o) LW - 2 km and T1ry - 0.0616 km. Table 4

shows different e and their corresponding TN/IN and T1ry/Lyy ratios.

Certain linear dune fields in northern Africa and Australia have dunes

with periodic notches cut transversely across them (Pls 20 and 21). To the lee

of these notches are deposition tails approximately normal to the longitudinal

axes of the dunes. The wavelengths of the notches are considerably less than the

wavelengths of the dunes, and the mechanism responsible for these notches has

been hypothesized to be transverse roll vortices [WIPPERMAN, 1969]. Note that

in the northern African linear dunes, the transverse deposition tails propagate

to the left of the main dunes and in the Australian linear dunes, they propagate

to the right of the main dunes. This agrees with theory, which stipulates that

because of the opposite effect of Coriolis force in the two hemispheres, transverse

roll vortices in the northern African linear dune field will be incident upon right-

hand side dune flanks, and transverse roll vortices in the Australian linear dune

field will be incident upon left-hand side dune flanks.

Roll vortices stability3.2.11

Only when roll vortices surface divergence or air uplift zones coincide with

linear dunes are they unconditionally stable. In such a configuration, were roll

vortices to be shifted laterally in either direction, the natural tendency of the

system would be to regain equilibrium by a shift of the roll vortices back to their

original positions.

In Figure 25, a situation of initial unconditional stability (A) is offset

when the roll vortices shift laterally towards the right (B). Consequently, a force

towards the right is exerted on the left-hand side flank of the dune, and the roll

vortices move back towards the left under the compulsion of this force (C). A

situation of unconditional stability is regained (D).

Only one other quasi-steady roll vortices orientation is possible other than

that associated with unconditional stability. That is when the roll vortices are

positioned so that their zones of surface convergence or air downdraft coincide

with the linear dunes. This situation is conditionally stable, for the disturbance

of equilibrium through a lateral shift of the roll vortices results in a permanant

readjustment of the system toivards a situation of unconditional stability.
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In Figure 26, an initial situation of conditional stability exists (A); the

forces of the wind to either side of the linear dune are balanced. A lateral shift

of the roll vortices to the right is accompanied by a force directed towards the

left (B). This force compels the roll vortices farther to the right (c)' At some

point, a single vortice is situated over a dune such that it and its adjacent pair

are disrupted (D). When the ¡oll vortices teform, the sur{ace divergence zones

coincide with the dunes and a situation of unconditional stability is attained (E)'

3.2.L2 Natural occurrence of roll vortices

Empirical evidence of roll vortices in the planetary boundary layer was

frrst obtained through the monitoring of neutral buoyancy balloons using tracking

theodolires [GIFFORD, 1953; ANGBLL, PACK, HOLZWORTH and DICKSON'

1966; ANGELL, PACK and DICKSON, 19681. subsequently, roll vortices in

the boundary layer have been detected using acoustic radar [BROWN and

HALL, 19781 and measured through electrical detection using an instrumented

plane IMARKSON, 1975]. They have been detected using towers mounted

with temperature and humidity sensors and anemometers for all three wind

components ILEMONE, 1972]. They have been measured using airplanes

instrumented with temperature and humidity sensors and anemometers for all

three wind components ILEMONE, 1973 and 1976; LENSCHOW, 1970; LILLY

and LENSCHOW, 19741.

single and double Doppler radar will yield actual visual images of

secondary circulation IKBLLY, 1982 and 1984; BERGER and DovIAK' 1979;

HILDERBRAND, 1980; KROPFLI anct KoHN, 19781. Normally, Doppler radar

effectiveness depends upon the moisture content of the air' The resolution of a

radar image is a function of the particulate density of the body of air surveye<l

and water droplets (or snow flakes) are usually the primary component of air

particulates. In light of this, it would seem that Doppler radar would not be

a suitable choice for desert research, especially for phenomena that supposedly

occurs during hot and dry windy seasons. However, chaff dispensed into the air

by aircraft has been used to excellent effect in conjunction with double Doppler

radar IKROPFLI and I(OIIN, 1978] (Fig. 17). Generally, observations show that

roll vortices near the ground are oriented at less than 20o to the geostrophic wind'

It has been observed that winds generally need to be moderate to

strong and at¡rospheric conditions slightly unstable for roll vortices productiori

IKUETTNtrR, 1959; LBMONE, 19731, conclitions of slight instability concluc'ive
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for roll vortices production have been related to cold, sur{ace high pressure

systems for the northern hemisphere mid-latitudes [KUETTNER, 1959]'

High inversions3.2.I3

Roll vortices have been associated with inversion layers IBROWN, 1970].

Surface layer heating and subsequent mixing can cause the secondary flow layer

to become adiabatic and the layer directly above it to develop an inversion

IBROWN, lg70l. There is some evidence tinking planetary boundary layer scale

roll vortices and capping inversions [KUETTNBR, f959]'

3.2.14 Low inversions

During the occurrence of summer surface high pressure systems, when

the sky is clear and solar radiation near maximum, surface heating should be

intense. Surface cooling after sunset should similarly be relatively very great,

and the low level inversions induced by surface cooling will be of peak potential

strength. With the resumption of intense surface heating in the mornings, the

air close to the ground quickly warms up and becomes less dense' The low level

jet formed in the vicinity of the low level inversion layer descends due to its

greater density. Consequently, strong winds occur at surface level during the

late morning. Flow shear, thermal buoyancy force and Coriolis force may then

act upon the surface flow to induce roll vortices. This hypothetical sequence of

events arose out of analyses of untethered neutral buoyancy balloon and surface

anemometer data collected in the vicinity of In Salah, Aigeria [WARREN and

KNOTT, 1e831.

At Oodnadatta, a settlement on the southwestern frìnge of the Simpson

Desert, Australian Bureau of Meteorology wind record statistics spanning a 45

year period indicate that the strongest surface winds occur in the summer months

during mornings. A separate Australian Bureau of Meteorology analysis for

winds recorded at Oodnadatta during November and January over a 26 yeat

period show that strongest winds occur around 9:00 AM and are predominantly

south to southeast winds IBURROWS, pers. comm., 1984]. A stucly of

Australian Bureau of Meteorology rveather balloon observation records shows

that a low level jet stream (above 300 m) most frequently occurs over central

Australia in the early morning approxirnately between 4:00 AM and 8:00 AM

[ALLBN, lg81]. These statistics at least superfióially seem to relate strong

summer rvinds in centr¿l Australia and low level jets.
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To summarize the proposed sequence of events indirectly relating low level

inversions to roll vortices, late evening low level inversions precede and thereby

help instigate the descent of jets. The resultant low level jets give rise to strong

sand- moving surface winds. Wind sheer and other factors create instability,

which prompts formation of roll vortices.

3.2.15 Soaring

Seagulls soar with wings held straight and rigid in order to take advantage

of air curyents that either carry them upwards in a spiral or along a straight line

nearly parallel to the mean winds and at a fixed elevation. Spiral soaring is

executecl during relatively still conditions and is taken as evidence of convection

cells not unlike the polygonal Bénard cells in bottom- heated or top-cooled fluids

without horizontal shearing IWOODCOCK, 1940]. Linear soaring is taken as

evidence of roll vortices (iower portion of Figure 10).

soaring could possibly be due to descent lwooDcocK, l9a0]; however,

observed seagulls were clearly ascending during spiral soaring and flight times

of the order of tens of minutes were maintained during linear soaring [WOOD-

COCK, lg40l. Soaring could also be maintained through utilization of differences

of horizontal velocity in the air [WOODCOCK, 1940]. While using differences

in velocity in flow for soaring, a bird must, upon entering a zone or stratum

of different velocity, turn around "until his direction is so reversed as to be

with the wind of that stratum and contrary to the wind of the other stratum"

IRAYLEIGH, 19011. In spiral soaring, observed seagulls turned both clockwise

and counter-clockwise in the same area at the same time, and in linear soaring,

the seagulls did not turn at all but maintained an apparently straight flight path

[wooDcocK, 1e4o].

Both spiral and linear soaring in the flight of wedge-tailed eagles in the

Lake Flome area of the Strzelecki Desert, South Australia, have been observed.

During continuous strong winds on the initial day of an intense early autumn

surface high pressure system, eagles soared in a straight line more or less parallel

to the mean winds at an elevation of perhaps 20 m and for a distance of

approximately 100 m. In the late morning of the second day of the surface

high pressure system, eagles soared up in wide spirals to the bases of large

cumulus clouds, which may have been thermally induced. These observations

lend creclence to the testimony of stockrnen and oil workers who claim to have

rvitnessed rvedge-tailed eagles soarìng above and in line with linear dunes. Linear

soaring over lìnear dunes ma¡' indicate roll vortices centered on the dunes.
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3.2.16 The logical feasibilitY

of roll vortices in deserts

In summary, there is much indirect evidence of the existence of roll vortices

in the desert and their possible role in the ordering of longitudinal dune fields.

First, the common claim that roll vortices cannot affect longitudinal dune

development because they cannot exist close to the surface due to the prohibitive

effects of surface drag has been refuted by empirical evidence.

Second, the shallolv rotation basin trials using water over beds of soft

China clay and the deep rotation basin (rotation canister) trials using gel and

water over loose sand may be valid laboratory models of roll vortice production,

longitudinal dune genesis and longitudinal dune ordering'

Third, the meteorological conditions associated with planetary boundary

Iayer roll vortices at least superflcially seem to match the meteorologicai

conditions that prevail in longitudinal dune deserts during windy periods'

Fourth, periodic transverse notches of certain linear dunes in certain linear

dune fields in the world may be evidence that couples of mutually-orthogonal roll

vortices affect sand transport and dune structuring.

Fifth, stability criteria indicate that rolì vortices that occur amongst linear

dunes must orient themselves such that dune crests lie within the zones of surface

flow convergence and dune building is enhanced.

Sixth, longitudinal dune assymetry and the stight angular divergence

of longituclinal dunes from mean winds might be explainable by roll vortices

assymetry and the slight,angular divergence of roll vortices from the geostrophic

wind.

Seventh, phenomena in the desert such as the linear soaring of eagles and

the migration of air funnels (Sec. 5.21) along linear dune crests are difficult to

explain without resorting to roll vortices.

Eighth, the common criticism that roll vortices could not contain the

energ-y necessary for transport and deposition of the vast amounts of sand

necessary to form longitudinal dunes is unfounded. Clearly, the moderate to

high winds in which roll vortices may exist are strong enough for the transport

ancl cleposition of large quantities of sand. The florv velocity at any point in roll

vortices rvould be comparable to that of the mean florv, and the direction of sand
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transportation due to the flow at any point in roll vortices will reflect the flow

tendency at that point. Thus, the overall pattern of transport, deposition and

erosion due to roll vortices will reflect the overall pattern of flow in roll vortices.

It is entirely conceivable that roll vortices give rise to ordered longitudinal dune

fields.
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Chapter Fou¡: Âesesgment of empirical
methods for roll vorticee obeen¡ation

Of the three possible mechanisms for longitudinal dune ordering discussed

in this thesis, roll vortices is the only one commonly known at this juncture, and

it is widely contested.

FYom a dynamical point of view, roll vortices is the most observable of the

three mechanisms. This is ironic in light of the fact that within the discipline

of meteorology, there are relatively few workers involved in roll vortices study

simply because, in comparison to macroscale and microscale flows, mesoscale

secondary flows such as roll vortices are difficult to detect and mea,sure.

The hypothesis that roll vortices act as a mechanism for longitudinal dune

ordering is empirically testable for refutation. That is, if roll vortices cannot be

detected and measured in active longitudinal dune fields of uniform wavelength,

then the conjecture that they are responsible for the ordering of these dune fields

would be demonstrated unviable. For this reason it is important to consider the

various possible methods for roll vortice observation and distinguish the most

suitable ones for desert work.

4.1 Neutral buoyancy balloons

Released neutral buoyancy balloons can be tracked to observe secondary

flow and measure its wavelength. Unfortunately, a great number of trials

is usually required, and even then results are often incomplete and widely

interpretable. In no case can circulation intensity be gauged and wiihout radar,

several wavelengths of secondary fl.ow can be observed simultaneously only with

two theoclolites per wavelength and, of course, the same number of trained

personel. These are all difficult contraints for summer trials in deserts.

4"2 Instrumented towers

Secondary flolv can be observed using instrument mounted tolvers.

Plate 22 shows a typical array in which cup anemometers and temperature

sensors in metal housings (to shield them frotn solar radiation and fast

currents) are mounted at the ends of horizontal rorìs on a 30 m tou'er at

logarithmically increasing intervals to rneasure vertical lvind profrles, which

vary logariihmicaìly. Tìle extended horizontal boom carries a hygrometer,
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a temperature sensor, a wind vane and propellor anenometer for horizontal

wind component measurement and a propellor anemometer for vertical wind

component measurement. Roll vortices can be observed using any of the boom

instruments. Regardless of the parameter, observations must be made very

frequently and over long intervals. Collected data must be safely stored and

eventually digitized and analyzed.

The results of data analyses rnay be in the form of frequency spectra

graphs, which plot secondary flow intensity versus secondary flow frequency,

and intensity maxima on the graphs correspond to dominant secondary flow

frequencies and wavelengths. Figure 27 displays spectra of horizontal wind

velocities ¿ and u, vertical wind velocity w, temperature I and absolute humidity

po characteristic of roll vortices. These specific spectra, though similar to those

for tower rneasurernents, derive frorn airplane measurements.

As an example of how spectra may be used to measure roll vortices, take

the u spectra of Figure 27 Lor which the predominant frequency is - 1g-z t-r.
Frequency is related to wavelength by the expression

Í\-ç

where / :frequency, I :wavelength and ç :velocity. In this case, the relevant

velocity ç is that of the observation aircraft. Using 2O mf s as a typical value,

(tO-z r-t)À - 20 m/s and À - 2000 m. The predominant secondary flow is roll
vortices of wavelength approximately 2 km. Incidentaþ the observation aircraft

was traveling in a direction nearly transverse to the longitudinal axes of the roll

vortices and about l5o off normal to the direction of the mean winds (Fig. 3l).
More will be said on airplane measurements in Section 4.7.

Although frequency spectra derived from tower mea^surements can be used

to detect roll vortices, they cannot be used to determine roll vortices wavelengths.

This is because the lateral velocity of the roll vortices relative to the measuring

instruments ç cannot be measured using only fixed instruments. In theory, ç

can be found if it is assumed constant and the y-direction perturbation velocity

components of the roll vortices are known. Recall that perturbation velocity is

the secondary flow velocity superposed on the main strearn velocity. For roll

vortices the y-direction perturbation velocity component at any given point

lvould be the lateral flow component at that point additional to the lateral

migration rate of the roll vortices as a system. In practise, the y-direction

perturbation velocity at any given point is calculated from a known f, and this

can be done only for airplane measurements obtained during cross- vortices flights
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conducted at a constant speed. Airplane speed is so much greater than the lateral

migration rate of roll vortices that any variability in the lateral migration rate

would be inconsequential. I{ence, the velocity of the instruments with respect to

the vortices f would be essentially constant.

Vortices must move laterally in order for the lateral variation in pertur-

bation velocity to be detected by fixed instruments. Stability criteria for roll

vortices within linear dune fields requires them to be stationary (Sec. 3.2.11);

therefore, instrumented towers within linear dune fields are useless for roll vor-

tices observation. At least two instrumented towers situated in an interdune

corridor and at wide separation along a line transverse to the longitudinal axis

of the linear dunes would be required to derive information on the lateral struc-

ture of stationary secondary flow.

Hypothetically, two instrumented horizontal booms set at different levels

on a single tower could be used to measure the depth of roll vortices. For

planetary layer scale roll vortices, however, depth measurements would require

horizontal booms separated by hundreds of meters, and the tallest meteorological

tolvers are in the area of a mere 100 m.

Flom a purely practical viewpoint, tower investigations of roll vortices

are unsuitable for desert work. In deserts, either high heat tolerance solid state

components must be used in circuitry, or electronic instruments must be partially

refrigerated. General instruments maintenance in the field requires a great deal of

time, and this coupled with the infrequency of meteorologically ideal observation

conditions protracts field trials. For example, during single tower turbulence

studies in Eyre Pennisula, South Australia, conducted in April and May, 1.984,

only three out of 23 days could be devoted to actual data acquisition.

4.3 Acoustic radar

Acoustic radar or sodar (sound detection ønd ranging) utilizes acoustic

waves to detect and range turbulent regions in the atmosphere. Sodar is used to

investigate such things as the top of the planetary boundary layer and inversion

Iayers. It can conceivably be used to study roll vortices, for the air uplift zones

of roll vortices rvould appear on sodar as turbulent regions just belorv the top

of the boundary layer. Unfortunately, other forms of secondary circulation that

may occur close to the top of the boundary layer, such as gravity waves) may

exhibit similar images on soclar. Àlso, sodar, though cheaper than radar, lvould
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still be very costly even if purchased as military surplus equipment. For these

reasons, sodar would be a poor choice for desert work.

Doppler radar4.4

On either single or double Doppler radar, roll vortices would appear as

alternating colored bands. The longitudinal bands in roll vortices in which the

air flow were towards the radar installation(s) would be blue shifted, and the

longitudinal bands in roll vortices in which the air flow were away from the

radar installation(s) would be red shifted. Lateral movement of roll vortices as

a system would also indicated by double or dual Doppler radar.

The air motion vectors at discrete points throughout the depth of

secondary flow can be obtained from Doppler radar data, and a large enough

set of discrete vectors will provide a vivid picture of the circulation (Fig. 17).

The effectiveness of Doppler radar imagery depends upon the particulate content

of the air. Favorable particulate density is usually provided by water vapor, cloud

droplets, rain, hail, or snow. In clear dry air such as in deserts, high particulate

content can be induced artificially by airplane dispersal of chaff. The considerable

expense of radar ancl the obvious logistic difficulties of its use in the desert makes

it an impracticable method for desert air flow investigation.

4.5 Smoke trails

Smoke has been used to detect and trace leeside flow separation vortices

or rotors around longitudinal dunes ITSOAR, 1978] and to detect the larger scale

motion of breaking gravity waves in the lower boundary layer (wavelengths of

the order of hundreds of meters) over the ocean ISETHURAMAN, L9771. Smoke

released near and from loci on the crests of linear dunes during parallel winds

have not revealed roll vortices [TSOAR, 1978; WASSON, pers. comm., 1982;

SPRIGG, pers. comm., 1982]; although, the pattern formed by airplane released

smoke over the ocean and parallel to prevailing winds has been interpreted as

evidence of roll vortices IWOODCOCK and WYMAN, 1947] (Pl. 23).

It is unlikely that smoke released from a single point (on, for instance, the

crest of a linear dune) will reveal the presence of planetary boundary layer scale

roll vortices, for the smoke rvill disperse befole it can trace the circuit of even

a single vortex. Smoke released fron several points along a line transîerse to

roll vortices might reveal their presence by marking air uplift and dorvndraught
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zones. In the air uplift zones, smoke should be advected upwards, and in the

downdraught zones, it should be advected downwards and then horizontally

dispersed. However, for the fulfilment of momentum conservation, small scale

turbulent eddies must occur at both the tops and bottoms of the air uplift

and air downdraught zones in roll vortices (Fig. 23), and smoke trails cannot

pass through such zones without disruption. Incidentally, though intuitively

unrealistic, polygonal vortices would fit perfectly and thereby eliminate eddy

zones (Fig. 28). Air flow does not execute right angle turns because curved

turns require much less energy. There is some potential for smoke tracing of roll

vortices where the smoke is released in a line rather than from a single point.

4.6 Electrical fi eld measurements

Roll vortice measurement by instrumented plane detection of electrical

field presents an interesting possibility. In theory, electrical charge is transported

upwards from near the ground in the air uplift zones of roll vortices. These

regions of increased charge flux are detectable as bands of,increased vertical

electrical potential gradient. The average distance between bands is therefore

the mean wavelength of the roll vortices.

In Figure 29 are examples of vertical potential gradient charts obtained

at various levels above the ocean. The charts are for both parallel and crosswind

measurement flights, and the wind was l0 to 20 m/s near the water surface. The

spikes in the chart for crosswind flight at a height of - 5 m have been interpreted

to indicate roll vortice air uplift zones IMARKSON, 1975]. In Figure 30 is

an example of vertical potential gradient and relative humictity charts taken

simultaneously. There seems to be a correlation. The air uplift zones are regions

of moisture advection as well as enhanced electrical flux.

Upon initial consideration, vertical potential gradient measurements may

seem to offer a good alternative for roll vortices observation. Ilowever, serious

shortcomings to this method come to light upon closer examination. Electric

potential at any point in the atmosphere is determined by the number of charged

ions in that vicinity, and the potential gradient ìs determined by the number

and clistribution of ions. A probe coated with raclioactive material procluces

ionization in a thin sheath of air enveloping it. If potential difference exists

betrveen the ambient air and the probe, the ions will move in the electric field in

such a pattern and until such tinre that the probe potential is sufftciently changed

to eliminate the imbalance. It is the change of the probe potential that allows

the electric potential ancl consec{uently the potential gradient to be measured.
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The vertical potential gradient, which has units of volts per meter, may be

assessed through electric potential measurements using two radioactive probe an-

tennas mounted at different heights and a differential solid state electrometer to

ascertain the voltage difference between them ICHALMERS, 1957; VONNEGUT

and McCRAIG, 1960; VONNEGUT, MOORB and MALLAHAN, 196l; MARK-

SON, 1975]. "In order to avoid measuring the electric field resulting from charge

on the airplane, the probes [are to be] positioned in the same equipotential sur-

face arising from aircraft charge" [N{ARI{SON, 1975], and this may be done

by mounting the probes symmetrically above and below the airplane wing tip

(Pl. 24). If the probes are radioactively too strong (i.e. if its alpha ray emission

is too intense) then the electric potential to a considerably further distance from

them will be affected, and the measured ambient potential will not provide a

good approximation for the true ambient potential. A radioactive coating sub-

stance producing beta and gamma ray emissions will affect the electric potential

even farther away than coating substances producing only alpha rays. A weak

probe does not affect the air around it enough, thereby increasing the amount of

time required to attain potential equilibrium. Finally, there is the factor of air-

craft charge. Its potential detrimental affects are not necessarily avoided simply

by judicious placement of the probes. These measurement difficulties make elec-

trical field detection far less desireable for freld work than it might otherwise

seem.

4.7 Other airplane techniques

Roll vortices may be detected and measured through airplane monitoring

of the most common meteorological parameters of the three wind speed compo-

nents, temperature and humidity. By flying a course slightly off perpendicular

to the geostrophic wind so as to cut transversely across potential roll vortices,

horizontal fluctuation profiles of u, ür, I and po cãß. be obtained, and from these,

roll vortices wavelengths are deriveable (Figs 3l and 32).

All the charts in Figure 32, with the exception of the u profile, display

a periodicity in their peaks of approximately half a minute. This is the mean

time ìnterval betlveen encounters of the sensing devices of the various parameters

and the regions of maximum fluctuation of these parameters. Presumably, this

is also the mean time interval betrveen encounters of the plane and zones of air

uplift in roll vortices. By multiplying this mean time interval, which is the period

of the secondary-florv/plane system, by the velocity of the plane relative to the

air; which for a cross-vortices flight would be adequately approximated by the
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speed of the plane relative to some fixed point on the ground, a secondary flow

wavelength is calculated. For example, using the period of - 30 s and assuming

a typical small plane speed oI - 70 m/s, a roll vortice wavelength of - 2100 m is

obtained. This value is a reasonable typical value both for roll vortice wavelength

and for linear dune spacing. It is also close to the wavelength value obtained

from calculations using the frequency spectra of Figure 27, which must be so,

for the frequency spectra of Figure 27 derive from the same original data as the

profiies of Figure 32.

In Figure 32, the u profile varies in inverse proportion to the w, T and po

profiles. It is anticipated of roll vortices that where u is at a maximum, ur, T and

pl are at a minimum and vice versa. Approaching zones of air uplift, u decreases

and ru increases. ? and po also increase because of the uplvard advection of air

of greater ? and po from below.

Measurements for the charts of Figure 32 were obtained at - 175 m

above the surface, which is an optimal level for roll vortices observation. Close

to the bottom and top of roll vortices, u fluctuations would be particulariy

pronounced, but ur, I and p, variations would be damped. At a level close to the

middle of roll vortices, distinct variations in tl, I and po might be obtained, but

changes in u would be comparatively small. It is only at levels one quarter roll

vortice thickness from the top and bottom of roll vortices that yields substantial

variations in all four relevant parameters.

Each set of observational cross-wind flights must be accompanied by a set

of observational flights parallel with potential roll vortices (Fig. 33). Any strong,

non-random periodicity in u, ü, u, T or po detected during these flights more

or less aligned with the mainstream would rule out roll vortices. Parameter flux

both across and aìong the wind would be evidence of discrete circulation cells

not unlike Bénard cells.

For airplane measurements of the three wind speed components, it is

necessal'y to know the velocity of the plane relative to a fixed point on the ground

at all times, at any elevation and in any orientation. To do this, the observation

plane must either be equipped with an inertial navigation system or tracked by

double Dopplel radar. An inertial navigation system is an advanced type of

navigation s¡'stern, rvhich is not standard equipment for most small planes, and

if both double Doppler radar and a plane were available for research, emphasis

rvould not be on the sensing of n'ind vector components but rather on the

monitoring of air circulation marked by airplane-released chaff. In conclusion, the

sensing of wind vector components is not a viable alternative for the observation
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of roll vortices in deserts. Incidentally, large meteorologically-instrumented

planes that have inertial navigation capability are owned and operated by various

scientific research organizations around the world. Unfortunately, none of these

are stationed close to active desert linear dune fields.

Of the two remaining parameters - temperature and absolute humidity

- humidity is discarded as a possibility for desert roll vortices observations

for the simple fact that deserts are usually dry, particularly during summers.

Temperature stratification close to the ground, on the other hand, is maximal

in deserts during summers. This is attested to by the occurrence of optical

phenomena, such as inferior mirages, that require relatively large vertical

temperature gradients [FRASER, 1979] (Sec. a.l7). Consequently, the potential

for vertical temperature advection is great. Before it can be concluded that

temperature sensing is indeed a practical alternative as well as a physically

desireable one, it must be determined that adequate temperature sensing devices

for plane monitoring exist and are purchasable at relatively low cost.

In past empirical studies of roll vortices ILBMONE, 1973; LENSCHOW,

19701, simple resistance wire thermometers mounted on a special aircraft

foremast were used to sense temperature [LENSCHOW, 1972] (Pl. 25)' The

sensing element of one of these thermometers was a meter long length of 0.0025

cm diarneter tungsten wire directly exposed to the airstream ILENSCHOW,
19721. Care was taken to insulate the supports so as to reduce heat conduction

that would otherwise affect the accuracy of readings. One possible shortcoming of

this system, despite its simplicity, is that it may require the fairly sophisticated

mounting that is the foremast. For a small plane with a nose propeller, an

instrumented foremast cannot be used. Some small planes have diagonal struts

under the wings, and these struts may possibly provide a frame for mounting.

However, if ihis alternative were chosen, care would have to be taken that the

instrument were mounted beyond the flow region directly affected by the wing.

The attributes of a good thermometer for use in roll vortice observation in

deserts are as follows: (i) It must shietd its sensing element from solar racliation

(and terrestrial radiation where extreme precision is demanded), which would

heat it and raise readings. (ii) It must isolate its sensing element from moisture

and solid particles. The former lvould lorver readings through evaporation and

the latter, in the case that enough particles carne to be attached to the sensing

element so as to coat it, would raise readings through insulation. (iii) It must

protect the sensing element from damage. And finally (i") It must be small

enough and of a suitable form such that it can be mounted to a small plane

without detracting from its operational efficiency. It would appear that to meet
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the above criteria, a thermometer known as a reverse-flow temperature probe is

best (Fig. 34) [RODI and SPYERS-DURAN, 1s711 .

In this device, a platinum sensing element is contained in a cylindrical or

bullet-shaped encasement that only opens to leeward of the air flow relative to the

plane in flight. As air streams passed the end of the encasement, a considerable

negative pressure gradient directed towards the interior of the encasement arises,

and a reverse flow results. In the course of the l80o turn executed by the

air in reverse flow, water droplets and solid particles are lost or 'thrown off.'

The greater momentum of droplets and particles due to their greater density,

causes them to continue in a fairly straight trajectory as the flow around them

curves. Subsequently, they are advected away by the mainstream. Thus, the

air encountered by the sensing clevice is c.omparatively pure. In the improved

reverse-flow temperature probe, air exits through exhaust tubes.

If this probe is to be mounted onto the diagonal support struts of a wing,

it must as with the resistance wire thermometer, be positioned far enough away

from the body of the wing and especially its tips so that the sensing device is

not in contact with the turbulence generated by the wing. The design of either

,uu"*u-àow temperature probe is such that the mounting of this device to the

wing of a small air plane would be feasible. In conclusion, aircraft temperature

sensing as a means for roll vortices observation is practicable as well as physically

advantageous.

4.8 Recommendation for empirical research

Because roll vortices as an ordering mechanism for longitudinal dune fields

with uniform spacing is testable for refutation, it deserves priority in empirical

investigation of longitudinal dune field study. The mode of observing roll vortices

in longitudinal dune fields should be by measurement of horizontal temperature

profiles from continual temperature sensing using a reverse-llow temperature

probe mounted onto the wing of a small plane and during flights at one quarter

of the potential roll vortex depth (tSO-SOO m). Moreover, observational flight
paths must be (i) approximately l5o off mainstream to the left in the northern

hemisphere and to the right in the southern hemisphere and (ii) approximately

15o off-normal to the mainstreanì, again, to the left in the northern hemisphere

and to the right in the southern hemisphere.

Care must be taken to choose a field site (vhere the linear dunes are

active. The n,inds in relic linear dune fields may be considerably different to
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the formative winds with regards to intensity, frequency, duration, direction and

structure. For these reasons, the relic Australian linear dune fields would be

poor choices for roll vortices studies. It has been suggested that a linear dune

freld, which is quite possibly a longitudinal one a,s well, about 100 km to the

south of Cairo would be the most suitable site for dynamical study [BAGNOLD,
pers. comm., 1983]. This recommendation was probably made mindful of logistic

convenience and availability of fairly relevant long-term meteorological records.

Libyan and Saudi Arabian sites may be similarly suitable.
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Chapter Five: Empirical fleld reguits

One of the main thrusts of the freld trials was to ascertain the nature of

flow and secondary flow around a linear dune. Secondary flow in the form of

windwardside rotors, leeside rotors and longitudinally aligned roll vortices were

detectecl; however, circulation wavelengths of these secondary flows could not

be measured due to lack of instrumentation. Several techniques were tried for

the monitoring of deposition/erosion, sand firmness changes and topographic

changes over a linear dune, and these yielded some useful information. The

results and methods developed form the focus of this chapter.

Field experiments were carried out from December 7, 1982 to February

11, 1983, in the Strzelecki Desert of central Australia, and in September, 1982, in

the littoral dune fields of the northeast Tasmanian coast adjacent to Bass Strait.

One predominantly bare desert linear dune was found - l5 km south of the

main Moomba gas camp (of SANTOS oil and gas company) in the northeastern

part of the Strzelecki Desert (Fig. 35 and Pl. 26). It was on this dune and in

its immediate vicinity that the most extensive and successful field trials were

conducted.

5.1 Orientation and morphology

of the linear dune studied

The longitudinal axis of the study linear dune close to its northern end is

oriented almost due north-south (Fig. 3O). In the central Australian linear dune

fields, Y junctions predominantly open towards the south, indicating propagation

tolvards the north. Therefore, the northern end of the study dune is called the

'head' of the dune in this thesis. At - 2.5 km south of its head, the longitudinal

axis of the study dune is oriented NNDSSW at - 5o left of a north-south axis

(Fig. 36). The longitudinal axis of the study dune remains in this orientation

until - 3.3 km south of the head (Fig. 36). To the south of this point, the

Iongitudinal axis of the dune is oriented NNE-SSW or - l0å left of a north-

south axis. The linear dune has two bends of - 5o in its plan form.

The linear dune seerns to rest upon a very broad, linear base of fairly firm

materiai. Both flanks of this base has very slight slopes. The eastern flank of the

cìune proper is consicìerably less steep (Pl. 27) and more vegetated (Pl. 28) than

the western flank at all points. As a whole, the study dune is sparsely vegetated

and nearly bare from the head to - 1.7 km south of the liead. Past - 1.7 km,

the flanks, especially the western one, is covered by patches of brush, and from
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past - 2.1 km, there are bunches of small trees at intervals along the western

flank. Past - 2.7 km, the entire dune is covered by sparse vegetation, mostly

grasses and small shrubs.

From the dune head to - 0.8 km south of it, the dune is comprised of a

series of rounded summits at a uniform separation of - 0.1 km. Each summit

has a small slip face in the form of an avalanche slope on the western flank, and

each slip face ìs oriented such that the normal to the plane tangent to its center

is directed towards the general direction of NNW. From - 1.1 km south of the

dune head to - 2.7 km south of the dune head, the subsidiary dune summits are

peaked and remain at a mean separation of - 0.1 km (Pls 29 and 30).

Where the dune surface is bare there are surface ripples, which are

perpendicular to the direction of the prevailing winds. The ripples in the middle

section of the dune are particularly important (Pl. 31). Because these surface

ripples advance along an axis normal to their own longitudinal axes, the ripples

in Plate 31 are moving towards the observer and out of the plane of the picture.

Also, because their direction of advance is parallel to the prevailing winds that

control them, they seem to indicate a wind that is nearly aligned with the

longitudinal axis of the dune. Note that in the background (or to windward)

a portion of a surface layer has begun to slide down the slope. The boundary of

the sliding layer portion is quite discrete, and the breakage wa^s set off during a

hike along the crest just above it.

From - 2.7 km southward, the subsidiary summits lose their peakedness

once again. This may be due to the greater vegetative cover over the dune

from this point onwards. From - 3.0 km onwards the summits are no longer at

uniform intervals; summits occur at - 3.0 km, - 3'3 km and - 3'5 km' Beyond

- 3.5 km, there are no discernible summits.

The transition from dune to interdune corridor is quite abrupt in urany

places on the western side but obscure all along the eastern side. In places on

the rvestern side, the loose sand of the slip face meets the firm material of the

corridor with no intermediate stage (PIs 32 and 33). Over much of the western

side however, the avalanche slope meets an intermediate slope of much lesser

inclination. It is this intermediate slope that rests directly upon the broad,

firm base spoken of earlier (Pl. 34). On the eastern side, the gentler sloping

flank rnerges with the interdune corridor very gradually, so no clear boundary

between the dune and the interdune corridor exists (Pl' 28).

The rnost curious features of the eastern side of the dune were grassy,

sandy rises in the flank and more or less circular clay flats along the flank on the
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interdune corridor. Both features occurred periodically at - 0.1 km intervals,

and past - 1.4 km south of the dune head, nearly every summit, whether peaked

or smooth, wffi associated with eithet' a grassy, sandy rise or a clay flat. Each

clay flat was situated between two grassy, sandy rises and was populated by

shallow clay mounds. Both in their plan shape and in the venation pattern of

the shallow grooves to either side of their crests, these clay mounds resemble

elongate leaves with slightly convex flanks. These clay mounds and their surface

features are possibly the products of water erosion (Pt. 35).

During the study period, the area around the dune was variable in

vegetative cover. Some areas were fairly uniformly grassed; some had low, woody

vegetation and small trees. Some areas were quite sandy, whilst others were

pebbly (Pls 36, 37, 38 and 39).

The study dune divides at - 7"5 km south of its head (Pl. 26). It also

approaches coalescence with its eastern neighbor at - 12.5 km south of its head

and again at - l5 km south of its head. The predominant winds in the area are

from the south; therefore, either of the two above potential coalescences would

have resulted in a Y junction whose fork opened to leeward, which is contrary

to the general trend.

There is evidence that the core of the study dune was wet during the

observation period. On December 9, 1982, wet sand was found at a depth of

- 35 cm on the dune crest - 4 km south of its head. On January 28, 1983, wet

sand was found at a depth of 50 cm *10 cm on the dune crest at - 33 m north

of the northern perimeter of the study site. Wet sand was found at a depth of

25 cm *10 cm near the foot of the western flank of the dune at - 33 m north of

the northern perimeter of the study site.

5.2 The study site

A small section of the dune was chosen as a study site rvith dimenstons

of - 30 m along the longitudinal axis of the dune and - 65 m transversely

across it. The study site was in that sector of the dune aligned - 5" NNB-

SSW. It included two small adjacent rounded summits, the saddle-shaped trough

between them and the small but distinct avalanche face to leervard of the larger

and more southerly of the two summits. Because some attention is paid to the

monitoring of deposition and erosion over the study site, the inclusion of trvo

adjacent summits allolvecl for the observation of a complete wavelength of the
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periodic variation of the dune along its longitudinal axis. The larger summit is

centered at - 0.3 km from the head (Fig. 36).

Figure 37 is a form line sketch of the study site, for which the height

difference between form lines is probably a little less than 0.5 m. The grid

points represented by dots, circles and dot crosses are related to two experiments

(Secs 5.11 and 5.15). It is interesting to note that the elongated avalanche

face close to the southern summit was ephemeral and appeared twice between

December 9, 1982 and December 24, 1982 and between January 29, 1983 and

February 1, 1983. Topographic change in general is discussed in Section 5.14.

The western side of the study site was, throughout the observation period,

nearly bare to the base, and the eastern side had sparse vegetative cover in the

form of patches of mostly dried grass and dried small woody plants (Pl. 28).

The study dune is parallel with its two neighboring linear dunes, which are more

densely vegetated. Fbom the study site, the next dune to the west is - 3 km

a\ryay, and the next dune to the east is - 1.7 km away.

Erosion/deposition, change in surface firmness, colored sand transport

and wind vector variation over the study site were monitored. Tethered kite

trials were conducted in the immediate vicinity of the study site, and balloons

were released from the study site in an attempt to track their mòvement.

5.3 Leeward side rotors

On December 13, 1982, two rectangular patches of different colored sand

were laid out to either side of the high point of the larger, southern summit of

the study site. These patches were placed - I m south of the periphery of the

study site, and their dimensions were d 0.5 m X - 3 m x 0.015+0.005 m" The

green patch was È 6 m west of the summit peak, and the blue patch was - I m
east of the summit peak.

The sand was colored using a pigment and a polymer binder in solution.

Once dried, the colored sand conglomerated into cakes, which were pulverized

manually. Consequently, a small but significant proportion of the sand remained

as aggregates ranging in size from large grains to small pebbles (App. l0).

On the morning of December 16, the winds were of mean speed 11 knots

(- 5.6 m/s or - 20 km/hr) and directed from the SSB at - 150o. Sand movement

rvas relatively' vigolous. At 8:00 AN,I sand q'as streaming from the peaked

summits in plumes. That afternoon, rvinds rvere {airly calm at 3 to 4 knots,
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and on the avalanche or lee slope, an arc of green and blue sand had formed.

This arc at its highest point was about one third distance up the avalanche

slope, which was itself - 2 m in depth. Notably, a considerable proportion of

the colored sand particles in the arc were the large aggregates, which would have

required considerable wind energy to move against gravity up a steep slope. This

arc is taken as evidence of a strong leeward side rotor (Fig. 38).

Subsequently, the colored arc disappeared under the influence of moderate

winds and reappeared only during easterly winds such that the avalanche slope

was to leeward. When the arc was not in existence, the colored particles that

had partially comprised the arc lay at the foot of the avalanche slope. Bits of

burnt material and dried material, both presumably of vegetative origin, had

also partially comprised the arc*.

It is interesting to note that during strong winds the colored patches,

which in large measure consisted of the big aggregates, became raised surfaces.

This is in keeping with the conjecture that large particles will shelter the

smaller particles in their vicinity from the wind such that the smaller particles

are stabilized and not transported away [BAGNOLD, l94l]. During moderate

winds, the colored patches sometimes became completely covered over by fresh

uncolored sand drift, and this terminated transport of colored sand.

5.4 Windward side rotors

In the late afternoon (5:00 PM), on December 17, 1982, the wind was

blowing at - 13 knots (- 6.7 m/s or - 24km/hr) and from - 220" SSW, which

made it slightly oblique to the dune and incident upon the western flank. These

wind measurements were, âs were all other general wind measurements, taken

at - 40 m west of the study site. It was a clear, hot day, and inferior mirages,

indicative of vertical temperature gradient close to the ground were visible in

the distance (Sec. 5.16).

A kite tethered to a vehicle, which was parked - l0 m to windward of

the study site, flerv such that, along an axis transverse to the longitudinal axis of

the dune, its flight component was contrary to that of the mainstream. A ribbon

beneath the kite fluttered in the same direction as the mainstreatn. During

strong gusts (over 15 knots), the kite's departure from the nainstream along the

* Partìcles of burnt material found all over the dune suggested that the dune may have

been more heavily vegetated only recently.
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transverse axis was about twice the magnitude as its departure during moderate

gusts (Fig. 39). This flight behavior is taken as evidence of a windward side

rotor. No evidence of a leeward side rotor was found at this time.

The kites during all kite trials were of the delta wing type with a wing

span of - 160 cm and a head to end length o1 - 75 cm (Fig. a0). They are

made of cotton cloth with a frame of light wood. In all instances, an - 50 m

cord of - 50 kg strength was used to tether the kites. The plastic kite tails

were each originally - 6 m long, but are now, after flight, stretched to - 6.5 m

Iong. The flaps on the underside of the kites are - 15 cm deep and are used

for attaching the kites to their tethering lines. In constant winds, the kites flew

steadily without attendance, typically for ten minutes or so.

It should be noted that all given inclination angles of the tethering

cord, which were taken at the point of tethering, are slightly smaller than the

inclination angles of straight lines connecting the kites and their tethering points.

This is due to the sags in the tethering lines due to their weight, which caused

them to be slightly parabolic rather than perfectly straight. The differences

between the given inclination angles and the ideal inclination angles are not

great.

5.5 Kite flight

Because of their inclined orientation in the wind, kite flight may be

sustained by purely horizontal flows. Therefore, kite flight, though good for

indicating the lateral tendencies of the wind, should not be considered too similar

to linear soaring of birds, which can occur only in rising air.

It has been suggested that lighter-than-air balloons may be preferable

to kites. Because of their nearly spherical form their tethered flights would

presumably offer less directional bias than those of kites. In actuality, the

opposite is likely to be true. Tethered balloons would rotate at the end of their

lines and possibly at such a rate that Magnus effect, which is a force normal

to the direction of fluid florv that acts upon rotating cyclindrical and spherical

objects , would cause the balloon to mislead the observer as to the florv direction.

Depending upon the rotation and flow rates, Magnus effect can be an important

force. From a purely practical point of vierv, kites trials, lvithout the returring

high cost of gas, would be more economical.
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5.6 Roll vortices

In the afternoon (3:00-4:00), on December 18, 1982, the wind was

moderate at - l0 knots (- 5.t¿ m/s or - 18.5 km/hr), gusting at - 14 knots and

from - 164" SSE. This made it - 15o obliquely incident upon the study dune.

There was some shifting in the winds between a slight SSE orientation to a slight

SSW orientation. There were cirrus clouds in the sky, and this indicated upper

air moisture. Other than high clouds the sky was clear. There were inferior

mirages in ihe distance. It was a relatively hot and windy day.

Four kites were flown simultaneously. One was tethered - 10 m to the

west of the dune's western periphery, and one was tethered - l5 m to the east of

the dune's eastern periphery. Two were tethered to the east of the dune beyond

the frrst kite on that side. These were set - 50 m apart" The kite furthest east

would not sustain flight. This was possibly due to turbulence as a result of the

low woody vegetation (l-2 m in height) in the area.

The kites to either side and adjacent to the dune sustained flight contrary

to one another for several minutes. That is, the one to the west of the dune

flew towards the east, and the one to the east of the dune flew towards the west.

They indicated flow with oppositely directed wind velocity components along

an axis transverse to the dune. The second kite to east of the dune flew with

a similar orientation to that of the first kite (Fig. al). During the observation

of contrary flight between adjacent kites, the wind seemed aligned to the dune.

This overall flight pattern is taken as evidence of the occurrence of roil vortices

about the dune.

In the early afternoon (2:00-2:30PM), on December 23, 1982, the winds

were variable both in magnitude and direction. For the most part they were

from the north or NNE and moderate at - 7 knots (- 3.OO m/s or - t3 km/hr).

It was a hot, overcast day. Mirages were visible, and dust devils were observed.

Two kìtes were flown simultaneously with one to either side of the dune.

Their locations rvith respect to the dune are the same as those of the adjacent

kites in the last trials described. During northerly, moderate winds, the two kites

flew in opposition to one another, similarly as did the two adjacent kites in the

last trials (Fig. aZ). This flight pattern was-sustainecl for severalminutes, ancl it

ìs also taken as evidence of rolì vortìces. (¡
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Ð./ On kite trials

Although evidence of certain forms of secondary circulation were obtained

during kite trials, wavelengths of these secondary circulations could not be

measured. Working alone, no more than four kites could be maintained

simultaneously at - 50 m separation. This limited the line of observation to at

most - 200 m, which is far too small for measurement of secondary circulation

estimated to be in the area of 2000 m in wavelength.

To observe roll vortices in linear dune fields, 22 kites tethered at - 100

m separations along a line transverse to the direction of the the dunes would be

adequate. Twenty of the kites would lie between two adjacent dunes, and two

of them would be set just beyond the outer flanks of the two dunes (Fig. a3).

This should allow the marking of one wavelength of the phenomenon. During

roll vortices, kites in the zones of surface convergence and air uplift, should

be observed to fly in opposition to one another along the transverse axis to

the mainstream, and kites in the zones of surface divergence and downdraught,

should be observed to have extreme difficulty in staying aloft.

Tethered kites offer a sirnple yet elegant and relatively inexpensive means

by which to observe secondary circulation. Ifowever, the great number of

workers nec.essary for the observation of larger scale motions may diminish its

practicability. There is also the problem of coordinating workers who are spread

out over a substantial distance, for measurements of tethering cord angles should

be made simultaneously. For roll vortice observation specifically, tethered kite

trials are not as desirable as airplane monitoring of air temperature, which allows

for measurement of many wavelengths of the secondary circulation activity.

5.8 Quasi-laminar flow

Throughout the day on December 19, 1982, the winds were at * 13 knots

(- 6.70 m/s or - 24 km/hr) and from between l50o and 160o SSE, which meant

that winds were between 25o and 35o obliquely incident upon the eastern flank

of the dune. It had been windy the night before, and in the morning, which was

cool, there were cirrus clouds and middle level clouds. Cloud cover dissipated

somelvhat as the day lvore on and the temperature rose. In the afternoon, sand

plumes torvards the west were seen streaming from the peaked summits, and

mirages became visible.

- In the afternoon, the flight patterns of four tetherecl kites were observed

Two rvere located to the rvest of the study site and two were located to the east
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The kites furthest east and west would not stay aloft. Here, as at all other times

during the trials, when a kite would not stay aloft, it was replaced by another

kite. This was done to reduce the possibility that the inability to sustain flight

was clue to any defect of the particular kite in question. The kite furthest to

the east was tethered in an area of low, woody vegetation, which might possibly

have caused the air flow in the vicinity to be turbulent. The kite just east and

to windward of the dune flew at a higher elevation than the kite just west and

to leeward of the dune (Fig.44).This pattern in which the flow velocity had a

slight increase in its vertical component over the dune is the pattern intuitìvely

expected when the wind is more than l5o oblique to the dune and empirically

suggested by discrete wind speed and direction measurements made over the

body of the dune (Sec. 5.9).

In the early morning of December 18, 1982, the winds were nearly aligned

with the dune at the study site. By 9:30 AM, the wind had shifted to - 160o

SSE, making it - 25o oblique to the dune. Wind speed lva.s æ 12 knots (- 6 m/s

or -22 m/hr), and there were sand plumes directed towards the west from the

peaked summits. The air was warm, and there were a few faint cloud streaks in

the sky.

The configuration of the kites was such that wind velocity had the greatest

vertical component some short distance (50-60 m) east and to windward of the

dune (Fig. a5). The wind flow pattern suggested by the flight of the kites seems

to indicate that the dune affected the flow to windward of it. Although the above

form of flow is tuibulent, it is without any prominant secondary circulation and

has, for this reason, been labelled quasi-laminar.

A different and somewhat peculiar kite flight configuration was observed

on the morning of December 18 and on the afternoon of December 19. The kite

east and just to windward of the dune was lower than the kite to west and just

to leeward of the dune (Fig. 46). During the December 19 occurrence of this

flight conflguration at least, the winds seemed more than usually obiique to the

dune at - 35o to its longitudinal axis. This kite flight configuration is peculiar

in that it is difficult to imagine what sort of air flow pattern it may correspond

to.

Wind velocity over the dune5.9

Surveys of wind speed and direction vari¿tion over the dune were

conclucted on average trvic.e a clay, on certain days between December 9, 1982 ancl
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Fetrruary l, 1983. Before considering the survey procedure, which is not straight

forward, a brief discussion of the measurement techniques, which influenced the

form survey procedures is warranted.

The wind direction in the horizontal plane was obtained at any given

point by standing to leeward of a pole or stake planted in the sand with a
nylon ribbon tied to it at - I m above the surface and measuring the direction

exactly opposite that towards which the suspended ribbon was directed. For

these direction measurements an orienteering compass was used.

The vertical wind direction was obtained using a custom built electronic

wind vane (see Acknowledgements), whose design and operation require some

attention. An aluminum rod 885 mm in length and 5 mm in diameter forms the

wind vane shaft. At the head is attached an aluminum weight whose purpose is

to counterbalance the the tail wing, which is cut from a l1 mm thick styrofoam

sheet and has a shape similar to that of the tail of an arrow (Pl. 40). The pivot

point of the shaft coincides roughly with the center of a solid brass cylinder

through which it passes and to which it is fi,xed by a grub screw. The shaft is

so set that the tail wing is normally fairly level with the ground, which makes

the tail wing sensitive to vertical air motion. It is this capacity that allows the

device to detect and gauge the vertical component in the wind velocity vector.

The pivot point cylinder is directly attached to the shaft of a variable

resister, so that the vertical orientation of the vane is registered on a current

meter with DC 100 microampere range. There is a plastic protractor attached

to the fixed mounting encasement of the variable resistor, and there is a straight,

thick, red aluminum wire attached to the pivot point cylinder. The red wire may

be adjusted at its base so that when the vane is level, it lines up with the 90o

mark on the protractor. This indicator allows for the calibration of the electronic

orientation meter.

The relationship between degrees and microamperes is linear, and a

change in vane orientation of one degree illicits a response in the current meter of

I milliampere shift. Normally, 100 ma corresponds to 106o and 0 ma corresponds

to 2o. The precision of the meter and the variable resistor are not a very

high standard, and slight departures from linearity in the relationship between

angle and current occurred at random points over the angle and current ranges.

The measurements made with this devise could therefore only be used as fair

estìmates. Ilowever, considering the variabilìty of even a steady wind, the degree

cf accuracy provided by this rvind vane is probably adequate.
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The head of this device, where the moving elements are all located, may

itself be rotated and fixed at various orientations. For example, it may be turned

g00 such that the tail wing of the vane is perfectly vertical. This converts the

instrument to a wind vane for the horizontal plane of air motion- The mountings

of the device are all made of hard plastic, and below the joint for the head is a

short solid plastic shaft, which is fixed to a steel pipe. For measurements, the

instrument is mounted on top of a - 2.4 m wooden pole by inserting the head

of the wooden pole into the hollow end of the steel pipe. The distance from the

pivot point to the end of the wooden pole is a little more than 2'5 m' During

meâsurements, when the pole is planted up to 0.3 m into the sand, the pivot

point will be between 2.5 and 2.2 m above the surface (Pl. al).

The measurement technique was very simply to plant the wooden pole

into the sand at the point of interest and to read the current intensity' The

angle of wind vane inclination and therefore the vertical angle of flow could

be directly calculated from the amperage registered on the meter' Care was

taken during measurements to hold the pole so that it was as nearly vertical as

possible, and this was aided by a bubble attachment to the wooden pole in some

later measurements.

wind speed measurements at all points rvere made using standard hand

held cup anemometers held at arms length (at a height of - 1.a m) into the wind'

Measurements of wind speed as rvell as various other parameters were not very

accurate, and all measurements were necessarily discrete' That is, simultaneous

measurements at two or more points were not possible as these observations were

taken singlehandedly. However, for the most part, prevailing winds were fairly

steady, and this allowed for reasonable assessments of the relative magnitudes of

various parameters over the body of the dune'

Relative wind speed measurements were conducted along the same

transverse line across the dune as that for the wind direction measurements'

In this procedure, this line was traversed from west to east three times and from

east to west three times for each Survey. During each traverse' an anemometer

was held to windward and relative wind speed values were noted at various points

on the dune. In this way, the general characteristics of florv over the clune were

identified. Figure 49 is an example of a survey record for relative wind speeds

over the dune.

surveys were conducted once in the morning and once in the afternoon

on Decembers 9, Ll, 12,14-19, 22 and23, Lg82, January 29, 1983 and February

1, 1983. on certain days only two of the three paratneters \vele tneasured'
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The initial step of each survey was to measure the wind direction both in the

horizontal and vertical planes using the methods described above at 4 m intervals

across the southern transverse perimeter of the study site.

Ilorizontal-plane directional fl.ow vectors - horizontal plane vectors indi-

cating flow divergence only - across the dune were successfully surveyed 12 times

during the 13 observation days (Fig. a7). Analyses revealed that in 7 instances

flow divergence occurred to windward of the crest and flow convergence to lee-

ward of it. These instances occurred during winds more than - 30" obliquely

incident upon the dune at the study site. In the remaining 5 instances, there was

no discernible pattern. Of these 5 instances, two occurred during oblique, shift-

ing winds, tlvo occurred during winds nearly parallel to the dune at the study

site and one occurred during oblique winds that rvere not shifting. It is concluded

that generally during oblique winds flow divergence occurs to windward of the

crest and flow convergence occurs to leeward of it (Fig. 50).

Vertical-plane directional flow vectors were successfully surveyed 11 times

during the 13 observation days (Fig. a8). In 8 instances of the ll, the flow had its

greatest vertical upwards component to windward of the crest. These instances

occurred during obiique winds. In one instance, there was no discernible

organized configuration of vertical-plane directional flow vectors over the dune.

This took place during nearly parallel winds. In two instances, the flow had a

general vertical downward component over the dune. Both these instances were

observed on December 18, the day that roll vortices were evidenced during kite

trials. The air may have been unusually stable on that day. It is concluded that

generally the wind attains its greatest upward component just to windward of

the crest when the wind is obliquely incident upon the shallow sloped flank, and

just to leeward when the wind is obliquely incident upon the avalanche slope

(Fig. 5t).

Wind speed over the dune was successfully surveyed 11 times during the

l3 observation days. In four instances, greatest relative wind speed occurred to

windward of the crest. In another four instances, maximum wind speed occurred

either just to windward of the crest or at the crest. These first eight instances

occurred both during winds that were oblique and winds that were within 30o of

the dune and both during steady and shifting winds. In one instance, maximum

rvind speed occurred to leervard of the crest, and in one instance, there was

no discernible pattern. Finally, in the last remaining instance, maximuln wind

speed occurred to leeward of the crest on three of the six survey traverses across

the clune and to rvìnclwarcl of the c.rest on three of the six snrvey traverses ac.ross
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the dune. It is concluded that maximum wind speed generally occurred in the

vicinity of the crest and usually to windward of it.

Though measurements were not made simultaneously during any of the

surveys, there is some confidence in the general conclusions drawn for horizontal-

plane flow vector divergence and convergence over linear dune during oblique

winds and for the vertical-plane flow vector variation over linear dunes during

oblique winds. This confidence is inspired by the fair degree of uniformity in

survey results. The general conclusion for wind speed variation over the dune is

much more doubtful. Both the survey technique and the analysis of survey results

were to a degree necessarily subjective. The value of the general conclusions lies

in their potential usefulness in the mathematical analysis of linear dune genesis

and evolution (Sec. 6.3.6)"

Form drag5.10

It would seem that dunes act directly upon flow to cause variation in the

horizontal-plane flow vector during oblique winds, or in other words, form drag

offered by linear dunes to oblique flows influence the structure of these flows. It
may be easier to see that form drag is responsible for variation in the vertical-

plane flow vector over linear dunes. Quite simply, oblique flows encounter the

slopes of linear dunes and are deflected upwards. Mass conservation compels

the florv to descend again beyond the crests of linear dunes and conform to the

leeward dropping slopes.

5.1I Deposition and erosion

Deposition and erosion over the study site were closely monitored on a

daily basis through a simple technique using a grid of 148 - 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

x 1.22ú m wooden stakes (Pl. 42). Dightysix stakes were first planted over the

part of the study site that was bare of vegetation. These stakes are designated

by dots on Figure 37 and were set on December 8, 1982. Each one wa,s æ 4 m

away from each of its adjacent stakes and protruded - 65 cm vertically above the

surface. By measuring the length of the stakes above the surface regularly the

height of sand accumulation or the depth of sand evacuation around each stake

could be calculated. Additional stakes were subsequently added to the grid in

the partiallyvegetated areas: 15 on f)ecember 10, 1982 and 47 on December 11,

1932. Of these stakes all had an original protrusion above the surface of - 62 cm
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except for the 16 stakes that formed the eastern- and western-most complete

columns, and these were each - 72 cm above the surface. The two lvestern-most

individual stakes rvere each - 92 cm above the surface. These 18 exceptions were

not set as deep as the rest of the stakes because the ground they occupied was

flrm and difficult to drive stakes into.

Stake measurements wele made once in the morning and once ln

the afternoon for as many days as possible between December 9, 1982 and

December 24, f982. Stake measurements were also made on December 29,

1982, January 14,27,29 and 30, 1983, February l, ll and 23, 1983, March 3

and 23, 1983 and April 10, 1983. A total of 28 surveys was conducted. Relative

deposition and erosion over the study site could be assessed for the interval

between any trvo surveys by calculating the height of sand accumulation or depth

of sand evacu¿tion around each stake. For days on which both a morning and

afternoon survey were conducted, the interval between these two surveys was

on average about seven hours. This period proved too short for a discernible

deposition/erosion pattern to emerge. However, for periods on the scale of days,

some idea of the areas of deposition and erosion over the dune can be ascertained,

provided of course, that winds during the period were vigorous enough to cause

sand transport. Figure 52 is a typical deposition/erosion record. Positive values

indicate height accumulation (deposition) around stakes in cms, and negative

values indicate depth of sand evacuation (erosion) around stakes in cms.

Winds on the afternoon of December 16, 1982 - the time of commence-

ment for the assessment interval associated with Figure 52 - and on the morning

of December 17,1982 were - 4 knots. On the afternoon of December 17, the

winds increased to about 13 knots, and on the morning of December 18, 1982

- the end of the assessment interval - the winds \ilere - 12 knots. Therefore,

the deposition/erosion pattern of Figure 52 is the result of less than 24 hours

moderately strong winds.

For periods on the scale of weeks, a clear pattern of deposition and erosion

emetges (Fig. 53). Yellow regions of the chart correspond to areas on the dune

where substantial erosion - sand evacuation greater than or equal to 5 cm -
occurred. Light blue regions correspond to areas where substantial deposition

- sand accumulation greater than or equal to 5 cm - occurred. Darker blue

regions correspond to areas where greater deposition of sand took place ()
25 cm). During the 10 day assessment interval betrveen December 14, 1982

and December 24, 1982, wind measurements were made on 8 days. On 5 of the

8 days mean winds were from either SSE or ESE, and on 4 of these 5 days of

southeasterly winds, mean wind speed was above that of sand transport. On
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one day, mean winds were incident upon the western flank of the dune and also

above sand transport threshold. On one day, winds were more or less aligned

with the dune, and on one day, there were no significant winds whatsoever. It is
concluded that sand transporting winds were generally from the southeast. The

deposition/erosion pattern of Figure 53 shows maximum deposition to lee of the

crest and, significantly, to southeast of the the larger summit. This is what was

expected for the southeasterly winds during the assessment interval.

To a point, the longer the assessment interval, the more information is

contained in the deposition/erosion pattern for it (fig. 54). Orange regions of

this chart correspond to areas on the study site where greater erosion of sand ()
25 cm). Wind measurements were only taken for a few days during the 49 day

assessment interval between December 24,1982 and February ll, 1983, so it is

not known whether the deposition/erosion pattern of Figure 54 is what might be

expected of the sand transporting winds during the assessment interval or not.

The deposition/erosion pattern seems to suggest a southeasterly rvind.

In Figure 54, a secondary deposition maximum appears to the west of the

main deposition maximum. It frts well with the approximate topographic contour

lines of the western flank, which are included in the,figure, and apparently

corresponds to the foot of a westward extension at the southern end of the

study dune's western flank. This secondary deposition maximum is also situated

in a sparsely vegetated area. The erosion maximum on the southern summit

is perhaps due to the exposure of that area to most winds, particularly quasi-

laminar winds. The occumence of the various other erosion maxima are diffi,cult

to explain. Of greatest interest are the three maxima that are situated to the

west of the crest in an area interpreted as leeward for mean winds throughout

the assessment interval. Leeward side rotor activity during southeasterly winds

may be a viable mechanism for the formation of these erosion maxima.

The deposition/erosion pattern for the 59 day assessment period between

December 14, 1982 and February 11, 1983 is remarkably simple and clear

considering the length of time involved (Fig. 55). Deposition maximum lies

to NNW of the primary summit, and the secondary deposition maximum lies to

NNW of the western flank extension. An erosion maximum just to SSE of the

prirnary surnmit is implied, and the erosion maxirnun that actually appears in

the plot is located on the wester¡r flank extension directly to SSE of the secondary

deposition maximum. The,se features imply fairly uniform mean winds from

SSE.

The deposition/erosion pattern for the 58 day assessment period betlveen
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February ll, 1983 and April 10, 1983 seems to indicate dominant winds

diminished in magnitude and different in orientation from those of the previous

example, whose assessment period was of similar length (FiS. 56a). The

deposition maximum in Figure 56 lies directly between the two summits, which

strongly suggests nearly parallel winds. A limb of high deposition extends east

from the southern extent of this maximum and is almost normal in orientation

to the form lines that it intersects. This local deposition occurred very uniformly

along the gradient of the slope. To either side of this tongue of deposition are

parallel strips of fairly uniform erosion along the slope gradient. Though these

striking features suggest a mechanism, no form of secondary flow readily suggests

itself. These features may be manifestations of maximum local deposition

under the wind conditions during the assessment interval and local topographic

conditions.

Interestingly, these fairly even deposition and erosion strips along the

slope gradient are aligned at nearly 45o to the longitudinal axis of the dune at

the study site. They would also be at - 45o with respect to winds nearly aligned

with the dune. Finally, the slope on which they occur is locally rounded; in their

vicinity, the form lines are approximately elliptical (Fig. 56b). Winds nearly

aligned with the dune at the study site would be nearly aligned with the long axis

of the ellipiical contours that describe the local topography, and the deposition

and erosion strips happen to occur in the regions of maximum curvature in

these contours. It is possible that flow aligned with the long axis of an elliptical

sand knoll results in maximum deposition and erosion obliquely or even nearly

orthogonally across contours, to leeward of the summits and along the axis of

maximum contour curvature. Over any elliptical mound, maximum deposition

and erosion will probably also occur in the zone of surface flow convergence

during parallel rvinds (Fig. 56b). This surface flow convergence is associated

rvith flow separation and would not be unlike the flow separation in flow past

spherical objects (Fig. 56c).

The pattern of Figure 56a suggests that the sand transporting winds

during the assessment interval were rnainly nearly aligned with the dune at the

study site. In this case, the erosion maximum that corresponds to the shifted

avalanche face might be due to the action of leeward side rotors. It is recognized,

holvever, that the perirneter of the shifted avalanche face, which is demarcated

in the plot by a line of open dots, was determined 12 days before the assessment

interval commenced. Previously, the center of the avalanche face had moved

- 5 m in 53 days (between December 8, 1982 and January 30, 1983). Therefore,

by the end of the presently considered assessment interval, the avalanche face may
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have shifted again such that its placement and perimeter as of January 30, 1983

does not correspond well with the erosion maximum of the assessment interval

in question. The diminished sand transport during the assessment interval,

however, makes the above possibility less likely. In Figure 56a singularities,

symbolized by question marks, exist in the field of deposition/erosion values.

These singularities are points that can have no deposition/erosion value and

arise because the stakes with which they are associated were removed sometime

during the assessment inten'al.

The deposition/erosion pattern for the ll7 day assessment interval

between December 14, 1982 and April 10, 1983 seems to indicate southerly

winds in general with the slight predominance of southeasterly winds (Fig. 57)

An analysis performed by the personnel of SANTOS gas and oil company at

Moomba camp actually indicate a predominance of southerly and southeasterly

winds during summers ISANTOS, 1979]. Figure 57 may be taken as one sample

of the local summer deposition/erosion pattern.

Two transverse rows of five stakes each were planted near the head of the

dune. Stake separation was again n 4 rî, and initial stake protrusion above the

surface wa,s È 65 cm. Both short term (December 17, 1982 to December 22.,

1982 and January 14, 1983 to January 27,1983) and long term (December 17,

1982 to February 11, 1983) analyses of the deposition and erosion in the staked

area show erosion on the eastern side and deposition on the western side. This

is interpreted to indicate windward erosion and leeward deposition (Fig. 58).

The method adopted in this study of deposition/erosion monitoring is

both simple and relatively inexpensive. It can provide insight into the nature of

predominant winds and their interaction with the dune forms they encounter.

Also, it may be the only effective means available for deposition/erosion

monitoring. Sand trap experiments measure sand transport rather than erosion

or deposition.

It has been suggested that a grid of a large number of rvooden stakes,

even thin ones, may affect the air flolv in its immediate vicinity by increasing the

surface drag in that area IBAGNOLD, pers. comm., 1933]. This increased surface

drag may, in turn, influence the deposition/erosion pattern over the observation

area. This is a valid criticism of the method used. A slight trough was wind

excavated around the base of each stake; therefore, local erosion was certainly

increased by the presence of the stakes. The mechanism responsible for these

troughs was probably smaìl scale vortices in the air florv just above the surface

due to encounter betu,een local flow and the stakes (Sec.8.2.1).
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5.t2 An apparent paradox

Analyses of the variation of the horizontal-plane flow vector over the study

site showed divergence to windward of the crest and convergence to leeward of

it. Flow divergence would normally be associated with sediment deposition and

flolv convergence with sediment erosion; holvever, deposition/erosion monitoring

over the study site indicates the opposite tendencies.

Pure flow divergence causes deposition, but in this instance, horizontal-

plane flow divergence was accompanied by an increase in flow speed to windward

of the crest (Sec. 5.9). This horizontal flow divergence may have coincided with

vertical flow convergence. When flow encountered the dune's windward flank, it

is compelled to ascend the slope and converge with the overlying layers of flow.

Such a flow convergence just above the slope surface might have induced sand

transport. Therefore, the coincidence of horizontal flow divergence and erosion

is possible.

5.13 Firmness

Linear dunes in the Strzelecki and Simpson Deserts, as with linear dunes

in many other deserts, are not only asymmetric in transverse profile, but are

asymmetric with regards to the firmness of the sand packing in the two flanks.

This asymmetry in firmness can be related to the profile asymmetry in that

the steeper flanks tend to have avalanche faces, which would naturally have the

Ioosest packed sand in a dune. It has been shown that for dunes in the Strzelecki

and Simpson Deserts loose sand accumulates on the eastern flanks [BREED and

BRBED, 1979] white wind erosion and the exposure of older material occurs on

the far less steep western flanks IWOPFNER and TWIDALE, 19671. As with

the profile asymmetry, this asymmetry in firmness has been taken to indicate

the lateral migration of the clune eastward, in the direction towards which the

steeper less firm flank faces [RUBIN, 1985]. A distinct asymmetry in firmness

was ascertained in the study dune, though the sense of this asymmetry, as with

the profile asymmetry of the study dune, is opposite to that of Strzelecki and

Simpson Desert dunes in general. For the study dune, the steeper and less firm

flank rvas the eastern flank. Because the study dune was shotvn to migrate

iaterally eastrvard (Sec. 5.la), the idea that firmness asynìmetry may be taken

to indicate direction of lateral migration is in this instance supported.

Firmness was determined using a simple pole penetrometer. In the

vicinìty of each stake, a - 2 cm diameter rvooden pole of - 2.4 m length rvas
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inserted into the sand as far as it would go under a certain approximate force.

For each measurement, the pole was initially held above head height and pulled

down upon, allowing body weight to hang. Therefore, the force applied was the

constant force of body weight, which in this ca^se was - 70 k8. The depth of

penetration into the sand was taken as a relative measure of tightness of sand

packing or firmness.

Firmness patterns for the study area were established for December 22,

1982 and for January 30, 1983 (Figs 59 and 60). The uncolored regions are areas

of greatest flrmness with penetration less than 20 cm. Regions in the lightest

shade of green are areas of penetration greater than or equal to 20 cm, and

regìons in the middle shade of green are areas of penetration greater than or

equal to 50 cm. Regions in the darkest shade of green are areas of greatest

looseness, with penetration greater than or equal to 100 cm.

In Figure 59, the two firmness minima on the western flank occur over

or in the immediate vicinity of avalanche faces. This is to be expected, for

deposition due to avalanching is known to result in sand lamina of very loose

packing IBAGNOLD, 1941]. Interestingly, the western firmness minima more to

the south exists even when the shifting, ephemeral avalanche face it occurs close

to vanishes. Apparently, firmness minima can indicate areas lvhere avalanche

deposition takes place periodically. Furthermore, firmness minima may occur

where avalanche deposition took place in the past. That is, firmness minima

may occur in an area that had been formed due to advance of an avalanche face

but where no surface topographical manifestation of that avalanche face persists.

Finally, the occurrence of flrmness minim¿ in any area is.not necessarily evidence

of an ephemeral or past avalanche face. For example, the firmness minima on the

eastern flank of the study site in Figure 59 is inexplicable. It is also ephemeral

and does not occur in the subsequent firmness pattern of Figure 60.

In Figure 60, it is worth noting the detailed firmness survey conducted

along the "L" shaped line shown in enlargement to the lelt of the main plot.

Along the transverse branch of the survey line, firmness varies from - l3 cm

penetration depth to - 1l I cm over a horizontal distance of only - I cm. This

is a surprisingly abrupt transition.

For the assessment interval from December 22,1982 to January 30, 1983,

some correspondence lvas found betrveen the patterns of change in frrmness and

deposition/erosion (Figs 6l and 62). The primary firmness increase maximum

occurs on the rvestern flank and coincides fairly well rvith the erosion maximum,

as wa.s expected. The secondary flrmness increase maximum occurs in an area of
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slight deposition. This is contrary to expectation, but because the deposition was

only slight, its coincidence with the increase in firmness is possible. The most

minor of the firmness increase ma>rima occurs in an area of slight erosion. The

only firmness decrease maximum coincides with a small area of slight erosion,

and the elongated deposition maximum coincides with part of an elongated

area of slight increase in firmness. These final two instances are again slight

contradictions to expectation.

The deposition/erosion pattern of Figure 62 displays a degree of symme-

try. The deposition and erosion maxima lie on virtually the same transverse axis

across the study site and at more or less equal distance from the crest. They

also have much the same shape and the same area. Their respective magnitudes

of deposition and erosion are also similar except for in the region of the west-

ern avalanche face, which seems to be an area of significantly greater erosion.

There seetns to be about the same area of erosion on the western flank a.s there

is deposition oû the eastern flank although the shapes of these two regions are

not similar. It would appear reasonable to assume that the deposition/erosion

pattern of Figure 62 results from easterly winds with perhaps a slight predom-

inance of ESE rvinds. In this case, deposition would occur just to windward of

the crest, and erosion would occur to leeward of the crest due to strong rotor

action.

There is an alternative wind regime possibility for the the plot of

Figure 62. Westerly winds could cause erosion on the windward flank and

deposition just to leeward of the crest. Horvever, the relative rarity of observed

westerly winds before and after the assessment interval leads to the idea that

a predominance of westerly winds during the assessment interval would be too

coincidental to be probable.

In conclusion, sand fìrmness patterns are potentially useful inclicators of

local seasonal winds and of the sand transport trends these winds produce.

In this study, however, lack of wind data throughout the periods over which

observed frrmness patterns developed disallowed the proper interpretation of

the relationship between the firnmess patterns and wind conditions. A more

complete study would have greatly reduced the conjectural nature of firrnness

pattern interpretation.

Topographic change5.14

Topographic contour along two transverse lines and one longitudinal line

across the study site was assessed on December 8, 1982 and January 29, 1983.
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The - 27 m longitudinal line connected the peaks of the two summits and ran

along the crest. Each of the - 50 m transverse lines intersected one of the two

peaks of the summits (fig. 63).

The topographic line surveys were carried out using a straight, narrow

piece of wood - 1 m in length, a meter stick and a small level. For any

topographic line surveyr the piece of wood was initially set down upon the sand

at one end of the survey line. Then the height of its downslope end was adjusted

until the level placed on its upper surface indicated that it was horizontal, and the

height above the sand surface of the elevated end was measured using the meter

stick and recorded as the flrst increment of the slope. Next, the piece of wood as

moved down the survey line one of its lengths, and the second slope increment was

measured by the above method. This procedure was repeated again and again

until the entire survey line had been covered. For the transverse topographic

surveys, increments on the western flank were mostly positive, indicating a slope

rising towards the east. Increments on the eastern flank were mostly negative,

indicating a slope declining towards the east. By graphically juxtaposing the

topographic traces for each of the survey lines taken at the beginning and end

of the assessment interval, a good idea of the deposition and erosion along each

line over the assessment interval was obtained (Figs 64, 65 and 66).

It should be noted that each of Figures 64,65 and 66 is slightly elongated

with respect to the actual topographic profiles along the lines of survey. In

Figure 64 for example, it would seem that the survey line ran between two

points separated by a horizontal distance of exactly 50 m, In fact, the survey

line ran between two points separated by - 50 m as measured over the dune.

Hence, the horizontal separation of the two points lvould necessarily be less than

50 m. In the instance of Figure 64, the distortion of the configuration amounts

to about a 1.2 m elongation. That is, the figure represents a horizontal section

of - 51.2 m width rather than one of - 50 m width. The distortions were too

minor to adjust for them in the plotting of the profiles.

Figure 64 indicates that the northern transverse profile has shifted torvards

the west with relatively little change in profile area; there is no substantial net

deposition or erosion along this line. This is taken as evidence that linear dunes

can migrate laterally, and this has important consequences for longitudinal dune

stratigraphy (Sec. 2.2.4).

Another significant feature of Figure 64 is the apparent stationary height

of the dune at point .41, rvhich is at the leading edge of the dune section in its
lateral migration rvestrvard. That it is stationary implies that deposition across
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this point has not occuned. This seems to support the earlier empirical finding

that sand transport over a longtudinal dune does not depart the body of the

dune [TSOAR, 1978]. Deposition beyond the dune is difficult to achieve unless

as the result of avalanching. Saltation intensity and effectiveness is diminished

over sandy surfaces a,s compared with sand free surfaces; therefore, saltating sand

will tend to converge upon the sandy areas IBAGNOLD, 194f]. With regards to

the boundaries of longitudinal dunes, this means that sand carried beyond the

dune and onto the interdune corridor where saltation potential is increased would

probably be transported away. Also, there is the constricting role of secondary

circulation to retard sand deposition beyond the dune.

In Figure 65, the southern transverse profile is not shifted significantly,

but its area is increased. This indicates net deposition. It is interesting to note

that a net deposition along the windward transverse survey line rather than

along the leeward survey line is in keeping with the conjecture that surface drag

lvas increased over the study site because of its grid of wooden stakes. The

increase in surface drag would be accompanied by a decrease in surface sand

transport. This would result in a zone of transport divergence just to leeward of

the gridded area and a zone of transport convergence just to windward of it. In a

zone of transport divergence, more sediment enters than exits, and hence, erosion

occurs. In a zone of transport convergence, more sediment enters than exits, and

deposition occurs (Fig. 67). In Figure 67, change in velocity vector magnìtude is

accompanied by relatively much greater change in transport vector magnitude.

This is due to the cubic relationship between flow speed and transport intensity"

In Figure 66, the crestal trough of the longtudinal profile has shifted

- l3 m in the 52 day period, and the windward peak , assuming southerly winds,

has shifted - 14 m. As a sinusoidal wave, this profile line has shifted while it

has remained fairly constant in wavelength and amplitude. It is interesting to

speculate that steady longitudinal profile migration may apply to linear dunes

in general.

5.15 A sand capture experiment

To each stake of the study site grid, three l0.l cmx 15.2 cm (4" x 6") file

cards were attached at different levels such that each card was adjacent to at least

one other card and the top of the top card rvas flush with the top of the stake

(Fig. 68). Each card was wrapped around the stake and fastened using either

staples or a rubber band, and each card was color coded so that once removed,

it couìd be ascertained by inspection of its color rnarking at which level on the
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stake it had been positioned. Also, every side of every card was marked with

the general direction towards which it faced. Finally, on December 12, 1985-the

commencement day for the experiment - vaseline was smeared onto all exposed

surfaces of all the cards.

On December 12, the patches of colored sands were set out to either side

of the southern summit of the study site (Sec. 5.2). The intention was to capture

colored grains on the vaseline-coated cards. By tabulating the number of grains

of each color on each face of each card, it was hoped that certain characteristics of

the colored sand flow over the study site could be learned. These characteristics

would have included direction of colored sand flow over the study site both to

windward and to leeward of the crest and the relationship between transport

intensity and height above the surface.

On Decemb er 12, wind conditions were calm. Sand transporting winds did

not occur until 4 days later on December 16. After several hours of vigorous sand

transport, the cards were removed and stored separately in plastic sample bug.,

which were then sealed. The bags were carefully packed away and transported

out of the field and back to the Department of Geology, University of Adelaide.

They were stored until Janurary 23,1982, when they were analyzed. Analysis of

the cards revealed that a total of 3 colored grains had been captured during the

experiment. This is insufficient data for any conclusion on colored sand flow.

A similar sand capture experirnent was attempted among littoral linear

dunes in Tasmania. In this instance a grid ol77 stakes (ll stakes by 7 stakes)

was used, and file cards were attached to horizontal wooden platforms set on top

of the stakes. Also, l0 kg of sand of each color was used rather than 20 kg of

sand of each color. During the trial, a tot¿l of 24 grains of colored sand were

captured. Again, this is insufficient data for any conclusions on colored sand

flow. Earlier similar sand capture experiments using horizontal-plane adhesive

surfaces have yielded results good enough for the assessment of colored sand flow

over desert linear dunes ITSOAR, 19781.

Colored grain aggregates were found in some of the trenches excavated

around the bases of the stakes (Fig. 69). This pattern was produced by winds

of - ll knots (- 5.OS m/s or - 20.4 km/hr) and from - 155" SSE. The

colored patch of green sand on the western side of the southern summit was,

subsequent to December 16, 1982, rvholly covered over by fresh blown sand and

then partially reexposed on December 19, 1982. The blue patch on the eastern

side of the summit remained exposed throughout the sane interval. Colored

grain aggregates lvere dispersed over elliptical areas to windlvard of both patches
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(Fig. 69), and this was caused by winds of - 12 knots (- 6.19 m/s or - 22-2

km/hr) from - 150" SSE.

Vertical temperature gradients5. t6

Inferior mirages, which are the couples of the normal images and the

inverted images of objects above the optical horizon, are phenomena due to quasi-

parabolic vertical temperature gradients close to the ground (Figs 70 and 71).

They are common in such places as deserts and over large, placid bodies of warm

water (i.e. lakes during the summer), where the surface heat flux is directed

upwards. They occur under conditions that would seem to favor the generation

of strong thermal buoyancy force, and this, as already discussed, would in turn

help sustain and intensify roll vortices.

The quasi-parabolic vertical temperature gradients that are associated

with inferior mirages can be obtained through relatively simple calculations

involving a set of parameters requiring only six measurements [FRASBR, 1979].

The most difficutt of these are the angular elevations of the optical horizon

and the caustic, which is the axis dividing the upper and lower portions of the

mirage image. To measure these, a surveyor's theodolite capable of accuracy

to within about 4 seconds of arc must be used. The other parameter values

needed are the height of the theodolite telescope, the air temperature at that

level, the ambient pressure and the distance from the observer to the mirage

object. This iast can be estimated from an aerial photograph or a topographical

map, The calculations for obtaining a vertical temperature gradient can be done

in situ using a programmable calculator (App. 11), Optically obtained quasi-

parabolic vertical temperature gradients compare favorably with those obtained

from thermocouple measurements [FRASER, 1974] and are faster to obtain.

Throughout the period of the field trials, inferior mirages were routinely

observed on clear, hot days. A relatively simple program was written to calculate

values for the quasi-parabolic vertical temperature profile using the expression

given in Appendix ll, and this program was successfully tested using a set of

accurate measurements [FRASER, 19741. Attempts to make optical vertical

temperature gradient assessments near the study site horvever were unsuccessful.

Errors may have been comrnitted in the taking of the optical tneasurenìents using

the surveyors' theodolite. A programmable calculator.rvas not then available

therefore barring the immediate checking of angular elevation values.
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5. l7 Balloon trials

On February 1, 1983, during winds between 7 and 13 knots (- 3.6 to

- 6.7 rn/s or - l3 to - 24 km/hr) and fairly steady from - 305o WNW,

it was attempted to track balloons released from v¿rious sites in the western

interdune corridor of the study dune. The balloons, whose diameters were of

the order of tens of centimeters, were filled with a gas mixture of helium and

nitrogen, and they were ballasted with small lead fishing weights. Two tracking

theodolites set at - 200 m separation on a line approximately normal to the wind

direction constituted the tracking system. Plates 43 and 44 arc images of the

theodolites close to the dune and more than 200 m to the west of it respectively.

Tracking from two theodolites simultaneously was made possible by the help

of Mr. Updesh Singh (see Acknowledgements). Prior to departing for the

field, a procedure for synchronized tracking was established and practised. Two

custom-built electronic timers (see Acknowledgements) emitting high pitched

sound signals approximately every 30 seconds were synchronized before tracking

and then placed wibh each theodolite. Position readings were spoken into cassette

tape recorders.

None of the balloon trials was successful, for several reasons. It was

impossible under the conditions to establish neutral buoyancy for the balloons"

Ballasting had to be done in the partially enclosed back space of a land cruiser,

so the air lvas never still. Usually, too many weights were attached, and these

balloons were driven into the ground by the wind and burst amongst the woody

vegetation. When a balloon was successfully launched, it was advected beyond

the leeward side adjacent dune so quickly that view of it was blocked by the

neighboring dune. Tfials did not have the advantage of tracking from an elevated

vantage point.

5.18 Qualitative observation

on the movement of wet sand

When this study was first undertaken, it was assumed that the winds

responsible for longitudinal dune genesis and ordering necessarily had to be dry

winds that probably occurred during periods of high incoming solar radiation.

It was reasoned that winds during rain storms could not contribute to dune

formation or development, for wet sands with increased surface cohesion would

require winds of extreme strength for saltation. However, in the littoral linear
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dunes of northeastern Tasmania winds believed to be about 20 knots were

observed to cause considerable saltation during rain. Wet dune cores may not

be the stabilizing factor they are widely believed to be.

5.19 Air funnels

White conducting field experiments in the vicinity of the Moomba gas

camps at the northeastern corner of the Strzelecki Desert in South Australia,

funnels of air made visible by their suspended load of dust were frequently

observed during relatively calm days (App. l2). These funnels are popularly

known as "dust devils" or "willie willies", and many of them travelled along

the crests of linear dunes, one of which was the study dune. Recall that the

study dune is slightly curved in the horizontal plane and comprised of a series of

summits.

It seems strange that the path of least energy expenditure should be

curved and uneven. It is possible that the funnels are confined to their paths

along linear dune crests by the surface flow convergence zones of Bénard cells or

weak roll vortices centered about the linear dunes. F\rthermore, because surface

flow convergence zones are also air uplift zones, convection cells probably promote

funnel growth.

An unlikely alternative explanation for funnel confinement to linear dune

crests is that zones of unequal vertical wind velocity occur over the flanks of the

dunes. These zones of unequal vertical wind velocity over the flanks would be

due to uneven surface heating of the flanks, and this uneven heating would in

turn be due to uneven incidence of solar radiation upon the flanks. This would

occur when the sun was in such a position in the sky relative to the dunes that

solar rays were more directly incident upon the flanks facing the sun than the

flanks facing away from the sun (Fig. 7Z). In this case, flank slope becomes an

important factor.

5.20 Horizontal pressure gradients

Measurement of several relevant field parameters were not sought because

of logistic difficulty, unavailability of equipment or lack of funds. Horizontal

pressure gradients around linear dunes were assessed but later discounted when

the measurement technique rvas shorvn invalid. Hollow plastic tubing was laid

betlveen points two hundred meters apart in an interdune comidor; one end of the
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tubing was left open and the other end connected to an alcohol-filled manometer.

Care was taken to orient the open ends of the tubing and the manometer such

that the flow was across them with a reduced component into them. This reduced

component would not have been negligible however, and nothing was done to

minimize eddy effects around the rims of the opening, which would have further

influenced readings.
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Chapter Six: Simple flow model

6.1 Enerry optirnaliration

The patterning of dune frelds, as with the meandering of rivers and streams,

is an expression of energy conservation. These are, in essence, the "easiest"

- most convenient or energy optimal - ways for sand to accumulate under the

influence of wind and for channels to bend and twist under the influence of water.

All possible mechanisms of longituclinal dune ordering operate presumably by

working towards minimalization of energy expenditure. In fact, it is only

assuming energ"y optimalization that any of the possible ordering mechanisms can

be quantitatively described. This will become more clear as actual quantitative

rnodels are considered.

6.2 River meanders

River meanders serve as an initial illustration of the principle of energy

optimalization. The ideal river exists in conception only as a perfectly straight

channel; in nature, ideal rivers cannot exist, either now or in the distant past

ILEOPOLD and LANGBBIN, 1966j. For any river, meander development must

have complemented channel development from it earliest stages.

River meanders take "the form in which a river does the least work

in turning; hence they [exhibit] the most probable form a river can take"

ILEOPOLD and LANGBEIN, 1966]. The mathematical family of curves that

typify river meanders is known as the "sine-generated curves," and they are

clistinguished from other families of curves, such as parabolic curves, connected

semicircles and sine curves by their peculiar quantitative definition (App. 13).

Qualitatively, the sine-generated curves are the curves that require the "smallest

variations of the changes of direction" [LEOPOLD and LANGBEIN, 19661. That

is, if all periodic curves were divided into minute straight line segments of equal

length, it would be seen that the number of segments that experience a change

in the rate of change in direction lvould be least for the sine-generated curves.

In a rvay, they are a compromise between curves such as the parabolic and sine

curves, whose turns are too abrupt, and curves such as connected semicircles,

whose turns are too gradual (Fig. 73). Figure 74 and Plate 45 shorv itnages of

sine-generated curves as manifestecl in actual river meanders.

There seems to be a degree of universality in the rnanifestation of the stne-

generated curve in phenornena in which lengths of material must bend. Rods of
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spring steel that are bent by the application of force to its ends naturally assume

the form of a sine-generated curve. More dramatically in one instance, a train

hauling track rails in a long string cf freight cars folded under the terrific force of

a collision to form what is in configuration a sine-generated curve. Photographs

of bent rods of spring steel and the folded train are given in LEOPOLD and

IANGBEIN, 1966.

Being forced at its ends, the rod of spring steel, as wìth the long train

of freight cars loaded with steel rails, tended naturally towards the uniform

distribution of its internal strains as expressed in a sine-generated curve. It
could accommodate a shape change because of its elasticity. With rivers, it is

the turbulence and therefore resistance to smooth flow that is minimalized by

the assumption of a sine-generated curve configuration. A degree of crosschannel

asymmetry is established in flow around a bend (Fig. 76). As the magnitude of

asymmetry is increased, so too is the proportion of the flow energy diverted into

turbulence. This turbulence may act as a channel's self-regulatory mechanism in

that it may contribute to channel restructuring through bank erosion and thereby

reduce energ'y loss into flow asymmetry and also, ironically, turbulence. In this

case, turbulence would be both the result of channel configuration instability and

the mechanism by which stability is regained. In any case, the sine-generated

curve is the unconditional stability configuration for river meanders in which

flow asymmetry is minimal.

Interestingly, the secondary flow of the current as it rounds bends is in

the form of a single helix (Fig. 76). Transverse flow components may be

elirninated, but this requires that the channel broadens downflow to the point of

commencement of channel curvature (Fig. 77). Streams do not naturally broaden

downflow perhaps because the elimination of transverse flow is not tantamount to

the achievement of least energ'y expenditure. From Figure 77, ít is apparent that

a considerable amount of shearing occurs in flow rounding a bend that broadens

downflow. Helical secondary flow in a current as it rounds a bend should reduce

internal shear.

From the consideration of rivers and bending materials, it is apparent that

analogous though not necessarily similar circumstances can breed similar results

in natural phenomena. This should be borne in mind as the next example of

energ'y optimalization is discussed.
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6.3 Linear snnd banke

Linear sand banks in shallow tidal seas is a case not far removed from that of

longiturÌinal dunes in the desert. Though the one sand form occurs beneath water

and the other beneath air, the topographic and dynamic similarities between the

two are striking.

"Tidal current ridges or linear sand banks are quasi- periodic bed-forms

roughly aligned with the tidal currents and occurring widely on continental

shelves [OFF, 1963], apparently where tidal currents are strong and sand is in

good supply. They are large - up to 80 km long, typically I to 3 km broad and

tens of meters high - usually a large fraction of water depth. Their dimensions

and spacing (several kilometers) vary between examples but tend to increase

together IALLBN, 1968]" IIIUTHNANCE, 19S2a] (see Fig. 78)- The above

clescription of linear sancl banks in the southern North Sea not far off the coast of

southeastern Bngland shows that they and longitudinal dunes are similarly fairly

evenly spaced, mutually parallel and aligned with the formative currents. Their

direct proportionality between rìdge height and ridge spacing is a characteristic

shared by longitudinal dunes ITWIDALE, l9S1]. Finally, Iinear sand banks are

also asymtnetric across their transverse profile'

Linear sand banks may be produced by roll vortices in the tidal current

IHOUBOLT, 1968]; howe\.er, this idea is widely contested. In linear sand

bank study and longitudinal dune study, even the controversies are similar.

Incidentally, for roll vortices in sea currents, surface winds may be a major forcing

agent ILANGMUIR, 19381.

For trvo-dimensional flow - flow with disturbance or perturbation periodic

in the transverse direction to the mainstream - it has been proved that two-

dimensional instability will occur at Reynold's nurnber lower than those for

three-dimensional instability ISQUIRB, 1933]. Hence, within two-dimensional

flow, two climensional instability rvill predominate, and the resultant secondary

flow will be longitudinal or periodic laterally. In light of this, instability

in a sediment/flow/sediment transport system in which the florv regime is

unidirectio¡al and the flow at any particular time is trvo- dimensional may

also be longiiudinal [HUTHNANCE, pers. comm., 1985]. The emergence of

orclerecl linear sand banks in shallow tidal seas was analysed through application

of this hypothetical principle by assuming that these linear sand banks are

manifestations of one primary predominant longitudinal instability of the system
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IHUTHNANCE, l982al. The wavelength of the linear sand banks was taken

to iorrespond to the wavelength of the longitudinal instability. It was later

quantitatively shown using numerical means that low, parallel depositional forms

do indeed grow fastest and are therefore most likely to develop under conditions

of a unidirectional tidal current flow regime IHUTHNANCE, lgS2bl.

In a unidirectional flow regime, mean flow is confrned to a narrow range

of directions although actual flow, especially secondary flow, may occur in any

orientation. Therefore, flow may be obliquely incident upon the linear sand

banks. Oblique flow over a sand bank is deflected, and speed of the lower

flow layer - that layer in which flow experiences momentum deprivation due to

saltation - is diminished. Sediment transport is similarly deflected, but because

of the cubic relationship between flow speed and sediment transport intensity,

its decrease in magnitude is proportionately much greater than that of the lower

flow layer (Fig. 79). This is similar to what was found to happen over the linear

study dune although no conclusion could be made on the change of speed in the

lower florv layer (Sec. 5.9, Fig. 50). Variation of the sediment transport vector

over sand banks governs their grorvth. Quantification of this variation allows for

the numerical analysis of linear deposition forms.

The quantitative treatment of linear sand banks is highly instructive, both in

its general approach and its details, with regards to the problem of longitudinal

dunes. Indeed, if longitudinal dune ordering is to be considered in the context

of simple flow - flow without secondary circulation - a quantitative analysis

virtually identìcal to that of linear sand banks in its basic assumptions and

incorporated physical principles must be used. The remainder of this chapter

is devoted to a discussion of the linear sand banks model, and the quantitative

expressions comprising the analysis and their underlying physical relationships

will be discussed first.

6.3.1 The equation of momentum conservation

In the context of linear sand banks, rvater may be considered a hornogeneous

fluid; its density may be taken as constant at alì times and throughout the

shallorv rvater layer. Air in the context of longitudinal dune fields - air in the

Iorver planetary boundary layer - may also be considered as hotnogeneous.

For the quantitative treatment of linear sand banks, horizontal fluid velocity

is considered depth uniform. In other words, the ø- and y-direction florv
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components are taken to be functions independent of height above the sea floor

The horizontal velocity Un is defined by the expression

(J¡: [r(y, t), r(y, t)]

where u :the horizontal flow velocity aligned with the topographic corrugations,

u :the horizontal flow velocity transverse to the topographic corrugations,

y :horizontal distance transverse to the topographic corrugations and t :time.

The three basic parameters not included in the above definition are ür' t and 2,,

where ur :the vertical flolv velocity component, r :horizontal distance parallel

to the topographic corrugations and z =height above the surface.

It is taken that there exists a uniform "far" current, which is to say that

at some unspecified distance from the area of interest, the sea floor is flat and

the flow velocity uniform and constant. The magnitude of the far current at any

time is given by (IrnorI(t), where (Jrnor:the far current maximum speed and

1(t) =the far current time dependence.

FIow momentum must be conserved at all points; hence, within the area of

linear sand banks, the product of the mass of a water column of unit area in the

horizontal plane at any given point and the fluid velocity at that point must be

constant and equal to the far current momentum. Quantitatively,

hu - HU^""I(t) (1)

where ä :fluid depth or column height at any point, H :far fluid depth and

U =fluid velocity magnitucle (Fig. 80).

Of greater relevance to the analysis is the y-direction component of (l),

namely

hu - H(J,no"f(t)sinc (1o)

where o :angle betlveen the mean flow and the longitudinal axis of the

topographic corrugations. For completeness sake, the z-direction component

of (1) is
hu - HU^."I(ú) cos c

(Fig. 8l). It should be noted that symbol definitions in this thesis do not coincide

completely rvith those of HUTHNANCB. For instance, (frno, is used here instead

of simply [/.

BV (f ) and its component expressions, a decrease in depth is accompanied

by an increase in fluid velocity. This means that over a sand bank, flow speed
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must increase. This is not necessarily in ccntradiction to the decrease in flow

speed in the lower fl,ow layer affected by saltation, for the mean flow speed as

assessed for the entire depth of the fluid may increase while at the same time, the

flow speed in the lower flow layer may decrease. In the context of the analysis

however the decrease of the flow speed in the lower flow layer must be ignored; a

depth uniform flow has been assumed for the sake of mathematical convenience.

In any case, increase of flow speed over sand banks in shallow water is reasonable.

Recall that for desert linear dunes, flow speed similarly increases over the study

dune (Sec. 5.10).

6.3.2 The equations of fluid motion

The set of equations governing the motion of fluids, usually known as the

"Navier-Stokes" equations of motion, are

# * "?, * "fr *,# -- -;#+ x+ vY2u - Z(wow - u"u) (i),

ôu ða ôa ôa 
-La: + Y + vYz - 2(u"u - u,a) (rr),

at +u ar+ u ao** ôr: p ôy

ôw ðw
at+"ar+ua, pôz

(ird)
and

where p :fluid density, P :fluid .pressure, y :kinematic viscosity, v2 :

ffi + ffi + f|, ,r:the ¡-direction component of the angular velocity of the

earth's rotation at any given point on the earth's surface, X, Y and Z=extraneous

forces in the r-, y- and z-directions excluding Coriolis force and gravity

ancl g -gravitational acceleration INAVIBR, 1823; POISSON, l83l; SAINT-

VBNANT, 1843 and STOKES, 18451. {r/¡ âre functions of latitude.

It is assumed that u and w are steady or constant in all directions and over

time. That is,
ôa ôa ôu 0u

0At ôx ôy ðz

ðu ôw ôw ôw
0At ðx ôy ðz

This is the same as saying that only the current component parallel to the

topographic corrugations is not constant, which may or may not be true in

nat¡re. However, by aclopting this condition for the analysis, (ì) and (ii) are

eliminated, and the mathematical complexity of the treatment is greatly reduced.

and
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SteaCy u and u, are reasonable for flows without either secondary circulations or

significant random turbulence. Also, that this analysis is ultimately successful

in predicting linear sand bank spacing does not necessarily go to prove the

validity of the assumptions used. In fact, the quantitative analysis is an entity

or phenomenon quite independent of the phenomenon in nature it is meant to

describe. It is perhaps more appropriate to speak of an analogy between the

theoretical phenomenon and the physical one. The quantitative analysis, as will

become apparent, is actually a topic in its own right and one requiring some

investigation.

Of (i), the remaining equation of motion, it is again assumed that there is

no vertical variation in the flow. Furthermore, horizontal variation is confined

to the y:direction. That is
ôu _ôu _na" ô;-"'

Because the major topographic variation occurs in the y-direction, it is sensible

to assume that the mechanism responsible for this is connected to flow variation

in the y-direction. The change of u with respect to y becomes important.

The flow is considered irrotational, which is to say the fluid is assumed

inviscid (z - 0). Therefore,

vY2u = O,

and a particularly complicated term in the equation is eliminated. Irrotationality

may not be a good assumption for either shallow tidal seas or deserts in that

rotationality would seem to be a salient characteristic of the flow in both settings.

For example, the desert kite trials clearly demonstrated the rotationality of

air flow around dunes (Ch.5). However, rotationality must be retained only

if secondary flow plays a major role in the phenomena in question. Though

secondary flow probably controls the ordering of longitudinal dunes of uniform

spacing, it may be of minor importance for the ordering of longitudinal dunes

of variable spacing. Moreover, secondary flow is assumed largely irrelevant with

regards to the genesis and ordering of linear sand banks; hence, irrotationality

becomes a pivotal assumption in the analysis of linear sand banks. This condition

greatly simplifles calculations, yet leads to fairly accurate results. Again, that

results are good does not shorv that secondary flow cannot occur around linear

sand banks. Incidentally, because the linear sand banks are separated by

distances more than one hundred times greater than the depth of the water,

formatir.e roll vortices rvould have to be very much wider than they would be

deep, and such shallow roll vortices have never been obserl'ed in any fluid and

therefore seem highly unlikely.
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Resuming the discussion of (i), because the vertical component of flow ut

is very small in comparison to the horizontal components, the first term of the

Coriolis quantity - the product of the y-direction component of the earth's

angular velocity at any given point on the earth's surface t;, and ur - is negligible

in comparison to the second term - the product o1w" and u. Quantitatively, since

w K.v,

uow K. wru.

At mid-latitudes, øu and u)z ate of comparable magnitude. What is left of the

Coriolis terms in (i) is only 2w"u. This is replaced by .fu, where /, known as the

"Coriolis parameter", is definedby 2w".

Besides Coriolis force, the only other external force is the drag due to surface

friction. This is written as

-c,^lÛl*-tulh

where l¿71 = (I^",11(t\l 
=magnitude of vector t7 and C^ = C f U' -2. C is the

usual drag coefficient in the drag law for turbulent flow

where Í-:shear vector. The parameter m is a power whose value may vary but

is widely favoured as 2. The surface friction term is always negative, for it is a

force always opposed to the direction of motion. There is no form drag upon u,

for u is by definition aligned with the topographic corrugations.

The negligible terms of (i) are eliminated, /u is replaced for the collective

Coriolis quantity and -CrnlÛ1^-tulh is replaced for the extraneous forces X.

After some further algebraic manipulations utilizing (ta) and (lb), it is obtained

that

at+u - f u * c, lÛl^-'i: -ou#: [,Icos "# -/u.rsinc (2)

.T: ûtûpC

ôu ôu
ðy

+ C,n(J^ l/l--t I cos af H.

This is the equation of motion that is used in the analysis. It rvill later be

changed during calculations, but Jor the time being jt will be left in this form.

It is understood that I/ 4(J^o' and,[- /(¿).
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6.3.3 The sediment transport equation

Equation (l), equation (2) and boundary conditions appropriate for the

description of the surface topography and the free upper boundary are adequate

for the description of flow around linear sand banks. Ilowever, these things are

not sufficient for a description of linear sand bank evolution. For this task, a

thircl fundamental relationship is required, and that is the sediment transport

equation. From this an expression for sediment deposition and erosion may be

derived.

Several sediment transport relationships have been derived [BAGNOLD,
l94l; EINSTEIN, 1950; YALIN, r9ffi; ENGELUND and HANSEN, 1967b;

ACKERS and WHITE, 19731 (App. 1a). The features and relative advantages of

these different relationships have been considered, and a comparative study was

made of measured sediment transport rates and those calculated using various

sediment transport relationships [HEÀTHERSHAW, l98l]' Of the existing

relationships, those of BAGNOLD and EINSTEIN are most widely favored by

workers in the field for their general applicability and accuracy. The latter derives

from a probabilistic treatment, and the former from a consideration of simple

physical principles. A BAGNOLD-type sediment transport relationship is used

in this analysis, and it is

e - tlûl* (,, ,+,!4#) (o)

where 1 :non-dimensional scaling factor, fl - 2, | + L# :"an enhancement

factor" for the downslope component of transport and i = y-direction

component of the fluid velocity vector. A "downslope" is defined as any

surface over which the fluid layer depth increases with increasing y, the positive

y-direction being defined as that direction towards rvhich the mean flow is

directed (Fig. 82). Consequently, the downslope is always the leeward slope,

and sediment transport over the downslope is efhto.ed by gravity. Conversely,

secliment transport over the "upslope" is decreased by gravity. The downslope

slope enhancement parameter ¡L may be expressed as a function of the friction

angle. Specifically,

h = 2r H /.ú tan(friction angle)

where L -characteristic length scale. ./r diminishes with increasing suspension

load, for the transport of suspended load is not enhanced on the dolvnslope.
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Note that the sediment transport equation for this derivation does not take

into account a threshold fluid velocity. This probably simplifies calculations

without significantly affecting them.

An equation for sediment erosion, deposition

and pure transport for linear sand banks

6.3.4

A substantial derivative of the sediment transport equation yields the

conditions for sediment erosion, deposition and pure transport. These are as

follows:

(i) #, o erosion

(ii) #=o PuretransPort

(iii) # .0 deposition

where å :"th" total or substantial derivative of". If over any control area,

sedimeit transport increases with time, then the control area loses material,

and erosion occurs. If sediment transport decreases with time, then the control

area gains material, and deposition occurs. Finally, if sediment transport neither

increases or decreases, then material is neither gained or lost, and pure transport

occurs.

Expanded, the substantial derivative for sediment transport is

dQ - ðQ , .,ðQ,- -,,ðQo -,,p32dt- ôt'" aÍ '" ay '- a"

rvhere Q¡ :the i-direction conìponent of the sediment transport vector Q. fni.
is a completely general expression (App. l5). Because ü n O, the final partial

derivative component on the right-hand side is negligible.

It is assumed that the substantialderivative is very nearly zero, which is to

say that a parcel of fluid moving over the surface (at a velocity not necessarily the

same as that of the mean flow) experiences no net change in sediment transport.

The parcel may pass over many regions of erosion, deposition and pure transport,

but overall, there is neither erosion or deposition within, simply pure transport.

Another way to approach this assumption is to imagine a comparatively large
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area for which there is neither the introduction or substraction of, the creation or

destruction of sediment. The assumption is tantamount to the condition of sand

conservation. For relatively short intervals of time, this is reasonable; hotvever,

for longer periods, it would seem that a large region such as a dune field would

either gain or lose sand. Assuming sand conservation, the derivative equation

becomes dQ aQ ,"ryr+uô?u -odt: at - or oy

or after rearranging terms

-#--"*+"æ (ö)

The local time derivative of sediment transport # i. the change in sediment

transport over time at a specific locus. Change in sediment transport, as already

discussed, determines erosion and deposition; and erosion and deposition, in turn,

determine change in topography. Consequenfly, # relates directly to change

in topography, and for linear sand banks, change in topography is inversely

proportional to change in water depth. That is

ah aQ
ato- at'

For the moment, the above direct inverse proportionality rvill be left as is.

In the derivative equation for erosion, deposition and pure transport (b), Q
is replaced with the left-hand side of the sediment transport equation (a). The

expression obtained is

-# - "ua,(lr7t",) +,|þtrt", * rl,t #]
The fr term of the u component of sediment transport is missing because -#= o
There is no change in surface slope in a freld of topographic corrugations in the

direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the corrugations.

Both $p and $f, are equal to zero because all flow velocity components are

constant in the x-direction. The above equation becomes

AQ ôI- at 
:, 

ayl?lúl'(, * r,,, #)l
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6.3.5 An equation for topographic

change for linear sand banks

Returning to the direct inverse proportionality betw"eo ffi and S, an

explicit expression is attainable through judicious selection of a proportionality

constant. The parameter S has units kg/s; whet"*, ffi has units kg-m/s2.

The dimensional difference between the two is m/s, which are the dimensions of

velocity. Therefore, # -ry be expressed in terms of ff divided by some velocity

parameter or characteristic velocity. In other words, ff is iou"tsely proportional

solely to the divergence of sediment transport #, tor ffilU; - # lT - #
Consequently, the equation for topographic change becomes

1'# : 
,,|-rrúr" (, 

*.¡,1#)]

where y' :some constant coefficient.

The parameter f , being a constant, is taken out of the bracketed

differentiated quantity to become a factor for the partial derivative with respect

to y, and as it turns out, y' is a function of sand bed porosity [HUTHNANCE,
1982a]. The derivative equation now becomes

(t - p)t" # - rhltor(, * r,,, #)]
where p :porosity and "f' : *.Finally, both sides of the above equation are

divided bV (l - p)'t" to obtain

X:#hl,'r('*''r#)] (3)

where ^f" = ^ll^1". This is an equation of topographic change based upon the

condition of sand conservation.

6.3.6 An equation for fluid flow velocitl'

over a corrugated surface

The variation of the r-clirection component of the fluid flow velocity over

a corrugated surface is expressed by the equation

u : .f cos a * á [ø(ú) cos v + ó(ú) sin y] (4)
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where 6 :magnitude of the perturbation of u, 6 < f and ø(ú) and D(ú)

are the time dependence of 6. AIso, for future reference, ø = ø(t) + ö(ú)t.

The factors cos y and sin y assure that maximum perturbation and therefore

maximum u occur just flowward of the crest whichever way the positive

y-direction is directed (Fig. 83). This happens to agree well with observed flow

velocity behavior over desert linear dunes (Sec. 5.9). Expression (4) assumes

topographic corrugation sinusoidat in the y-direction, and a and b will hereafter

be understood to mean a(ú) and ó(ú).

6.3.7 Expansion of the topographic change equation

The sinusoidal bottom topography has wavelength .[ and is expressed by

the relationship

l¿-l*ôsinY (5).

Because the topographic relief is small compared to the fluid depth above it,

ô<<1.

Replacing (5) and the fluid velocity expression (a) into the topographic

change equation (3), it is obtained that

ôh I su3T a
At t-p sflL ôy { [t.or a * ô(acos y * ósiny)]2

+ (l - 6 s\ny)2 Pr,o' o)"/' (l-6siny)/sina. (3o)

dh
+ f l(l - 6 sin y)/sin al

dy

The parameters u, u, h, g, ú and / have been non-dimensionalized using the

characteristic scaling dimensions LI, U, H, *, # and f respectively'

Briefly, each quantity must be non-dimensionalized individually

example,
u(aulu)

r2r6(2ñ lr)
where tL* = ufU and t. = tfT. In (3a), as with equations throughout this

dissertation incorporating normalized quantities, the superscript stars have been

droppecl. AIso in (3a), the parameter ^/" o1 (3) has been replaced by sf g

where ,S :scaling coefficient and g : gravitational constant. The gravitational

constant must be included for the complete normalization of (3). That is, after

all quantities other than y'" in (3) have been non-dimensionalized, the right-hand

For

ôu
at

2rU ôu"
T ðt*
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side still has the dimensions of acceleration, and this is eliminated through the

division by g.

For flow as described by (4), the zero identities 4/P : 0 and ffi - g

rvhere s :any integer can be shown to hold true. Using these two identities as

well as the conditions ff - 0, # - f; and * - 6cosyfr*sin yH = sinyff
and simplifying greatly, (3a) becomes

6-'# : +ffrl"[f.sinccoso +il"*' ft,t""t] (Bö)

where n = T#:corrugation wavelength and F = ## -friction parameter.

Relationship (3b) expresses deposition/erosion as a function of the three

variables ø, c and ,b only. Once a function is founcl expressing cl as a function of

a and ft, the final form of the deposition/erosion relationship can be obtained.

6.3.8 Possible flow cases

Incorporating the fluid velocity equation (a) into the chosen forrn of the

equation of motion (2) it is obtained after considerable manipulation

F-'(-') +(l/l--tq -iII)ø -il(l/l'-1rcos "- llFsina) (2ø-i)

where q = mcos2a +sinz d, I: /csina and r: msin2a* cos2a. This is a

first order differential equation of ø for the case of unsteady flow with significant

Coriolis infuence. Three other flow cases of diminishing complexity are possible.

They are as follows:

r'-t (-') + (lrl--tq - iIl)ø - iI(Vl^-lrcos a) (2ø - ;i)

for unsteady flow with negligible Coriolis influence,

(l¡l*-tq - iII)ø - i/(l/l--rr cos " + Í lF sin o) (2ø -;ü)

for quasi-steady flow with signiflcant Coriolis influence and

(lrl--t q - iII)ø - i/(lrl*-lr cos o) (2a - iu)

for quasi-steady flow with negligible Coriolis influence. Quasi-steady flow is

defined tw E f 0, and Coriolis influence bv f * o.

For both the cases of linear sand banks and longitudinal dunes, flow varies

with time and is therefore unsteady. The significance of Coriolis influence is
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determined by the .:¡l\o ! lF, which compares coriolis force to frictional drag'

Because F : CUIH, in terms of dimensional quantities, IIF - IHICU'

Approximate characteristic v¿lues o1 !, c, ÚI and -E for linear sand banks in

mid-latitudes are 10-as-1,3x 10-3, I m/s and 30 mrespectively, and f lF - l'

Hence, for linear sand banks coriolis influence is significant' Approximate

characteristic values o!, f , c, u and .H for longitudinal dunes in mid-latitudes

are lg-a s-1, 1g-3, 10 m/s and 1000 m, and f lF = l, Again, Coriolis force

is significant. Therefore, for the analysis of both cases' equation (2a-i) must be

used.

6.3.9 The fìnal exPression

for maximum dePosition

Assuming ã square wave time-dependency for flow, which is the simplest

time variation, equation (2a-i) is solved anaþtically for the parameter a, and

this is replaced into (3b) to obtain the expression of maximum deposition

SU3o{k,a): ffir"k'
-Í'rcosa-/sina2

COS û SIN ü
(3.)

X
[' -'o

cosh rFq - cos rFl
rF(q'* 12)sinh rFg

where o(k,a) = 6-LS =deposition rate and i - C ltan((friction angle)'

For every value of ø, there is a unique set of a and ,t values' Maximum ø

therefore corresponds to a set of optimal a and lc. Maximum o ca'n' be found

either analytically or numerically. Analytically, the ø function is differentiated

with respect to both a and k. where these first derivatives are equal to

zero, either maxima or minima. second derivatives are taken, and where these

are less than zero, maxima occur. Quantitatively, wher " # : li - 0 and

# _ {+ _0, ø is a maxima with respect to a and lc. If there is only one loci

where the above criteria are met, then the system has only one maxima, and the

o and ,t values associated with it are the optimal values.

Numerically, o values are computed for combinations of different a and lc

values over rvide ranges, and the highest ø is the maximum. Again, the a and 
'fc

values associated rvith the maximum are the optimal values.
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6.3.10 Optimal spacing

Because lc for the system is directly related to the wavelength '[ of the

system and because .f, for the system is the same as -t for the topographic

corrugations, optimal .t, which corresponds to equilibrium sand bank spacing,

is directly calculable from optimal rt. Flom the definition of lc, the equation

expressing optimal L as a function of optimal /c is

Loo^ -ZtHlCkoprn

where Loo^:optimal 'L and /coo- =optimal fr'

In the analysis of linear sand banks, optimal a and ,b were found numerically,

and graphical deposition rate contours were constructed using o as the y-axis

dimension and lc as the r-axis dimension (Fig. 8a). These calculations were

performed assuming characteristic values for /, F', L, m and n of 0' l' 0'005'

2 and 2 respectively. As can be seen from the contour graph, doprn ? 28o and

koprn = l0 where ø is maximum. This corresponds to Loo^ - 7.5 km, which

agrees fairly well with the observed mean sand bank spacing of - 9 km'

It is interesting that the frnal expression was derived assuming significant

coriolis force though a reasonably accurate mean sand bank spacing was

obtainable through the final expression using the assumption of negligible

Coriolis force.

6.3.11 The applicabilitY of the analYsis

to longitudinal dunes in deserts

The application of the present analysis to the aeolian case of longitudinal

dune fields, whether of uniform or variable dune spacing, can be assessed quickly

by using the expression for optimal sediment ridge spacing to predict dune

separation. Before this can be done, appropriate values lot C and 'E[ must

be obtained.

For wind over sand there exists the expresston

s - lo.+llnesoo/D)]2

where D =mean surface roughness dimension (i.e. mean sand grain diameter

for smooth sand surfaces or mean ripple height for rippled sand surfaces)
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IDONÐLAN, 19S2]. All linear dunes observed during the course of this

investigation have had rippled surfaces, but this is not a very significant factor so

far as the calculation of the optimal spacing is concerned. Taking a typical ripple

height to be - 5 mnt, C - 1.32 x l0-3, and taking a typical grain diameter to

be - 0.2 mm, C - 2.99 X l0-3. These C values are of the same order of

magnitude; therefore , Lop^, which is inversely directly proportional to C, will

be of comparable magnitude assuming either rippled or smooth dune surfaces.

For the present calculation oI Lorrn, C - 1.3 x 10-3 will be used for a rippled

surface. This value is quite reasonable in light of a review of drag coeffi.cients

over oceans and continents in which a C value of 1.03 x l0-3 was calculated for

a L.43 x 107 km2 region in northern Africa that was lTTo f,orest and 66% desert

IGARRATT, re77l.

Using a convenient planetary boundary layer thickness approximation of

I km for -E[ arrd the value derived in the linear sand bank analysis of 10 for Ic, it is

obtained that Loo,n - 480 km. Using a low level inversion height approximation

of 250 m for .E instead, it is obtained that Loorn - 120 km. Both values are

two orders of magnitude greater than most observed mean spacings in linear

dune fields. Clearly, the analysis as it stands, does not provide a good model

for longitudinal dune field evolution although its component assumptions and

physical relationships were all shown to be relevant to the eolian case. A simple

flow approach may still be valid, and with increased sophistication, a simple flow

analysis may yield accurate dune spacing predictions.

Note that the C values for the aqueous and aeolian cases were of the same

order of magnitude. Because the density of water is three orders of magnitude

greater than that of air, one might be led to expect a substantial difference

between the C values of the two. However, C is a function of the ratio between

fluid density p and viscosity ¡r. The viscosity of water is two orders of magnitude

greater than that of air; hence, the ratios between p and ¡r, for water and air and

are comparable. Subsequently, the C values for water and air are comparable.

Qualitative rationalization of energy optimalization in

linear sediment ridge systems controlled by simple florv

6.3. r2

Linear sand ridge system ordering is not so easily demonstratable by

mechanical analogy as river rneanders were using bendable rods of spring steel.

One way in which to gain an intuitive physical understanding of the expression of

energy optimalization in the ordering of linear sediment ridges is the quaìitative-

consideration of extreme instances,
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Maximum ridge spacing would be infinite separation - a plain of firm
material swept clean of sediment. Approaching this limit would be the instance of

very large ridges separated by very great distances. This would be an extremely

inefficient state, for a great amount energy would be necessary to transport

sediment over vast distances then drive it up extensive slopes against gravity.

Minimum ridge spacing would be infrnitesimal separation - a flat bed of

sediment. Approaching this limit would be the instance of a series of very

small corrugations, each of which is positioned immediately next to its adjacent

corrugations. Here flow would experience momentum deprivation everywhere

over the ridge system due to saltation. Again, this mode of sand transport is

highly inefficient.

In nature, some optimal ridge configuration between the limiting cases must

develop. In the optimal configuration, the ridge spacing must be such that the

expenditure of energy is minimalized, which occurs when sediment transport is

confined to relatively short distances on firm material and up slopes of moderate

extent.

6.3.13 Evolutionary timescale

Included in the analysis of linear sand banks is a parameter called the

evolutionary timescale [HUTHNANCE, 1982a]. This is an estimate of the

minirnum interval of time necessary for the formation of an ordered sand bank

system.

In the expression for topographic change (3b), the dimensionless constant

coeflfrcients of the two sides must be equal. That is, 1 - #ffi, where

j| :timescale. Therefore, by simple algebraic manipulation, I : gg-#;2l

Usingthetypicalvaluesforp, H, L,,S and U o1 O.4,30m,6km, 1.6x 10-3

and I mf s, T - 2l years. Because this is a minimum value, it is reasonable that

to develop linear sand bank systerns may require several times this minimum

interval or up to several hundred years.

The equatìon for topographic change of longitudinal dunes would almost

certainly take a very similar form as (3b) whether simple flow or complex flow

with secondary circulation is assumed. Therefore, it is likely that the above

expression for evolutionary timescale also applies to longitudinal dune fields.

Using the typical values lor p, H, L, ,S and U o'f, 0.4, I km, 2.5 km, 1 x 10-6

and l0 m/s, I - 47O. years. Subscribing to the same rnode of interpretation as

before, longitudinal dune fields could require several thousand years to develop.
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Note that ,S for the aeolian case is three orders of magnitude less than 5 for

the aqueous case. This ultimately arises from the density difference between

air and water. Finatt¡ it is interesting that the evolutionary timescale for

longitudinal dune fields is small enough that llolocene formation and ordering

of the Australian linear dunes is possible (Sec. 2.1).

6.3.14 Modiûcation of the simple flow model

Minor modifications to the analysis of linear sand banks were made to see if
stight adjustments would be adequate for fitting it to the case of longitudinal

desert dunes. First, Coriolis force was taken to be 10-4, a mid-latitude

approximation, and appropriate values for F and Â were calculated for the

case of longitudinal dunes. These could be installed into (3c) for the numerical

a,ssessment oî. aoorn and Èoo- without changes to the values of any of the

remaining coefficients. This is because only .F' and Â have a direct effect upon

the firct and second derivatives of ø, which in turn determine doprn and kor^.

, Recall that f = ## and Â = C ltan(friction angle). Taking characteristic

values for C, U, H, T and friction angle of I x 10-3, l0 m/s, I km, 3 days

(wind storm duration) and 32o, it was found that F - 0.5 and Â ¡: 0.002

for longitudinal dunes. These values were used to obtain dopro - 29o and

koprn = 10, which are virtually the same as the optimal values calculated for

linear sand banks. Hence, slightly refined characteristic parameter values have

little effect upon the outcome. For a prediction o1 Loo^ - 2.5 km, a realistic

mean longitudinal sand dune spacing, korrn would have to be about 2.5 x 103.

6.3.15 Sand budget

A more sophisticated attempt was made to modify the existing simple flow

model by replacing the condition of sand conservation within a dune field with

the assumption that either a constant rate of net gain or a constant rate of net

loss of sand occurred. Quantitatively, this is taking # + o or

#:#."*+,æ+.þ-o
where rÎ :some constant coefflcient, which may be either positive or negative.

The above form of the transport equation results in a topographic change

equation of the form

Ah SU3T A

at sHL(I - p) av lrar"(,*n,,,#)] d#ri
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where tt > 0 corresponds to a net gain in sand, tt < 0 a net loss and t9 - 0

sand conservation. Quite obviously from the form of the above relationship,

the quantity tt has no effect upon lc and therefore also no effect upon sediment

ridge spacing .L. Only the magnitudes of deposition rate ø and angle a are

affected. These assertions have been verified through calculation. Ilence, the

assumption of net sand gain or loss has no significant bearing upon the question

of longitudinal dune ordering at least so far as this simple flow model is concerned.

The formulation of a topographic change equation not assuming sand

conservation wa,si inspired by the recent theory that longitudinal dune frelds

represent areas of net sand loss or "negative sand budget" IMAINGUBT, 1984a].*

* By this same scheme, transverse dune fields would be areas of net sand gain or "positive

sand butìget."
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Chapter Seven: Complex flow model

A model of secondary circulation during complex flow is reviewed, and

its implications on longitudinal dune genesis and ordering are discussed. The

particular secondary flow model considered assumes an inviscid and compressible

fluid. Although flow in the planetary boundary layer in general (and around

dunes in particular) is essentially incompressible (footnote of Section 1.2) an

inviscid, compressible model may still be applied to planetary boundary layer

phenomena. Compressibility enhances precision in lower layer models.

7.1 The secondary flow model

and longitudinal dune ordering

7.L.1 The basic equations

At this point it becomes necessary to examine in slightly greater detail

the planetary boundary layer secondary flow model [BR,OWN, 1970] introduced

in Chapter three.

The model assumes small perturbations of the quantities u, v,, w, P,T
and p such that u : E* (J', u : î * ut, w -- w * u', P -P + Pt, T -T +l' and

p - p+p' where the barred quantities are mean values and the primed quantities

are perturbation values. Mean flow within the boundary layer is taken to be two-

dimensional. Quantitatively, this means that w K. u and u ( u or r¿ - 0. The

mean values u and Ð are taken to be constant in the ø- and g-directions. The

basic non-dimensionalized equations used are those for a compressible, viscous,

rotational fluid, ancl they include the Navier-Stokes equations of motion, the

continuity equation (mass conservation), the energy equation and the equation

of state. The last three of these are as follows:

H *div(pú¡) - * pY'Û +Û.vp

.,(#.#.Y) *"Y+'H**e!*

AT AT AT ðT P lðu ðu ðr\zft + "# n "ft +,i * t(ä . * +;) - K¡Yzr -o

ôp

at
ôp

at

0

where c¡¡ :specific heat and K¡, :coeflflcient of head diffusion and

P -- pRT
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lvhere trl :gas constant. Note that non-dimensionalization in this case has

been carried out by simply redefining parameters as their dimensional quantities

divided by their characteristic values. For example 1(non-dimensional):

1(dimensional)/some characteristic 1.

Making use of Squire's proof, as was done in the simple flow model, a

two-dimensional secondary flow is assumed ISQUIRE, 1933]. The equations

describing the complete flow are divided into two sets - those taking into account

a horizontally homogeneous mean flow and those taking into account a perturbed

flow that is periodic and whose magnitude is independent of the longitudinal

coordinate. BROWN [1970] concisely outlines the manipulation of the mean

flow equations and the perturbation flow equations in deriving the flow instability

equation (discussed in Sec. 7.1.2).

Fbom the accepted condition of a longitudinal instability arises the

assumption that the resultant secondary flow will be longitudinal as well.

Perturbation velocity components and temperature are taken to be periodic

laterally. That is

v - Õ(z) exp[;a(y - xú)],

u' = u(z)exp[;7(y - xú)],

and

T - T(z) exp[;a(y - xú)]

where v' = ff, ut - QE!!, u' z (Æ lo)U , ? :instability rvavenumber and ¡ :a
coefficient encompassing both the real wave speed and the instability growth

factor.

7.1.2 The stability equation

and inflection points

The coupling betrveen u' and Õ in the perturbation equations is weak

except for when Coriolis force is large or Re is small. Also, it has been shown

that for negligible temperature-density perturbation, the effect of Coriolis force

on secondary florv growth rate is insigniflcant [LILLY, 1966] (Sec. '3.2.a). For

a neutral, horizontally homogeneous atmosphere, the perturbation equation

becomes

t
I zn2(++ ?nÕloz" J

(¡-x) o
iqRe
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This is the fundamental difrerential equation lor disturbance (stability eqaation),

widely known as the Orr-Sommerfield equation, and it is dependent upon the

lateral mean velocity component and the vertical variation of the lateral mean

velocity component. For large Re (high wind speed), viscous force becomes

insignificant in comparison with inertial force, and the right-hand side of the

stability equation goes to nought. The new equation

(¡-x) (#-r'*) -u#r-o
is the inuiscíd Orr-sommerfield equation or lrictíonless stability equation.

Near surface vertical velocity profrles for which the change of wind speed

with heigh t g reaches a maximum where a(#) taz : o and. ð2 (g) lôr' <
0 are known as inflection point profiles. Through the inviscid Orr-Sommerfield

equation, it was shown that an inflection point is a necessary instability condition

IRAYLEIGH, 1880, 1887 and 1913] (Fig. 8S). Later it was shown that an

inflection point is also a sufficient instability condition [TOLLMEIN, 1935].

Hence, from a purely mathematical point of view, two-dimensional instability and

consequently longitudinal secondary florv within two-dimensional flow may arise

in an inviscid and therefore irrotational fluid provided an inflection point occurs

in the near surface vertical velocity profile. For real fluids, an inflection point

results from shear, and shear of course, requires internal friction. In conclusion,

viscosity is an inescapable prerequisite for instability.

Where an inflection point exists, vorticity, which is dependeot ,rpoo $p,
reaches a maximum where 4jS ao"r. This low level vorticity maximum causes

amplification of any flow disturbances that happen to be brought dorvn to near

the surface (Fig. 85). Also, according to boundary layer theory, vertical velocity

profiles in intervals of pressure decrease do not have inflection points whereas

those in intervals of pressure increase invariably have them. The occurrence of an

inflexion point therefore gives some information on pressure gradient conditions

ISCHLICHTING, 1960]. Both these points rvill be made use of in the discussion

of longitudinal dune genesis in the next chapter.

Returning to the full Orr-Sommerfleld equation for viscous flow, ¡ =
X, * iy¡ where ¡" :real wave speed and ¡¡ determines rvhether the instability

wave grolvs (X¡ > 0), remains unchanged (X; - 0) or diniinishes (X¡ < 0).

Assuming longitudinal secondary florv has the same space and time periodicity

as the instability that prompted it, the secondary fl.ow wavelength is expressible

in the following simple function of 4:

À-2¡rlq
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where I :secondary flow wavelength. The question of stability now becomes an

eigenvalue problem, and for any set of values for Re, À and e, the angle between

the two- dimensional waves and the geostrophic wind velocity, there is a specific

complex eigenvalue ¡ associated with the eigenfunction O(z) - lQ(z)leie where

p :perturbation phase angle, which is a parameter that helps determine the

shape of the instability and the resultant secondary flow.*

Plotting ¡ values for both the inviscid and viscid forms of the stability

equation together in a Cartesian plane where Re is the absissa coordinate and

lp is the ordinate coordinate reveals two important features. The region of

viscous instability lies entirely within the region of frictionless instability, and

the critical Re of viscous instability is higher than that of frictionless instability.

Figure 86 lvhich compares the instability regions associated with viscous and

inviscid instability derives from a slightly simpler stability equation, one whose

eigenfunctions do not depend upon g.

Line a of Figure 86 defines the boundary of the region of inviscid instability

and corresponds to Xr - 0. Line b of Figure 86 defines the boundary of the region

of viscid instability, and curiously, viscid instability occurs where the vertical

velocity profrle does not have an inflection point.

Growth rate plots as a function of the growth factor ?Xd and e were

constructed for various Re, and critìcal X¡ and e of - 0.5 and n 2Oo respectively

were found IBROWN, 1980].

The form and magnitude

of secondary flow

7.1.3

and

The secondary flow solutions to the complete stability equation are

,' : ?v - 
alY(')l(cospcos,¡y 

- sin psinTy)liúl-o"oz oz

aìú
u)' lV(r) | (sin p cos r7y * cos p sin ay)liúl^o,.ôy

These give the form and magnitude of the secondary flow components. At

any Re, there is one unique pair of 4 and p values correspondent to maximum

* lhe roll vortices that arise in the model are each individually asymmetric in that they

"lean" to one side in their transverse section (Figs 18 and 19), and the degree of this as¡.mmetry

is dependent upon p. Roll vortices observed in natltre display no such skewness.
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perturbation growth, and optimal 4 determines the secondary flow wavelength

through 
^ - 

2rlq.

The value of lìúl-", is found through the energy balance equation

lrrl,^,,= 
lo" 

uBA(z)dzl I"' I t1r¡a"

where Uø :Ekman profile (App. 16), t/' :mean flow velocity modification due

to the finite perturbations and A(z) =the shape function: z\la(fro'¡¡a"].
The form of a(z) derives from the solution to the stability equation.

Longitudinal dune genesis and ordering7.t.4

Let it be assumed that fixed roll vortices occur in a desert area with a

supply of loose sand. To learn what type of deposition structures will result

from the interaction between the roll vortices and the sand, u' from above is

substituted for u in the topographic change equation of form equation (3) of

Section 6.3.5. Right-hand differentiation of such an expression with respect to

g, would result in a topographic change relationship of form

ôh
at n cos ¿ sln ?y - sln Scosqy-

This immediately indicates that given steady roll vortices, well-ordered longitu-

dinal dunes of the same wavelength as the roll vortices will begin to form. The

unlikeliness of unconfined, steady roll vortices, however, makes this mode of lon-

gitudinal dune genesis seem improbable. As quickly as low sediment ridges are

deposited, they would be disrupted by the lateral shifting of the roll vortices'

Once longituclinal dunes of significant height are established, roll vortices,

whether responsible for dune genesis or not, will assume an alignment such that

their near surface flow convergence zones superpose the dunes (Sec. 3'2'1f)'

Consequently, further building of the dunes will occur. Longitudinal dune fields

in which dune spacing is nearly uniform and of rvavelengths roughly twice the

thickness of the planetary boundary layer would be the expected outcomes (Sec-

1.5. r).

A quantitative clescription of the entire process of longitudinal dune

genesis and growth under the influence of roll vortices should derive from an

analysis coupling topographic change and secondary flow while taking into

account a corrugated bottom boundary. Tliough straight forward in conception,

such a1 analysis promises to be a considerable mathematical undertaking.
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Chapter Eight: Dune genesis

The formation of linear dunes by the extension of barchans and the

growth of subsidiary barchans [BAGNOLD, l94l] or the linkage of extending

barchans [SOLOKOW, l98a] has been discussed in Section 2.2.3. Though

there exists in the field examples of sand ridges that are in essence barchan

chains ILANCASTER, 19801, these forms are linear and oblique rather than

longitudinal. Therefore, this type of sand ridge formation mechanism is not

examined in this chapter.

As was seen in the last chapter, longitudinal dune genesis is the expected

consequence of steady large scale roll vortices close to the ground. The other

possibility is that longitudinal dunes begin as sediment ridges deposited by small

scale roll vortices generated as a result of the interaction between elongate

debris mounds and oblique winds ITWIDÄLE, 1972a and l98l]. This second

possibility for longitudinal dune genesis is, like the dune coalescence rrrechanism

for longitudinal dune ordering, a difficult question to deal with in that no

conceptually sirnple quantitative approach readily suggests itself. Àlso, there

is a general paucity of field information regarding flow around transverse debris

mounds. However, the aerodynamic feasibility of such a mechanism may be

considered. What follows is an introduction to Australian linear dunes that

initiate at transverse debris mounds and a qualitative consideration of the various

components of the aerodynamic mechanism of longitudinal dune genesis.

8.1 Central Australian linear dunes

FYom the air it can be seen that in the deserts of central Australia

linear dunes, most of which are not presently but may at one time have been

longitudinal dunes as well, often propagate from debris mounds at the leeside

boundaries of dried salt lakes, river beds and alluvial flood plains ITWIDALB,
1972a and 1981] (see Pl. 12). The debris mounds result from deposition of the

deflated material from their associated bare alluvial beds, and they are oriented

such that cross flows are usuallv experienced during strong lvinds. Figure 35 is a

map of the desert regions of central Australia, rvhich features a large number of

dried lakes and water courses. Figures 87, 88 and 89 show leeside debris rnounds

and linear dunes.

The linear dunes that propagate fronl leeside debris mounds are randoml¡'

spaced and of varying heìghts. Within kilometers dorvnwincì, these dunes assurÌìe
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the low degree of order characteristic of longitudinal dune fields of variable dune

spacing. As noted earlier, the transition zone between the random and orderly

portions of the dune network is highly signifrcant. It is within this area that the

coalescence mechanism operates most intensely to impose organization.

Incidentally, it is possible that longitudinal dunes migrate downwind. This

is not simply to say that they lengthen along their longitudinal axis but that they

move leeward as a body, presumably once their sediment source is sufficiently

depleted. Downwind migration would explain why linear dunes are sometimes

observed far from any potential sediment source areas.

Aerod¡rnamic mechanism8.2

Obstacles at oblique angles to the mean strong winds such as debris

mounds may cause several types of air flow instability. These instabilities give

rise to paired vortical air currents with individual members of opposite senses

of rotation - small,scale roll vortices. Longitudinal deposition occurs in the

surface flow convergence zones of these roll vortices. With time, longitudinal

dunes develop. To appreciate this mechanism, it is necessary to understand the

different types of possible air flow instability due to interaction between the flow

and debris mounds, and the manner in which these instabilities create vortical

currents.

8.2.1 Stagnation pressure instability

Stagnation pressure is the fluid pressure on the florvward surface of

obstacles, where flow velocity must be zero. An expression for stagnation

pressure as the sum of the ambient fluid pressure and a parameter that is a

function of local fluid veloc.ity is

Po:P+f(t7)

where Po :stagnation pressure

Because flow velocity is a function of height and disappears precisely at

the ground, stagnation pressure also diminishes dorvnward (Fig.90). A vertically

dorvnward directed pressure gradient is established over the florvrvard surface of

obstacles. The dorvnward pressure gradient force causes the clownrvard tlansport

of fluid, and this initial displacement results in a vertical mass exchange. An
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oscillation is created, and the flow to leeward becomes rotational. Obstacle-scale

roll vortices are generated to leeward (Fig. 9l).

Alternatively, roll vortices production in this instance can be thought of

as due to inflection point instability (Sec. 7.1.2). Along line s in Figure 91, the

vertical velocity profile has an ìnflection point (Fig. 85), which indicates certain

pressure gradient characteristics. Namely, to flowward of line s ambient Pressure

is reduced by flow constriction over and around the obstacle. Just to leeward of

line s, flow immediately above the surface has insufficient momentum to pierce

the high pressure zone in that vicinity. Leeward flow is turned back upon itself,

and both a leeside rotor and leeside roll vortices are produced (Fig. 92). Line s

designates the "separation of flow" boundary. Stagnation pressure instability

is probably the main mechanism of roll vortices generation to the lee of debris

mounds.

8.2.2 Centrifugal instability

Flow along a concave surface is centrifugally unstable. This is due to a

gradient in the fluid flow acceleration along lines normal to the surface. That is,

a gradient in fluid acceleration occurs over a concave surface, where centrifugal

acceleration increases with increasing radial distance from the surface (App. 17).

As with the previous instance of stagnation pressure gradient, vortical currents

are generated. This type of instability is known as "Görtler instability," and

the resultant roll vortices are known as IGörtler vortices" (Fig.93)' An easy

but perhaps somewhat simplistic rule for flow over curved surfaces is that flow

over convex surfaces is intrinsically stable and flow over concave surfaces is

intrinsically unstable (Fìg. 93).

Momentum deprivation instability8.2.3

Momentum deprivation near the surface may induce an inflection point

in the flow's vertical velocity profiìe in which case the florv becomes unstable

(Fig. S5). Inflection point instabiìity will cause the generation of roìl vortices

(Sec. 7.1.2), and one possible cause for near surface momenturn is saltation.
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8.2.4 Longitudinal dune formation

to the lee of debris mounds

Flow encountering a debris mound at an oblique angle experiences stagna-

tion pressure instability. Descending the leeside slope it experiences the additiona.f

minor instabitity due to centrifugal force imbalance, and during saltation, in-

flection point instability also contributes slightly to the total instability. Such

instabilities are significant around topographic irregularities in the debris mound

such as bulges and notches, and roll vortices are generated to leeward of these

irregularities. The secondary flow promotes longitudinal deposition to the lee

of irregularities and the amplification of these inegularities, particularly bulges,

by trenching around them. The more pronounced irregularities create greater

instability and more vigorous roll vortices. Longitudinal leeside deposition in-

tensifies, and with time, secondary irregularities are produced, which generate

their own secondary flow and develop their own deposition tail. Eventually the

deposition tails become recognizeable longitudinal dunes. Figure 94 is a series

of sketches depicting the topographic change around a single bulge. Figure 95

shows the genesis of a series of longitudinal dunes from a single debris mound.

8.2.5 Wind tunnel trials

Empirical support for the theory that longitudinal dunes can propagate

from debris mounds was sought through wind tunnel trials using scaled plasticene

models of debris mounds ITWIDALB,l972al. The plasticene obstacles gave rise

to roll vortices, which in turn produced longitudinal deposition iails (Fig. 96).

8.2.6 Conclusion

The theory for longitudinal dune genesis to the lee of debris mounds

seems fairly well supported by physical argument and laboratory trials, and

though debris mounds are associated with the Australian linear dune fields

of variable spacing, their relevance with respect to longitudinal dune fields of

uniform wavelength remains an open possibility. This can be resolved only after

a comprehensive survey of aerial imagery for global linear dune fields.

In closing, it is noted that the same aerodynamic factors that cause

longitudinal deposition to the lee of debris mounds may also support longitudinal

deposition to the lee of small hills or depressions. It is therefore possible for

individual longitudinal dunes to form in isolation.
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Chapter Nine

Conclusions

Longitudinal dune ordering and longitudinal dune genesis are two separate

phenomena. Furthermore, there are probably two distinct types of ordered

longitudinal dune fields - those with variable dune spacing and those with

uniform dune spacing. Of the various recorded hypotheses, the only viable

mechanism for the ordering of longitudinal dunes of uniform wavelengths is

planetary boundary layer scale roll vortices. This conviction is superficially

supported by the fact that such dune fields typically display mean wavelengths

of about twice the planetary boundary layer thickness. A considerable bocly

of meteorological and fluid dynamical research relevant to roll vortices in the

boundary layer indicates the feasibility and likelihood of roll vortices in deserts,

especially where uniformly spaced longitudinal dunes exist (Ch. 3).

The roll vortices mechanism can be tested for refutation simply by testing

for the occurrence of rolì vortices in currently active longitudinal dune fields of

uni{orm wavelength. If roll vortices are not evidenced during typical strong

winds, then it becomes unlikely that they could have worked to establish the

ordering of the dunes. The various possible methods for roll vortices detection

and measurement have been carefully considered, and the best one for desert

work with regards to the quality of data obtained, logistical feasibility and cost

efficiency, involves the airplane measurement of horizontal temperature variation

(Sec. a.7). A cheaper and simpler method utilizing a network of tethered kites

will yield substantially less reliable data and require the coordinated effort of a

large number of freld workers (Sec. 5.1.8). Australia is unsuitable for wind studies

in general and roll vortices observations in particular, for its linear dune fields are

currently stabilized by vegetation and are of variable dune spacing (Sec. 5.19).

Egypt is recommended as an area for roll vortices observation, for its linear dune

fields are active, comparatively simple in form and relatively accessible.

Periodic trvo-dimensional instability within simple-florv/sand-transport/

longitudinal-dunes systems is a possible mechanìsm for the ordering of longitu-

dinal dune fields, whether of uniform or variable dune spacing (Ch. 6). A model

for simple-flow/sand-transport/linear-sandbanks systems is slightly modified to

accomodate desert conditions and is shorvn to be invalid for longitudinal dune

ordering. Nevertheless, the simple florv linear sandbanks model is promising, and

its details are paid close attention. A more sophisticated simple flow longitudinal

dunes model may one day fare better than the current one. Alternatively, the

roll vortices mechanism can be tested assuming complex flow. Salient features
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of the best available planetary boundary layer secondary flow model and the im-

plications of its results on longitudinal dune genesis and ordering are discussed

(ch. 7).

Dune coalescence may control the low organization of longitudinal dune

fields of variable dune spacing (Sec. 3.1.2.). This impression is supported by

the high density of Y junctions characteristic of these dune fields. The wide

variability of mean dune spacing among these dune fields suggests a mechanism

strongly influenced by local conditions, and an aerodynamic dune coalescence

mechanism would presumably be partially dependent upon topography and wind

conditions. One possible explanation for dune coalescence may be horizontal

pressure gradients within longitudinal dune fields due to flow constriction

between adjacent dunes (Sec. 3.1). All possible mechanisms for longitudinal

dune ordering are considered to be manifestations of the principle of energy

optimalization (Ch. 6). Once again, ordered longitudinal dune fields result

when wind sand transport is maximized in dune/wind/sand-transport systems.

Some central Australian linear dunes propagate to the lee of transverse

alluvial debris ridges on fringes of exposed lake and river beds (Ch. 8). Linear

sediment ridges to leeward oI the debris mounds are probably initiated when

flows obliquely incident upon the mounds produce leeward roll vortices that, in
turn, result in leeward longitudinal deposition. Vertical pressure gradients over

the windward face of the mounds is the most likely main cause for leeward roll
vortices generation although centrifugal instability over concave leeward slopes

and near-surface momentum deprivation of the flow due to bottom saltation are

probably subsidiary contributors to this effect. Essentially the same aerodynamic

factors may produce isolated longitudinal dunes to the lee of small hills and

depressions. It is highly significant that linear dunes that emerge from debris

mounds are random but assume a low degree of organization through coalescences

within a distance of tens of kilorneters. Clearly, the coalescence mechanism

operates very vigorously within a small space. Of great interest is the unresolved

possibility that linear dune propagation to leeward of debris mounds may occur

to form longitudinal dune fields of uniform wavelength.

Using tethered kites around linear dunes, evidence was found of windward

side rotors during oblique flows (Sec. 5.5) and roll vortices during parallel flows

(Sec. 5.7). Using colored sand, evidence was found of leeward side rotors during

oblique flows (Sec. 5.3). Using simple wind velocity and direction monitoring

schernes, the wind velocity vector was found to attain maximum magnitude just

to windward of the crest of the stucly linear dune (Sec. 5.10), and to deflect
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such that its clirectional component transverse to the dune increased while its

directional component aligned with the dune decreased (Sec' 5'11)'

The periodic summits on the study dune were found to translate to

leeward along the longitudinal axis of the dune while altering in spacing only

slightly, and the study dune's lateral migration was detected (sec. 5.15).

Sancl frrmness patterns over the study dune were quite distinctive and

may be related to sand transport trends. For example, it was seen that the

sand was relatively very loose over the area in which avalanche faces occurred

periodically but were not evident at the time of firmness nteasurement. It is

conceivable that firmness patterns may be related to local seasonal wind patterns,

but without long term monitoring, interpretation of firmness patterns will remain

highly conjectural.

The monitoring of deposition and erosion over any sandy area and in

particular over a dune using a grid of implanted stakes was tested (Sec. 5.12).

As alluded to above, various types of flow ancì secondary flow were observed

using tethered kites (Secs 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9). Various other methods for

secondary flow observation and sand transport monitoring, amongst which were

tethered balloons, tracked free flight balloons, instrumented towers, instrumented

planes, radar, smoke trails and colored. sand capturen lvere assessed for their

reliability, logistic feasibility and cost (ch. 4). Horizontal pressure gradients

around linear dunes were assessed but later discounted when the measurement

technique was shown to be invalid (Sec' 5.22)'
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Table One

Morphometry of linear dunes in sand seas

[ñ,_nean width; i, r""r,length (', søre or all dunes extend beyond edge of inage); I, t""n uavelength (crest-to-crest distance);

F, mean frequency (nr¡nber of dunes per kilonetre) across sample, no:¡af Eo trênd of dunes. Àl'I oeasure¡rents in kilooetresl

IBREED and GRO\\, 1979]

L ,' i/ñ -nt\ it\ F riçu"
Region I i-atitude, Iongitude

1 35"30'-36'-N., 1110-l.ll"L5' l{

23"-21"30', S., t3?'-14oo30' E'
L9030'-23030' S,, L22030'-l'28'30' E-
23'30'-25045' S., 17"30'-19030' E.
2oo30'-2f"30' N., 52'-52"30' E-

2r"-22" N., o8o-Ìoo t¡.
l8o-L9o N., l3o-r4"30' E.
r6030'-19015' N., 45030'-5oo E.

Desert or sand sea area

Siurple(?) Iinear dunes

Navajo Indian Reservation (northern
Àrizona, U-S.À. )-----------

Simpson Desert (Àustralia)
creat sandy Desert (Àustralia)
Xalahari Desert (southern Àfrica)
Northeastern Rub' aI Khali (Saudi À¡abia)-

Colrpound linear dunes

Southwestern sahara (ltåuritania)
Southeln Sahara (Niger)-----
Southrdestern Rub' al Khali (Saudi Àrabia)-

Complex linear dunes

Nanib Desert (South-ilesÈ Àfrica)
Northern Sahara (À)'geria) ---
Southern Sahara (Niger)
western Rub' aI Khali (Saudi Arabia)

0.043
.22
,o

.29

.38

.15

.90

.90

.70

.4I

84.9
1.09.1

78. 3

89. 7

37 .7

to

.24

.32

.4I

.27

24.3
26-61
25.22
37.1.4
10.17

4

1

1

I3

4

5

Area
sanrplred ñ

()srì')

625
30,000
35,000
15,000
2,500

2,500 0.94
?,500 1.06

20,000 r .21

>Ìo0.00r 1.93 L06.4r
>40. r I.90 31 .1t
>83. i 2. 18 68.6r

0

1

3.65
24.O
¿z- t
26 -O
14.34

51.8rr
21.05r
38. nzt

12.27
a ,q

19.81
23.03

0.48
,a

,48

Nc

16BB
None.
1,698
I69À
24I

l69D
None -
169C

1698
I688
None.
I69F

o,

44
o6
26
64

33
30
2I

6
7

I

0.49
.56
.55

0. 40
.34
.39
.41

9
10
11
12

24"-24"45' S., 14045',-1,5030' E.

26030'-280 N., Oo"3o'-02030' E.
r90-19030' N., 150-15030' E.
1go45'-19"30' N-, 45015'-460 E.

2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500

0.88
t. 09
r.28
1.48

27
30.75
65
73

2.20
3.24
3.24
3-17

30. 7
2A.2
50. I
49 .3

o -41

lsorr..es of data--(l) Àerial photographs, National Àeronautics and space Àdministration; 236-28-0071,236-28-0072'

Following are nu¡ribered råndsat inages: (2) Er315-ooLAo, r.l^221-00264, 8l224-oo1oo, EL369-ool35, El369-0014I, EII33-ooo4o' EI296-00090' 81367-0025'

E1224-ooo93; (3) E1344-0t160, Ert2?-olllt, El37?-oosgs, E1127-ol.II3, El415-olo9f, Elt0o-ol045, EII'24-00535, E1180-01'051, Erl25-00591, EÌ124-00542'

Et344-01165, El4L3-00584, Er344-01162¡(41 Etr47-08160, Er4l6-08085' E1415-08091' Erl,45-08052; (5) El184-06255; (6) Erllg-l'0324; (7) Elr92-08553;

Err93-o9or2; (B) Err,B7-06433, Err32-o63so,-iiiez-ooa¡i, ntrzo-oe¿93; (9) Er383-oB2?o; (r0) 81r15-10074; (tt) Elr92-08553; (r2) E1189-06s50'
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lable Two

Flow boundaries, their associated critical
Rayleigh numbers and the dinlensional ratios
of the resultant convection cells and Lrands

[I(UBTNNBR, le65]

In this context, "boundaries" refers specifically to horizontal plane boundaries.

A "free" boundary may be quantitatively clefìned as any bounclary at which w = ffi : O,

rvhcre u is the vertical velocity component. À frce ìrottndary at, z = I knr nray be the
l,op of the Planetary Boundary Laycr.

A "fixc<I" boundary may be quantitatively defìnccl as any bounclary at rvhich w = # = O.

A fìxed boundary at z = 0 may be the ground.

The set of boundarics rclcvant to say^clorrd laycrs is "free, frce", and the set o[ bounclaries
relcvant to fìorv over the srrrface is "frcc,fixerl".

The paramet,ers vt,v,z are the three components of eclcly viscosity, which is ¿ coeflìcient that
garrges the potential for eddy formation in a fluirl. IÌddy viscosity is closely tied with the
concept of viscosity, for rvithout the internal forces of cohesion (intermolecular binding
forces) that rnanifest thenrselves in viscosity, a fluicl could not tt¡rn or rotate and thereby
form eddies.

Note that the horizontal components of eddy viscosity ur,s tnz'y be consi<lcrably greater than
the vertical component v". This rvoulrì corrcspond to the situation of a convection free
layer of clear air between layers of cloucls.

Il: distance betrveen the boundaries

D : salie'nt dirnension of resultant convection cclls

Assuur¡ning "square" convection cells, D is the nìeasure of a sicle.

Assuming convcction "banrìs", D is the measure of a typical banrì rvirìth.

Assunring "hcxagonal" convection cells, D is the rìreasure of the distance betrveen opposite
sidcs.

2.322.O2.8I,708fixed, fìxed
2.72.3.13.281,100free, fìxecl

2.O ( Utuu
¡+Uz.æ(:i?)à658ur,v Þ v,

3.282.834.0658vs,! : uzfree, free

DIH oî
bands

D/H of
sotlare
cólls

Rayleigh
numberBoundaries
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lable Three

Buoyancy and Coriolis terms (ergs gm-t )
during roll situations in Oklahoma

Height wfu/f fr,w -fu,ãcos4'
l5
28
28
29

J
J
J
J

une 10.15-l157
rune t049-l137
une 1537-ló37
une 1412-1509

0.552r
0.352r
O.20zt
O.25zt

- 3.7
0.35
2.+
2.3

0.08
-0.0ó
-0.01

o.t2

o,2l
0.05
0.05
0.21

2 rolls
I roll
2 rolls
I roll

w;TlglT: buoyancy term
rvhere ur : roll ul

and 1,. : roll I
lW;: transverse Coriolis term

where ø,. : roll u
ancl u, : roll u

and

- f uru, cos V :vertical Coriolis term
where V :stream function defìned bY

tr=-ffiand u-#

ILBMONE, le73]
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Table Four

6 versus Tn lln and Ts, f L6,

0.01l586.645

0.031331.940

0.076913.03l-r

0.1885.3130

0.2953.392r,)

0.6371..5720

l.l80.850l5
2.060.485l0

TwlLwTN lL¡te

IWIPPBRN{AN, l96el

e : angle between the trvo orthogonal sets of roll vortices

T¡¡ lLn :ratio between the wavenumbers of the transverse roll vortices

and the longitudinal roll vortices

= v lp in WIPPDIINIAN

Tw lLw :ratio betrveen the wavelengths of the transverse roll vortices

ancl the longiturlinal roll vortices
: À,1Àp in WIPPBRMAN
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Àppendix One

The physics of sand migration

Over a flat surface, the paths of travel of individual sediment grains is only

partially determined by the flow that provides most of the transport energy. The

random collisions between grains that occur both in the air and on the ground is

another factor. On slopes, gravity causes grain paths to depart from the direction

of mean flow, and strong secondary circulation also contributes to grain motion

divergence. Finally, during oblique winds, grain motion on the leeward slope

of linear dunes is aligned not to the flow but to the longitudinal axis of the

dunes ITSOAR, 1978]. Clearly, the direction of mean sand transport cannot

always coincide with the direction of the mean flow. Hence, gauges of sand

migration, such as the annual resultant drift [McKEE, 1979], may not reflect the

predominant winds, and it is indeterminant rvhether linear dunes aligned with

sand migration are longitudinal.
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Appendix Two

Compound crests

The appearance of compound crests may suggest the lateral overtaking

of one linear dune by its neighboring linear dune. Upon careful consideration,

however, this idea must be abandoned. If the individual crests of linear dunes

with compound crests are of nearly equal height, they would originally have

had to belong to individual linear dunes of similar dimensions. It is difficult to

understand why the lateral rates of migration for two linear dunes of similar size

would have been different enough to allow one dune to overtake the other.

On the other hand, if the individual crests of linear dunes with compound

crests are of different heights, then the crests of each dune would presumably have

had to originate from individual dunes of different size. It is possible for dunes of

different sizes to have different rates of lateral migration, but it is highly unlikely

for an entire dune field to consist of pairs of neighboring dunes of signiflcantly

different rates of lateral migration.

An alternative explanation for linear dunes with compound crests may be

that initially broad, single-crested linear dunes developed dual crests as a result

of aerodynamic processes in which the spatial distribution of sand was affected.

Possibly, compound crests developed as secondary circulation such as vortices

(during parallel winds) and rotors (during oblique winds) excavated sand from

the center of the dune and deposited it to either side of the resultant crestal

rift. Alternatively, the instability of the dune/wind/sand-transport system may

simply manifest itself under certain conditions in the form of compound crests.
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Appendix Three

Hypothetical palaeoclimatic conditions

During glacial periods, global mean temperatures would have been lower,

with the probable consequence that precipitation dwindled because of inhibited

evaporation. Ultimately, reduced moisture. would have resulted in extensive

hyperarid regions on the continents. It has been hypothesized that much if

not most of Australia at this time was hyperarid and therefore suitable for

longitudinal dune development [BOWLER, 1976, 1978 and 1982].

Greater glacial period polar ice caps would have induced contraction of

the mid-latitudinal cyclones and anticyclones. The more densely packed isobars

of these contracted systems would have produced higher mean winds, thereby

presumably facilitating dune formation and ordering.



.R: Reynold's number

n: V Lp/4 where V :typical relative velocity
of the body with
respect to the fluid,

.t :typical salient dimension
of the body

P: fluid density,

and

? : fluid viscosity.
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Comparative Reynold's number analysis
for aqueous bedform features and linear dunes
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V - 1o km/hr - 11.1 m/s

.ú = typicat PBL. thickness

=1km:103m
p = p for dry air at 40o C and 1 atm

:0.001205 gm/ml

- 1.21x103 gm/m3

q = q for dry air at 40o C

- 190.4 micropoise

- l90x10-a gm/s-m

¿=W
- 7.07x108

V - O.4O mls

.t : water depth

- 0.05 m

p = p for water at 20o C and I atm

- 0.99823 grn/ml

- 0.998x106 gm/m3

n = q for water at 20o C

= 1 centipoise

- I gm/s-m

(0.40 !q )(0.05 n)(o.ee8x1o6 )n- I s-m

:}

- 2xl0a

Planetary Boundary Layer
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Appendix Five

Dune coalescence

A linear dune within a certain distance of the next windward linear dune

may be sheltered to some extent by this neighbor from the full effects of the

flow. Such a wind "shadow" could conceivably cause dune coalescence, and

it would explain the instances in which adjacent linear dunes converge but do

not coalesce and, in many cases, subsequently diverge (Pl. a6). Possibly, the

mainstream "jumps" the gap between the juxtaposed dunes, and a weak rotor

in the gap acts to maintain separation (Fig. 97).



.B : Reynold's number

R =V Lp14 where V :typical relative velocity
of the body with
respect to the fluid,

.t :typical salient dimension
of the body

p = fluid density,

and

4 = fluid viscosity.

Appendix Six

Comparative Reynold's number analysis
for parallel-travelling ships and

longitudinal desert dunes

Iongitudinal dunes

Appendix Six 115

V - 4o km/hr - 11.1 m/s

.L = typical dune's length

- 10 km: 104 m

p = p for dry air at 40o C and I atm

- 0.001205 gm/ml

= 1.21x10t gnt/*'

n = q for dry air at 40' C

- 190.4 micropoise

= 190x10-a gm/s-m

parallel ships

V - 30 km/hr - 8.33 m/s

.f,: typical ship's length

-200m
p= p for water at 20o C and I atm

- 0:99823 gm/ml

- 0.998x106 gm/m3

q = q for water at 20o C
N I centipoise

- I gm/s-m

R- (8.33 i)(2oo m)(o.soaxro6
I 6-m

- 1.66x10e - 7.00x10e
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Appendix Seven

Estimated minimum deceleration
for rotation canister fluid

w -VlR where angular velocity
velocity
radius of curvature

V -wR

o= # where ø: acceleration
and t: time

1.) AY - A(r¡R)

For any individual canister triat .B is constant. Ilence, for a hypothetical trial
for which all factors assumed mean values, .B is taken to be invariant'

2;) LV - E(Ar¡)

8.) Thus o=R#

Lu: ø(initial) - ø(final)
At : t(initiat) - ú(final)

4.) For ar(initial) - 0.83 s-r,
ø(frnat) : 0 s-l,
t(initiat) - 0 s,

t(frnal) - 10 s,

and .B - 0.10 m,

Q. - _(Lu+Ìd) _ -0.0083 m/s2

w=
l/-
ft-and



.B: Reynold's number (See App. l)

IL : rotational Reynold's number

Ilþr : wLpln where u : rotation rate

rotation canister longitudinal
sand strealcs

ø - 0.83 s-l

-t : canister fluid depth

- 2 canister radii - 0.20 m

p = p for water at 20o C and I atm

- 998 kg/*t
- 0.998x10u gnt/*t

n : 4xn for water at 23o C

- I centipoise

- 3.73x10-3 kg/s-m

R- (o.83 ¡4 )(o.20 n)(ee8xro6

Appendix Eight

Comparative Reynold's number analysis
for rotation canister longitudinal sand

and desert longitudinal dunes

Appendix Eight ll7

desert longitudinal dunes

V - 11.1 m/s

.D: PBL thickness

-1km:103m
p = p for dry a-ir at 40o C and I atm

- l.2l kg/*"
- l.2lxlo3 gm/m3

n = q for dry air at 40o C

- 190.4 micropoise

- 190x10-7 kg/s-m

Æ - 
(11.1 Ë)(lo'-)(1.21*lor #)

l9OxlO=? =kE

- 7.07x108

3.

- 4.39x104

73x1 0- 3
6- m
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Appendix Nine

Comparative Froude number
analysis for rotation canister
longitudinal sand streaks and

desert longitudinal dunes

F = Froude number =V2lgL where 9: gravitational constant

F, = rotational Floude number: wzLlg where ø: rotation rate

rotation canister longitudinal
sanil streøks

desert longitudinal dunes

V - 0.83 s-l
.t : canister fl.uid depth

- 2 canister radii - 0.02 m

F, (o.83 6-r)2(0.2o m)
- nrå

= l.47xl0-2

I/ - 11.1 m/s

^ú = PBL thickness

-103m

- l.26xl0-2
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Appendix len

Sand coloring technique

Of the several procedures tried for sand coloring, some personally devel-

oped, the best one was found to be that used in two well known past experiments

observing sand transport in tides and over longitudinal dunes IINGLE' f966;

TSOAR, 1e781.

For every kilogram of sand, I g of Neo-Zapon pigment (manufactured by

B.A.S.F.) is disolved in 50 mls of a solvent, for example ethyl alcohol. To the

staining solution, 2.5 S of Mowital binder (manufactured by lloechst) is mixed

in slowly and gradually; a sudden inclusion of binder will cause it to coagulate in

a polymer wad. The readied staining solution is poured into the clean sand, and

this is stirred until all the sand has assumed the color of the stain. The sand is

then allowed to dry, and after drying, the resultant sand conglomerations must

be puìverized.

. Using this procedure has several advantages. Because there is a fairly
good selection of Neo-Zapon pigments, sands of various different colors c¿n be

produced. Also, Neo-Zapon pigment provides for fairly bright coloration. The

presence of the binder in the final pigment adds considerably to the durability of

the coloration. It is resistant to fresh and salt water dissolution for at least up

to one month under still conditions. The pigment resides in the pits and crevices

of grain surfaces and therefore is fairly impervious to the impacts of saltation.

The amount of pigment that adheres to each grain is comparatively very little.
Thus it is believed that pigmentation does not significantly affect sand density

or the aerodynamic properties of each grain.

As briefly discussed in Section 5.3, poor pulverization of the freshly colored

sand results in a significant proportion of conglomerated particles. Therefore,

care must be taken in this step of the procedure of doing a thorough job. A
cement mixer is recommendable for pulverization.
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Appendix Eleven

An expression for the calculation of a
quasi-parabolic vertical temperature gradient
using optical measurements of inferior mirages

Tn -T" - Ar*lr - (r - €,1€,. - hl€.)*] + nþ+ €,)

where l¿: height above the surface in m

1¡ : air temperature at height å inoC

T" = T at eye level

7': mean ambient I
P = mean ambient air pressure in mbar

.q,:f lÍ.58x10-aP)
B¡: a'ngtrlar elevation of the optical horizon in rad

ø" : distance to the object intersected by the caustic

p" : angular elevation of the caustic at the distance ø" in rad

zt: r:gative å at eye level

Fn t aB2¡zrþBlr"
^(r,=?t2.".[#] *t]

r* = þîlr"
i" : radius of the earth - 6.371x106 m

R: g"s constant for dry air

^t" = tlR - 0.0342" C/m
B:!_t,

Expression and parameters after FRASBR, 1979
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Appendix Twelve

Air funnels

F\nnels are instigated at the boundaries between zones of different

horizontal air velocity [BYRON-SCOTT, pers. comm., 19831 Such boundaries

may occur at the boundaries between surfaces of unequal surface friction. As

thermal buoyancy force stretches the funnel, its rate of angular velocity increases

coincidentally with the contraction of its diameter because of the need to conserve

momentum.
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Appendix thi¡teen

Sine-generated curves

"The mathematics involved in finding the average, or most probable, path

taken by a random walk of fixed length had been worked out in f95f by Hermanm

von Schelling of the General Electric Company. The exact solution is expressed

by an elliptic integral, but in our case a sufficiently accurate approximation states

that the most probable geometry for a river is one in which the angular direction

of the channel at any point with respect to the mean down-valley direction is a

sine function of the distance measured along the channel.

"The curve that is traced out by this most probable random walk between

two points in a river valley we named a lsine- generated' curve. As it happens,

this curve closely approximates the shape of real river meanders" ILEOPOLD
and LANGBEIN, 19661" (Fig. 98).
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Appendix Fou¡teen

Sediment transport relationships

BAGNOLD's basic sediment transport relationship is in the form

e=r(lúl -lr7",l)'

where Q :sediment transport rate, I :"function of" and lf7.'l :critical flow

speed beiow which no sediment transport occurs. A version of BAGNOLD's

exact expression in this form has been used in a fairly successful model of barchan

dune evolution and equilibrium IHOWARD, MORTON, MOHAMED GAD-EL-

HAK and PIERCE, 19781 and to predict sediment transport in tidal flows

ISTERNBERG, 1972; GADD, LAVELLE and SWIFT, 1978; HEATHERSHAW,

l98l and LANGIIORNE, 19821. It has also been used in the interpretation of

ancient tidal deposits [ALLEN 198la and b].

A recent refinement of the above form ts

Q -t(lÛ|, -lÛ.,1\Û

IVINCIENT, YOUNG and SWIFT, l9Sll. This has been shown to be more

accurate than its predecessor [HADISTY, 19831. It is also more reflective of the

physical considerations originally taken into account in deriving a cubic sediment

transport relationship [HADISTY, 1983].
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Appendix Fifteen

A derivitive form of the sediment transport relationship

as an expression for erosion, deposition and pure transport

Erosion, deposition and pure transport are expressible as the substantial

derivative of a sediment transport relationship. Quantitatively

#--X."*+"a#**u*
where fr :"total or substantial derivative of", ft :"partial or local time

derivative''', g^ :"partial derivative in the ø;-direction" (t; : r, y ot z),

Qr¡ = the r¡-direction component of the vector Ç and I : the magnitude of

A # r 0 corresponds to erosion, # a0 to deposition and ff:0 to pure

transport. Incidentally, the substantial derivative is the change in a parameter

of a conceptual parcel within the fluid moving at a rate not necessarily that of

the mean flow (ä ir the change in a parameter of a conceptual parcel within

the fluid moving at the same rate as that of the mean flow) and the local time

derivative # ¡" the c.hange in a parameter at a fixed point.

Each of the four component partial derivatives mãy be analyzed for its

individual contribution to the total derivitive. For example, the second partial

derivative * ^ , be examined to ascertain whether erosion, deposition or

pure transport occurs in the ø-direction. This may be done for any control area

by determining whether sediment transport is greater or less at the flowward

perimeter of a fixed conceptual area than at the leeward perimeter. If as in

the right-hancl side portion of Figure 67, sediment transport is greater at the

leeward perimeter, then more material exits the control area than enters it'

Hence, erosion occurs. Similar test charts can be constructed for all cases of all

the partial derivatives.

Because the component partial derivatives are independent of each other,

a substantial derivative expressing any of the three transport modes - erosion,

cleposition and pure transport - may be comprised of any combination of com-

ponent partial tlerivatives expressing clifferent transport modes. For example,

a negative subtantial derivative expressing deposition may have a posìtive local

time derivative expressing eLosion, a neutral vertical derivative expressing pure

transport and negative horizontal derivatives expressing deposition.
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Appendix Sixteen

Ekman flow

The Ekman profile is the turning of the mean flow with increasing height;

a curve known as the Ekman spiral is traced by connecting the end points of wind

velocity vectors at various heights drawn from a common origin (Fig. 100). The

velocity components of Ekman flow are quantitatively expressed by the equations

lLÞ: -lUorÆrosLoe-a' sin(Oz t ts - rl4)

vE : uoll - cos ror,ñ"ot cos(Qz * Lo - " l4))

where

and

uøJuolUB,
up-uoIUB,
Us : Ekman profile,

úo : tan-'(_ä) = ran-1 l_W),
g"t sin ó

ttt
ø : earth's rotation rate,

'd 
: latitude,

U, : geostrophic wind - ileifi + û#),
- wind measured at - 500 m

fÌ

and

â and f are unit vectors in the z- and y-directions.
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Appendix Seventeen

Centrifugal instabilitY

centri{ugal acceleration is expressible as the ratio of the square of velocity

to the radial distance of the point of consideration from its center of curvature'

QuantitativelY,
coc = (Ur\'l'

where co" =centrifugal 
acceleratio î, (lt:tangential flow speed and r :distance

fromthecenterofcurvaturetothepointofinterest(Fig.100a).

Radial distance from the center of curvature r decreases linearly with

radial distance from a concave surface. Tangential flow speed increases non-

linearly as raised to some power greater than one with radial distance from a

concave surface, and this holds true whether the radial velocity profile bears

an inflection point or a neutral stability configuration' Therefore' from the

relationship for centrifugal force and tangential flow speed, it is clear that

the centrifugal acceleration increases even faster than tangential flow speed

with distance from the surface. See Figure 100b, where the ratio between the

centrifugal forces at 2 and 1 is greater than the ratio between the tangential flow

speeds at 2 and 1. A gradient in centrifugal force directed towards the concave

surface is created.
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